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INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

Hilda Koopman
koopman@biology.ucla.edu

In the fall quarter of 1991 and the winter quarter of 1992, Dorit Ben-Shalom, Dani Byrd, Jongho Jun, Karn King, Luc Moritz, Murat Kural, Michael Nkemnji, Akira Nakamura, Seungho Nam, Tetsuya Sano, Dan Silverman, and Kelly Stack participated in a field methods class in which we studied Nchufie under my direction. This volume brings together nine papers written in the context of our class.1

Nchufie,2 also referred to as Bafanji, is a Grassfield Bantu language of the Nun group in the Mbam-Nkam family, spoken in North Western Cameroon. There is no previously published material on Nchufie. We worked with a native speaker, Sophie Ajeakwa, who grew up in the village of Bafanji.

My introduction consists of two parts. In the first part, I provide some background information on Nchufie, which helps place the individual papers in context. In the second part, I discuss some phenomena which are not dealt with in any of the individual papers included in this volume.

1. Background

1.1. Segments

The phonetic segment inventory of Nchufie as presented in Dani Byrd's article (this volume), is reproduced here as Table 13 (segments in parentheses are not phonemes).

---

1That this volume comes together is due to the persistence and energy of Murat Kural.

2Nchufie is a frozen form for which the following etymology was volunteered:

fię people/inhabitants of Bafanji.
cufie language of the people of Bafanji.
n ě cu cufie I speak cufie.

3See also Dan Silverman's paper (this volume).
Table 1. Consonants:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>labial</th>
<th>labiodental</th>
<th>dental</th>
<th>post-alveolar</th>
<th>palatal</th>
<th>velar</th>
<th>labialized velar</th>
<th>labial-velar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>plosives</td>
<td>𝑝^h</td>
<td>𝑝</td>
<td>𝑡</td>
<td>𝑘^h</td>
<td>𝑘^w</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>affricates</td>
<td>𝑡ʃ</td>
<td>𝑑��</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nasals</td>
<td>𝑚</td>
<td>(ɱ)</td>
<td>𝑛</td>
<td>(ɲ)</td>
<td>ɲ</td>
<td>(ɲ^w)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prenasalized</td>
<td>(mb)</td>
<td>(nd)</td>
<td>(ndʒ)</td>
<td>ɲŋ</td>
<td>ɲŋ^w</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fricatives</td>
<td>𝑓</td>
<td>𝑠</td>
<td>𝑧</td>
<td>ɬ</td>
<td></td>
<td>ɬ(ɬ^w)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>approximants</td>
<td>𝑙</td>
<td>𝑖</td>
<td>𝑗</td>
<td>Eliminar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>𝑤</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Several comments are in order:

(i) Aspiration in voiced stops is contrastive, except at the velar place. A distribution of aspiration suggests that unaspirated 𝑝 corresponds to Bantu *b. We have not investigated this issue in any detail.

(ii) ɲ lenites to ɡ/ɟ intervocalically.

(iii) There are no voiced stops (b, d, g);

(iv) Prenasalized consonants (mb, nd, ndʒ, ɲɡ) and onset clusters of nasal plus voiceless plosives or affricates (mp, nt, ntʃ) occur in onset position. Prenasalized consonants occur in nonderived contexts in nouns and in derived contexts elsewhere. Jongho Jun and Dan Silverman regard prenasalized consonants as derived from two segments. Segmental processes involved in the derivation of prenasalized consonants are discussed and analyzed in a paper by Jongho Jun, which is not included in the present volume,⁴ and by Dan Silverman’s *Optional and Obligatory Prenalization in Nchuifie Reduplication* (this volume). Silverman’s article more specifically focuses on prenasalization in derived and underived contexts, and discovers an asymmetry between segments, which shows up in reduplicated adjectives in predicate nominal constructions. While onsets of adjectives can optionally be prenasalized in a particular syntactic environment (past tense), reduplicated adjectives with a fricative consonant in their onset may not. Yet, as Silverman points out, fricatives in morphologically nonderived contexts can be prenasalized, although they do not appear in non-derived contexts. Silverman explores an explanation for this asymmetry within several theoretical proposals.

---

⁴Jongho Jun (to appear) ‘An analysis of Bafanji Prenasalized Consonants,’ *Linguistics in the Morning Calm* 3, Seoul: Hanshin. This article discusses superficially idiosyncratic properties of prenasalized consonants in Nchuifie, and argues that there are no phonemic prenasalized consonants. A formal analysis in the framework of Aperture Theory is presented.
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(v) As opposed to other Grassfield languages, Ncufie has no phonetic glottal stop ʔ. While we initially transcribed sequences ʔʃʃ ʔ‘beautiful’ with a glottal stop in coda position (s2), spectrographic analysis showed that no glottal stop was produced: rather a long vowel was realized with creaky voice. Spectrographic analysis of related words in Nweh, Michael Nkemnji’s native language, clearly showed the presence of glottal stops in his speech. Creaky voice is only found on long vowels. This strongly suggests a relation to CVʔ syllables.

(vi) The voiced fricative v is an allophone of w (see below for more discussion), and so far is found only in two words in very defined phonological environments (as initial C of CvGV syllables):

(1) a. [vugu]\‘our’ (from /w + uuru/ (see section 2.1 below)
b. [vɔgɔ\‘to spank, to beat’

(vii) The labialized velar ʃ(w) is an allophone of w before round vowels (see below for more details):

(2) [ʃo]
   (from: /w+o/)
   sgAgr+3PL
   ‘their ..’

1.2. Vowels

We have encountered the following vowels:

(3) i u u
     e o o
     e o o
     a u

It was standard practice in our class to reduce the vowel system to three vowel heights and front, central and back vowels. We treated e and o as allophones of e and o, with e and o appearing in closed syllables, and e and o in open syllables. I represent a more conservative view here, since I do not believe that we have sufficiently investigated this matter: e and o also appear as long vowels, in open syllables, and as second member of a diphthong (for possible diphthongs, see section 2 below). The third person possessive pronoun e (see discussion below) alternates between e/ɨ depending on the phonological environment. Nasalization is contrastive and can occur with creaky voice.
1.3. Syllables

The canonical shape of the syllable is CV(V). Of interest is the existence of two types of syllables that do not fit into this template: CvGV\(^5\) and CVŋ (ŋ is the only coda consonant allowed). No article in this volume specifically addresses these questions.\(^6\) However, since we have some insights into the distribution of these syllables and how they fit into the general syllable structure, I include a discussion in the second part of the introduction and present arguments that syllables of the form CvGV can be reduced to syllables of the form CuV, with a process of devocalisation of \(\hat{u}\) to \(\bar{g}\), and insertion of an epenthetical vowel to separate C from \(\bar{g}\). The velar nasal in coda position can be derived from the high nasalized central vowel \(\hat{u}\) or the high nasalized back vowel \(u\) by a rule of devocalization, as proposed by Dorit Ben-Shalom.

1.4. Tones

Like other Grassfield languages, Nchufie is a tone language. This is the area where we encountered the greatest difficulties: simply establishing the tonal patterns proved extremely challenging. We have distinguished three lexical tones, L(ow), M(id) and H(igh). In addition, SuperL(low) and SuperH(igh) appear in certain well-defined syntactic environments (SuperL in the object reversal, and SuperH in past tense). The opacity of the tonal system is due to the existence of floating lexical tones, and to tonal properties of morphosyntactic categories. This volume contains three articles on tones. Dani Byrd presents a preliminary phonetic description of yes-no question formation in *Pitch and Duration of Yes-No Questions in Nchufie*. Question formation involves lengthening of the final rhyme, and prosodic features, which she shows, involve higher pitch range used in questions. Thus lexical mids and high tones are realized significantly higher than in corresponding statements, while no change is observed for low tones. In addition, an optional final low tone can follow a high tone in questions.

Dorit Ben-Shalom describes and analyzes the quite complex tonal patterns of monosyllabic verbs in *The Tones of Nchufie Verbal Inflection*. Monosyllabic verbs, she argues, fall into two basic tonal classes: verbs with no underlying tone and low toned verbs. Tonal patterns arise from the interaction with tonal melodies of particular tenses.

---

\(^5\) The velar consonant in this type of syllable is realized either as a velar fricative \(\gamma\) or a velar stop. I will refer to this type of syllable uniformly as CvGV.

\(^6\) The formal phonological aspects of CvGV syllables are more fully developed in Kelly Stack’s article for the class, and the status of CVŋ syllables in Dorit Ben-Shalom’s. Neither is included in the present volume.
and moods. Michael Nkemji’s *Aspects of the Morpho-syntax of Nchufie Nominals* discusses tonal patterns on nouns and in the associative construction in NPs.

1.5. Morphosyntax

The morphosyntax of Nchufie nominals, probably the most studied subject in Grassfield Bantu languages, are discussed in Michael Nkemji’s article. Discussion of morphosyntactic properties is scattered throughout the papers in this volume.

1.6. Syntax

Nchufie is a head initial language. Several aspects of the syntax are covered in this volume. Luc Moritz in *The Facts of Nchufie DPs: A Report* describes the properties of the Nchufie DPs, and focuses on the distributional and structural properties of the different elements within DPs. Seungho Nam’s *Negation in Nchufie* describes the different types of negation in Nchufie, whose form varies with sentence types and moods. Tetsuya Sano’s *Resumptive pronouns in Nchufie, the ECP and the Least-Effort Condition* describes relative clauses and addresses the problem of how to account for the nature and appearance of resumptive pronouns. Akira Nakamura’s *On Wh-Questions in Nchufie* and Murat Kural and Luc Moritz’s *Nchufie Wh-in-situ and Locality* deal with different types and aspects of wh-questions. Nakamura focuses on wh-questions where the subject is questioned, and verb doubling occurs. Kural and Moritz describe and analyze the wh-in-situ construction, which differs in a crucial respect from the well-studied wh-in-situ construction in languages like Chinese and Japanese: wh-words can roughly only be in-situ in a position from which overt extraction is possible. I will add one particular section on the construction that I will call object preposing which is not covered in this volume.7

2. Description

2.1. CvGV syllables

As mentioned in 1.3, CvGV syllables do not appear to fit into the general syllable template. I will now present arguments that they in fact do.

CvGV syllables behave as monosyllabic syllables, as can be concluded from their behavior with respect to the process of adjectival reduplication discussed by Silverman (this volume). Monosyllabic, but not bisyllabic, adjectives reduplicate under adjectival reduplication. CvGV adjectives reduplicate, and thus pattern with monosyllabic

---

7The discussion is based in part on Karn King’s paper for the class.

5
adjectives, not with bisyllabic syllables. This raises the question what kind of monosyllabic syllables CvGV syllables are. There are three arguments for deriving CvGV syllables from CuV syllables. The first two arguments are due to Kelly Stack. The first argument is distributional: uV and vGV are in complementary distribution, with uV only occurring after velar consonants, and CvGV only occurring after non-velar consonants. This suggests a common underlying structure for both surface forms. Since the sequence uV directly fits into the general syllabic template, it is natural to postulate CuV as the underlying form, and derive CvGV from CuV forms after non-velar consonants. The second argument is based on the fact that our speaker, when asked by Kelly Stack for possible words, like zuui, volunteered forms like zuugu. The third argument is based on the form of the first person pronoun possessive. In order to make this argument, I need to present a general analysis of the phonology and morphology of the paradigm of possessive pronouns. This paradigm was established quite early in the first quarter, and I presented an analysis of it at that time as an illustration of the fact that much insight is to be gained into the properties of a particular language by doing an in-depth analysis of a particular paradigm even at a point where one knows frightfully little about the language as a whole.

Possessive pronouns are composed of a lexical stem preceded by a prefix that agrees with the head noun in number and class. I depart from the standard practice in the literature on Grassfield Bantu languages and do not identify noun classes by numbers, but rather by the phonological shape of the agreement prefix, yielding two singular classes (w and j/z) and two plural classes (p and m) (for a discussion of noun classes in Nchufie, see the article by Michael Nkemnji in this volume). Asymmetric forms, which I particularly focus on below, appear in shaded boxes.
Table 2. Possessive pronouns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>w (sg)</th>
<th>j/z (sg)</th>
<th>p (plural)</th>
<th>m (plural)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1S</td>
<td>wo</td>
<td>jë</td>
<td>pege</td>
<td>mejo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2S</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>po</td>
<td>me</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3S</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>pe</td>
<td>me</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1P (inclusive)</td>
<td>wëgé</td>
<td>jëgé</td>
<td>pëgé</td>
<td>mëgé</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1P (exclusive)</td>
<td>wëwgu</td>
<td>jëwgu</td>
<td>pëwgu</td>
<td>mëwju</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1P (dual)</td>
<td>wëju</td>
<td>jëju</td>
<td>pëju</td>
<td>mëju</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2P</td>
<td>wïë</td>
<td>zëi</td>
<td>pëï</td>
<td>mëi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P</td>
<td>wëwø</td>
<td>zëo</td>
<td>pëo</td>
<td>mëo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The determination of the form of the pronominal stem raises several analytical problems. I will start with the transparent cases: the paradigms of plural pronouns, with the exception of first person inclusive and dual. These paradigms are entirely regular. The lexical roots can be constructed straightforwardly as in (4):

(4)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1P (exclusive)</th>
<th>2P</th>
<th>3P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-uqgu</td>
<td>-aï</td>
<td>-ø</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prefixation of the agreement consonant yields the correct surface form, except for the first person plural exclusive in the w class, which does not have the expected form *wëwgu. In order to account for the change of w to v before the pronominal root -uqgu, a process of hardening of w to v before a velar consonant must be assumed, yielding wëwju. It is of course possible to treat the only other instances of v that we have encountered (see section 1b) as resulting from hardening of w to v as well. In addition, a process of nasal spreading must be assumed in order to account for the appearance of the nasal velar in the first person plural exclusive pronoun in the m class.

Consider the j/z class next. This class is mixed, and might very well have resulted historically from the merger of two noun classes, characterized by the z or j prefix. But if there were two prefixes historically, there should have been two full paradigms historically. Since this is not the case synchronically, the question arises if or how gaps in the paradigms can be explained.
I don’t have anything to say about the gaps in the z paradigm. zo and ze exist as strong pronominal forms for second and third person in the focus construction discussed below and in Nakamura (this volume). It is therefore unlikely that these forms are excluded for any principled reason. However, there is a generalization that emerges. If the first person plural inclusive (we as a group), and dual are characterized by a singular number feature, a not unreasonable assumption given its semantics, pronouns with plural number can be characterized as selecting the z prefix, and pronouns with singular pronouns as selecting the j or a zero prefix. Blocking could then be invoked to account for the impossibility of plural forms with the prefix j and singular forms with z. This basically leaves the gaps within the j paradigm. Why are second and third person singular possessive pronouns not preceded by the agreement prefix j? Why are the forms in (6) excluded?

(6) *jo, *je

This is in fact not a problem restricted to the j class, as an inspection of the paradigm of second and third person singular pronouns in table 2 above shows. Contrary to the p and m classes, no overt agreement prefix precedes these pronominal roots in the w class either. The question is thus more general: why do second and third person behave differently? What excludes the expected, but unattested forms in (7):

(7)  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>w</th>
<th>j/z</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2S</td>
<td>ŝ</td>
<td>ŝ</td>
<td>p̄</td>
<td>m̄</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*wo</td>
<td>*jo</td>
<td>p̄</td>
<td>m̄</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3S</td>
<td>ū</td>
<td>ū</td>
<td>p̄</td>
<td>m̄</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*we</td>
<td>*je</td>
<td>p̄</td>
<td>m̄</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Suppose that this asymmetry is not accidental, but that the starred forms in (7) are excluded for phonological reasons. Assume more particularly, that w and j may not
surface in this particular environment, as is supported by the general absence of the sequences in (8).

(8)  *wɔ, *jɔ, *we, *je

I assume that there is a process of diphthong simplification in Nchufie that I shall not attempt to formalize, which accounts for the absence of the high initial segment in the contexts mentioned above:

(9)  Simplify Diphthong

Diphthong simplification could either simplify the output of agreement prefix and stem, or act as a filter and prevent the prefix from attaching to the pronominal root, in which case the pronominal stem surfaces without any agreement prefix.\(^8\)

If this analysis is correct, the pronominal roots for second and third person are ɔ and e respectively.

(10)  second person:  -ɔ

third person:    -e

All pronominal roots have now been constructed, except for the first person singular. In this case, simply separating the agreement consonant from either the singular or the plural form will not yield the stem. Thus, taking the root to be either -ɔ (wɔ - w = ɔ) or -agɔ (pagɔ - p = agɔ) raises problems. Consider first the problems that arise if the root were ɔ. Given what we know about the formation of possessive pronouns, the plural forms should be pɔ and mɔ. But this is incorrect. This hypothesis cannot account for the appearance of the velar stop after the agreement prefix in plural forms, and therefore the root of the singular pronoun cannot be -ɔ. Similar problems arise if the root is -agɔ. This assumption leads to problems as well, since the singular form should be w + agɔ, with hardening yielding the surface form *vagɔ. This form is clearly not excluded for any principled reason: it exists and means ‘to beat, spank’, (1b).

The analytical problem thus lies in finding an account both for the appearance of the velar fricative/stop in the plural and for the absence of this stop in the singular. This is where the problem of the status of CvGV syllables comes in. Recall that CvGV syllables behave as monosyllables, and that the sequence vGV is in complementary distribution with uvV. This complementary distribution can be explained if vGV sequences derive from

\(^8\)It is probably this same constraint that is responsible for the weakening of the labial features of the labial velar w to a rounded the velar fricative ɣ, yielding the surface form ɣɔ rather than wo for the third person plural pronoun in the w-class (see example (2) above).
underlying uV sequences. Thus, plural *pεwə derives from *puə, and the root for first person can be constructed as *uə. This yields the following underlying forms for the first pronoun in the singular w and j classes and the plural p and m classes:

(11) Underlying forms for first person possessive pronoun:
   a. w class  wuə
   b. j/z class  juə
   c. m class  muə
   d. p class  puə

None of these forms surface as such. The sequences in (11a) and (11b) must subsequently reduce to wə and jə. Since the agreement prefix is present in the j class, it cannot be assumed that it is simply absent. Rather, it must be assumed that the central vowel is deleted. I assume that a proper formulation of Simplify Diphthong achieves the desired simplification. This analysis is supported by the absence of the surface *wuə or *juə. In sum, the singular forms derive by the deletion of the high central vowel after w/j.

For the plural forms it must be assumed that Simplify Diphthong does not apply. Instead wə devocalizes to g, and a short epenthetical vowel is inserted. In addition g is realized as a velar nasal under the influence of the initial nasal consonant:

(12) Underlying forms: p-uə  m-uə
      a. devocalisation: p-ə  m-ə
      b. vowel insertion: pεə  mεə
      c. nasal spreading: ----  mεə

---

9 There is a good number of cases in our data where the agreement consonant appears to be w instead of j. We have concluded from these cases that the j/z agreement class was loosing ground. Interesting, however, in our data these cases were always first person pronoun. In fact, we often rechecked the agreement class for a different person, in which case we would get consistent results (i.e. only j/z forms). We were most likely wrong in our interpretation of the variation. Our discussion so far suggest that there might in fact be a purely phonological explanation. The initial w is not at all indicative of the agreement consonant, but rather reflects the underlying form of the pronoun (as with second and third person pronouns):

(i) j+wə → [jə]
(ii) wə → [wə]

This would yield a straightforward account of why this phenomena seems to be restricted to first person singular.

10 The following surface forms correspond to underlying sequences. The duration of the epenthetical seems quite short, and the vowel is slightly reduced:
The pronominal paradigm thus provides evidence for the fact that vGV syllables actually derive from underlying diphthongs. In addition, a careful analysis of the pronominal paradigm yields evidence for hardening of w to v before velar consonants, Simplify Diphthong, the devocalization of the high central vowel to a velar fricative/stop, and the realization of the high central vowel as a velar nasal in the context of nasalization.

2.2. CVŋ syllables

I turn next to the other surface syllable that does not does fit into the CV(V) template, i.e., the CVŋ syllables. The only coda consonant permitted is the velar nasal Vŋ. Dorit Ben-Shalom has proposed that this coda is derived from the high nasalized central vowel w or the high back vowel ŋ by a rule of devocalization. The pronominal paradigm discussed so far has already given us one piece of evidence for a source of N: an underlying w devocalizes and nasalizes in the environment of a nasal. This process must be assumed for the plural m-class (cf (12), repreated here as (13):

(13)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Underlying forms:</th>
<th>M-class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. devocalization:</td>
<td>mŋaw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. vowel insertion:</td>
<td>mŋəw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. nasal spreading</td>
<td>mŋəŋ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Support for deriving the velar nasal ŋ from a high nasalized central vowel or a high back vowel mostly comes from the distribution of diphthongs ending in a high vowel. The following surface forms are attested:

(14) a. lei 'want'
b. ntou 'six'  
c. ŋau 'go'
d. *Cai
e. *Cau

As indicated in (14), ai and au do not occur. In addition to the forms in (14), there is one combination of a low V followed by a high front vowel that is obligatorily nasalized:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>/cui/</th>
<th>/dwi/</th>
<th>/kau/</th>
<th>/plaw/</th>
<th>/pwa/</th>
<th>/swa/</th>
<th>/pwa/</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[ciɡi]</td>
<td>[diɡe]</td>
<td>[kuɔ]</td>
<td>[piɡa]</td>
<td>[piɡa]</td>
<td>[suɡu]</td>
<td>[puɡa]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>push</td>
<td>hide</td>
<td>pot</td>
<td>mine</td>
<td>mad</td>
<td>pull</td>
<td>beauty</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

11 The analysis raises the following problem. If all vGV sequences reduce to wə, it must be assured that Simplify Diphthong applies to first person singular possessive pronouns w + uə, but not to the first person plural possessive pronoun (w + uə) because this would yield the wrong surface form (*wuə). I assume that the underlying sequence matters here: *uəw versus uə.
(15) paĩ ‘children’

I assume that ei and ai are the same diphthong, and that e is lowered to a when followed by a nasal. Given (15), the question immediately arises why the sequences in (16) do not exist:

(16) *Caũ or *Caũ

It is in this gap that CVŋ syllables fit. Where nasalized diphthongs ending in high central or back vowels are expected, CVŋ forms occur (the gap in mid vowels is explained if these vowels lower before a nasal):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>front</th>
<th>central</th>
<th>back</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>niŋ ‘animal’</td>
<td>puŋ ‘people’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mid</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td>taŋ ‘cow’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additional evidence for the derivation of CVŋ from underlying high back or central vowels comes from Simplify Diphthong: nasalized high back vowels undergo diphthong simplification, just like high back vowels do. The example below demonstrates that the appearance of the third person pronominal object -e causes the disappereance of the high central vowel:

(18) a. ma njœu keŋo zuŋ
     I-PST N-see Keengo yesterday
     b. ma njœ zuŋ
     I -PST N-saw-her yesterday
     c. zœu + e → zœ
        see + him/her

Nasal codas undergo the same process:

(19) a. ma ntuŋ keŋo
     I-PST N-push Keengo
     b. ma nt5e
     I-PST N-push-her
     c. tuŋ + e → t5e
        push + her/him

This process thus provides additional support for the derivation of nasal codas from high back and central nasalized vowels.
2.3. Object preposing

In this final section, I include a preliminary description of a construction in which the object precedes the subject. I refer to this construction as Object Preposing. Examples, which are presented below, have consistently been translated as passives in our database. I depart from this custom however, since this construction shares only some of the properties of English passives: the preposing of an object to some A-position. In the following examples, SH and SL refer to SuperH and SuperL tones respectively.

(20) a. \[ \text{nki} \ \text{niŋ} \ \text{ma} \]
   \[ \text{water-SH-PST} \ \text{N-drink-SL} \ \text{I-FOC} \]
   ‘Water I drank’

   b. \[ \text{aa} \ \text{niŋ} \ \text{ma} \ \text{niŋ} \ \text{ŋki} \]
   \[ \text{it-SH-PST} \ \text{N-drink-SL} \ \text{I-FOC} \text{ drink water} \]
   ‘I drank water’ (answer to the question ‘who drank water?’)

   c. \[ \text{ŋki} \ \text{niŋ} \ \text{ma} \ \text{niŋ} \]
   \[ \text{water-SH} \ \text{N-drink-SL} \ \text{I-FOC} \text{ drink-it} \]
   ‘I drank water’

   d. \[ \text{keŋəŋi} \ \text{ntuŋ} \ \text{piincu} \ \text{nt̪eŋi} \]
   \[ \text{Keengo-SH-PST} \ \text{N-push-SL} \ \text{Pinchu} \ \text{N-push-her} \]
   ‘Keengo pushed Pinchu’

I will discuss the properties of this construction referring to the schema in (21):

(21) \[ \text{DP}_1 \ \text{PST} \ \text{V-LT} \ \text{DP}_5 \ (n-V-pronoun) \]

(i) The construction is restricted to past tense (the SuperH tone is a manifestation of past tense, and so is the n-prefix that precedes the inflected verb).

(ii) The inflected verb surfaces with an additional SuperL tonal suffix. This suffix seems to be construction specific and occurs only when a full DP occurs in the initial position. Thus, there is a link between the appearance of the low tone on V and the obligatory preposing of the object to a position higher than the subject. Although it is tempting to analyze the low tone as being related to Agr-O with V incorporating to it, this raises a problem with respect to verb doubling, and obligatory doubling of the DP in these cases.

(iii) The subject appears in the position where focused subjects and wh-in-situ subjects appear in root clauses. There is a special paradigm for focused pronouns. Focused pronouns differ from nominative, accusative, and possessive pronouns, but appear identical to oblique pronouns:

---

12 Most examples of this construction have been gathered by Karn King.
The focused subject is therefore not in [Spec, AgrS], [Spec, AgrO], or [Spec, AgrN].

(iv) The construction can be embedded under a raising verb, as in (23) ('be early' acts like a verb taking a clausal complement):

(23) ṉi̱g̱e m̱i̱g̱e ṉi̱ḏe p̱i̱ṉc̱u nj̱e̱w
    house N-be-early-LT N-see Pinchu see-it
    'Pinchu saw the house early'

It seems that the construction specific low tone appears on the raising verb, although our data are not consistent on this point. Interestingly, the raising verb cannot undergo doubling with the thematic verb. We have no data to show if object preposing can occur out of a tensed complement CP.

(v) The subject is obligatory. This construction is unlike the English passive in this respect.

(vi) The construction alternates with a verb doubling construction (20b), in which the initial position is realized by an expletive subject. Since the preposed object and the expletive subject are in complementary distribution, they can be said to occupy the same syntactic position.

(vii) The verb must redouble if the object is a potential agent, otherwise redoubling is optional:

---

13 Accusative pronouns are identical to possessive pronouns agreeing with a singular N of the w-class. Plural nominative pronouns have a p- prefix, related of course to Bantu ba-.
(24) a. ƞki  nĩŋ  ma  (nĩŋ)
    water-PST N-drink-LT I (drink-it)\(^{14}\)
    b.  keeno  njo  ma *(njoē)
        Keengo-PST N-see-LT I saw-her

(vii) The preposed DP in our data is always specific, and interpreted as an internal argument (basically theme). It cannot be a wh-phrase, or a PP. However, we have no data which allow us to establish if it can or cannot correspond to a benefactive DP or a dative DP in the double object construction, nor if it can correspond to the argument of a stranded P.

(viii) When the verb is redoubled, the preposed DP must be doubled by a resumptive pronoun. This pronoun is in fact visible only if the objects are animate. The pronominal form for inanimate objects is a null pronoun.

(viii) We have no data on the behavior of reflexive anaphors in this construction, nor do we have any clear data on Weak Crossover.

\(^{14}\)Inanimate objects are segmentally null.
PITCH AND DURATION OF YES-NO QUESTIONS IN NCHUFIE*

Dani Byrd

1. Introduction

This paper will present a preliminary phonetic description of yes-no questions in Nchufie (also known as Bafanji), a Grassfields Bantoid language of the Nun group in the Mbam-Nkam family spoken in Northwestern Cameroon by approximately 8,500 people (Grimes 1988). As there is no published description of this language, a very brief review of the Nchufie segment inventory will be in order. Following this, an instrumental description of the yes-no questions in the language will be presented, focusing on the prosodic cues of duration and pitch. Of special interest will be the interaction of intonation with lexical tone and the representation and cross-linguistic significance of Nchufie yes-no question formation. Below is a brief description of the phonetic segment inventory of Nchufie. Due to the complexities of Nchufie phonology and tonology, the following description should be considered preliminary only; the details are not well understood.

1.1. Consonants

The surface consonants are shown in the chart below. Aspiration is contrastive in stops, except at the velar place. The dental stops are articulated laminally. The voiced velar fricative shown alternates with [g], and a palato-alveolar fricative alternates with the alveolar fricative before high vowels. The velar nasal is the only coda consonant permitted. Onset clusters of nasal plus voiceless stop also occur. Because of complications with creaky voice—treated as a property of vowels here—the status of ?, if present at all, is unclear.

---

* This paper was originally published in the Journal of the International Phonetic Association 1992, 22:1/2, pp. 12-26. It has been included in this volume with permission.
### 1.2. Vowels

The language has three vowel heights and front, central, and back places of articulation. The back vowels are rounded and the front and central unrounded. These vowels will be transcribed: i, e, a; u, o, o; u, o, o (i) alternates with [i] in closed syllables. Vowels may be contrastively nasal and oral, long and short, and, if long, have creaky and modal phonation types. Only short vowels may occur in closed syllables. The diphthongs [uə], [ai], [ua], and [ie] also occur.

### 1.3. Tones

Four tonal patterns occur on monosyllabic lexical items. These are a level high tone (represented here as H), a level low tone (represented as L), a falling pattern (represented as HL), and a rising pattern (represented as LH). The nasal portions of prenasalized consonants always occur with a low pitch in lexical items. This low pitch plays no role in the tonology. Mid and superhigh occur in particular syntactic constructions, for example, superhigh occurs in the past tense construction. Downstepped highs also occur, for example in some cases of adjacent highs. No claims as to the phonological units involved are intended in the following phonetic study of yes-no questions.

### 1.4. Question marking

A language’s yes-no questions may be marked morphologically, syntactically, intonationally, or by some combination of these mechanisms. When marked intonationally, this kind of question generally has either a terminal rise or a higher overall fundamental frequency. In a sample of 53 languages, Ultan (1978, cited in Shen 1991)
found that 71.7% had a rising intonation and 34% had an overall higher F0 in yes-no questions. Only 5.7% had a falling contour (Ultan 1978). In Nchufie, yes-no questions are not marked segmentally but rather marked by intonation and localized lengthening. I will suggest that Nchufie presents a case of question marking which is very unusual in the world's languages. First, final lengthening is the most salient feature marking a yes-no question; the final rhyme in the question domain is lengthened almost 70% compared to the declarative statement. Secondly, Nchufie shows two intonational mechanisms at work. In the question, a higher pitch range occurs which is distinct from a final rise or high raising (upstep), and from an overall higher F0, as phrase final lexical low tones are not affected. Most interestingly, in the question we see an optional final lowering of phrase final high tones. While this is a preliminary study on a language never previously examined, the data suggest that Nchufie is an important language in the investigation of universals of the formation of yes-no questions. Finally a brief discussion of apparently similar data in Hausa and problems for future research will be presented.

2. Method

2.1. Data Collection

Monosyllabic, modal voice nouns were selected as target words and inserted in the carrier phrase [à yé ____ ], meaning either "He has a ____" or "Does he have ____?" depending on whether it is spoken with statement intonation or question intonation. The nouns included all four tonal patterns: H, L, HL, and LH, and all possible rhyme types: CV, CV₁V₂, CVN, and CV₁V₁. The target words used in this experiment are shown in Table 1. A fully balanced set could not be obtained with the lexical data collected thus far within the constraints of monosyllabicity and modal voice. These constraints were applied in order to minimize variation in the interaction of lexical and intonational tone and to simplify automatic pitch tracking.
The resulting 43 sentences were randomized and recorded in blocks first as declarative statements and then as yes-no questions, with the speaker being prompted by a written English translation of each sentence. The sentences were recorded in blocks of statements and questions so that no overt contrast effects were produced by the speaker. A female speaker raised speaking Nchufie in Cameroon was recorded in a sound insulated booth. Each target word was recorded only once in each condition as the intended independent variables in evaluating F0 and duration were lexical tone and rhyme type.

2.2. Acoustic Analysis

Pitch tracking was done on the digitized sentences using the Kay Computer Speech Lab (CSL) package. Pitch synchronous pitch tracking was used by first employing the automatic peak picking capabilities of CSL which marks the division between each voicing impulse in the waveform immediately following positive-going zero crossings that precede the first positive-going amplitude peak of the voicing impulses. The process
separates the voiced signal into its periodic components, the inverse of each period being the fundamental frequency (F0) of the signal. Peak picking was done with a 25 ms window and a 20 ms frame advance with a specified range of 50 - 300 Hz. The minimum peak threshold was lowered for target rhymes ending in a coda nasal or a nasalized vowel due to the decreased amplitude. However, the same threshold was always used for a word for both statement and question. Impulse marks were checked by hand and missing divisions added. The pitch tracking function of CSL extracts the fundamental frequency values by computing the inverse of the time between each marked peak. Sample pitch tracks of the statement condition for four CV target words, one from each of the tonal patterns, are shown below.

Figure 1. F0 tracks of sample words from each tone pattern, in statements. Measured values, represented by dots, are connected by interpolation lines.
In the experiments below, the pitch track of the entire rhyme of the target word was recorded and smoothed using three point smoothing. A single measure for F0 in each word of the carrier phrase at the point of highest amplitude was also obtained using a simultaneously displayed energy plot. This procedure provides measurements relatively independent of the effects of adjacent consonants.

The duration of the rhyme of the target word was measured in both sentences from the onset to the end of vocalic voicing. The duration of the carrier phrase [ə ɣé] “he has” was also recorded as a control across the statement and question conditions. This measure was made from the onset of voicing up to but not including the onset consonant of the target word. Segmentation was done by waveform examination.

3. Results

3.1. Lengthening in Questions

In order to test the anecdotally observed final lengthening in questions, it was first necessary to determine that the speaker maintained the same carrier phrase rate in both conditions. The mean carrier phrase durations were 311.1ms for statements and 312.4ms for questions. A (two-tailed) paired t-test showed there to be no effect of statement vs. question on the rate at which the sentence was spoken, \( t (42) = -0.219, p = .8281 \). A paired test was used in order to control for possible effects of the onset consonant of the target word on the preceding vowel of the carrier phrase.

There being no effect of statement vs. question on rate, the rhyme durations could be compared directly for each condition. A paired one-tail t-test showed there to be a significant main effect of statement vs. question on the duration of the final rhyme in the sentence, \( t (42) = -156.767, p = .0001 \). The difference between the mean final rhyme duration in statements and in questions is 156.8ms; questions being 72.7% longer than statements. This main effect is shown graphically in Figure 2.
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![Graph showing duration of final rhymes and rhyme types](image)

Figure 2. Duration of final rhymes in statements and questions. Standard deviation shown by error bars.

Figure 3. Final rhyme duration as a function of syllable type in statements. Standard deviation shown by error bars.

Next, we need to ask what effect, if any, the four rhyme types have on lengthening. In order to do this, we need first to find if rhyme types are significantly different from one another in rhyme duration in the statement condition. A one factor ANOVA showed there to be a significant effect of rhyme type on rhyme duration in statements, $F(3, 42) = 17.838, p = .0001$. Post-hoc pairwise comparisons using the Scheffe F-test showed there to be no significant difference at the 95% level in rhyme duration between the diphthong, closed syllable, and long vowel rhyme types. The CV type was significantly different at the 95% level from the other three rhyme types. The mean rhyme duration in statements for each rhyme type can be seen graphically in Figure 3.

These results suggest that the four rhyme types can be collapsed into just long and short categories. Subsequent analyses involving the categorical variable of rhyme type will be made using these categories. As expected, long versus short rhyme has a significant effect on rhyme duration in statements, $F(1, 42) = 48.81, p = .0001$. In the statements long rhymes have a mean duration of 240.7ms and short rhymes 164.8ms.

While all final rhymes are lengthened in a question as compared to a statement, there is a significant interaction of duration with rhyme type in questions as shown by a two-factor ANOVA, $F(1, 82) = 4.6113, p = .0347$. Short rhymes lengthen by 109.4%, and long rhymes by 59.2%. This lengthening is shown in Figure 4. Although short rhymes lengthen by a considerably larger percentage than long rhymes, the underlyingly long and short rhymes are still significantly different in length. It appears rather that the long rhymes are displaying a ceiling effect which prevents them from lengthening by the same amount as the short rhymes. A one-factor ANOVA shows a significant effect of rhyme
type on rhyme duration in questions, $F(1, 42) = 7.544, p = .0089$. Long rhymes exhibit a mean duration of 383.2ms (s.d. = 43.5) in questions, and short rhymes a mean duration of 345.1ms (s.d. = 37.2).

![Figure 4. Final rhyme duration in statements and questions as a function of long vs short rhyme type. Shaded areas represent duration in statements; hatched area represents lengthening in questions.](image)

![Figure 5. Pitch raising in statements and questions for the mid and high tones in the carrier phrase.](image)

### 3.2. Pitch Range

Two F0 measures were made of the carrier phrase in both the statement and question condition: one of the mid tone on the first word and one of the high tone on the second. A one factor ANOVA shows there to be a significant effect of statement vs. question on the mid tone, $F(1, 85) = 16.685, p = .0001$. The questions have a significantly higher F0 for the mid tone in the carrier phrase than statements: 201Hz (s.d. = 18) vs. 189Hz (s.d. = 6). This is a difference of 6.3%. Likewise, the carrier phrase high tone is significantly higher in the questions than in the statements ($F(1, 85) = 67.361, p = .0001$). The question high has a mean F0 of 263Hz (s.d. = 13) and the statement a mean F0 of 243Hz (s.d. = 9); a difference of 8%. This question raising is shown graphically in Figure 5.

The H tone on target nouns occurring at the end of the phrase were raised by a like amount compared to the highs in the carrier phrase. The mean maximum F0 value for these words is 276Hz (s.d. = 9) in questions vs. 258Hz in statements (s.d. = 13), a difference of 7%. The overall mean F0 value for H target words (which also averages in tokens where optional final lowering took place as will be discussed below) was 261Hz (s.d. = 15) in questions vs. 246Hz (s.d. = 10) in statements; a difference of 6%. While there was no low tone word in the carrier phrase, the low tone target nouns were
examined to determine if low tones were realized differently in statements than in questions. Four measures were considered for all low tone target nouns—overall mean F0, minimum F0, endpoint F0, and maximum F0. One-factor ANOVAs showed that the statement vs. question condition had no effect on mean F0, minimum F0, and endpoint F0, \( F(1, 19) \ p = .3342, p = .94, p = .8357 \) respectively. Maximum F0 was significantly higher in questions \( F(1, 19), p = .0107 \), but this can probably be explained by the fact that the target noun was falling from a preceding high tone which was raised significantly in the questions. All of these pitch tracks show a downward fall from this preceding high. In summary, this experiment suggests that raising in the questions occurs over the entire clausal domain and affects highs more than mids, and lows not at all.

This raising of mids and highs in the question phrase, and of highs more than mids, suggests that pitch range expansion rather than upstep or overall register shift is at work here. Lows are not raised, and highs are raised by a greater percent than mids. Upstep generally refers to the raising of highs only, and an overall register shift or key raising would produce an equal raising of all lexical tones.

Before we can firmly assert that pitch range expansion is at work, we need to determine if for some reason the lexical low tones on the final target word are not undergoing raising whereas a low tone earlier in the sentence would be raised. There is evidence to suggest that the final pitch of a declarative phrase is less variable than other peaks in the phrase (Boyce & Menn 1979). This suggests that last syllables may be under-informative when examining F0 scaling. For this reason, a second experiment was conducted in which a low tone occurred at the beginning of the carrier phrase.

In experiment two, the carrier phrase \( [\text{ŋŋ} \ \text{ŋ} \ \text{ye} \ ____ ] \); “The stranger has ____” or “Does the stranger have ____?” was used. The high and low tone nouns from Table 1 were used as the target words, yielding a total of 19 statements and 19 yes-no questions, 8 with high final nouns and 9 with low final nouns. The pitch of each word in the carrier phrase was tracked according to the methods outlined in section two. The pitch of the final noun was recorded at its endpoint.

Two-tailed paired t-tests were conducted to test a difference in pitch between statement and question for the low and high tones in the carrier phrase and for the lexical tone of the target word. The high tone of the carrier phrase is significantly higher in questions than in statements, \( t (18) = -13.078, p = .0001 \). The mean high tone is 205Hz (s.d. = 7) in the statements and 228Hz (s.d. = 7) in the questions. Importantly, the low tone in the carrier phrase also differs significantly between the two conditions, \( t (18) = -13.459, p = .0001 \), the mean low tone being 168Hz (s.d. = 3) in the declarative carrier phrase but
182Hz (s.d. = 4) in the question phrase.

The results show the lexical highs in the target words to be raised significantly in the questions, \( t (8) = -6.872, p = .0001 \), and the lows not to be significantly different, \( t (9) = 1.118, p = .2923 \). This result is in accordance with experiment one in which low toned target words were not raised in questions. However, the change in the low tone of the carrier phrase suggests that in general an overall higher pitch range is used in the yes-no questions than is used in the segmentally identical statements. However, lexical low tones occurring phrase finally appear not to undergo this raising.

3.3. Optional Final Lowering

Certain individual tokens of the LH and H, i.e. lexically high-final, target nouns in the questions have a final fall or a lowering throughout the rhyme which causes the F0 contour in the question rhyme to fall even with or below that of the statement. No statements ending in LH or H nouns showed this final lowering.

We have seen in experiment one that the endpoint, minimum, and overall mean for low target words does not differ between statement and question. However, the HL nouns do show a significant difference in both endpoint, \( F(1, 29) = 12.344, p = .0015 \), and in minimum, \( F(1, 29) = 12.824, p = .0013 \), as a function of statement vs. question with questions being significantly lower on both measures. It is unclear however whether this difference is due to final lowering operating in these questions or is merely a by-product of the question rhyme being longer in duration than the statement thereby allowing it more time to reach a lower target value in the fall from the initial H of the contour. Because these alternatives cannot be evaluated in this dataset, the discussion of final lowering in questions will focus on the LH and H nouns where final lowering in questions can be clearly distinguished due to the presence of a final lexical high.

The two patterns found in the LH case can be seen by comparing Figures 6 and 7. In pattern one, in Figure 6, the final H in the question condition ends higher than in the statements. In pattern two, in Figure 7, the entire contour in the question is lower than that of the parallel statement. This is counter to the general pattern of raising in questions. In pattern two, all the questions end lower than all the statements. Other tokens show fairly identical LH contours for the statements and questions.
Figure 6. Pattern one pitch contours for LH final rhymes. Questions are shown by filled symbols, statements by open ones.

Figure 7. Pattern two pitch contours for LH final rhymes. Questions are shown by filled symbols, statements by open ones.
In the word [ŋdʒ’in] ‘brother’, the statement contour shows a LH pattern while the question contour shows a LHL pattern. This can be seen in Figure 8. The final fall in the question is aligned precisely to occur where the final high ends in the statement. This suggests that a final L is optionally added along with the extra length in the question. If not added, the endpoint of a phrase final lexical LH in a question is raised above that of the statement level as is expected due to the higher pitch range used in questions. If the final L is added, it may act to lower the entire preceding contour, or it may simply cause a final lowering, i.e. a fall, after the predictably raised contour.

![Figure 8. Pitch contours for the word [ŋdʒ’in] ‘brother’. Questions are shown by filled symbols, statements by open symbols.](image)

It can be shown that the addition of the final low is optional by comparing the pronunciations of [fù5], recorded as both ‘leaf’ and ‘medicine’. The token for ‘medicine’ showed no final lowering while the token for ‘leaf’ showed a pattern two output. These two English words are translated by the same word in Nchufé; identical segmentally, tonally, and in noun class. However, this word was elicited twice, once using each English meaning, yet the word conformed to different patterns for each elicitation. Likewise, ‘brother’ and ‘brothers’ which differ in only the onset consonant showed final lowering in the case of ‘brother’ and no final lowering in the case of ‘brothers’. This suggests that the addition of the final low in questions is optional and not determined by segmental, tonal, or class qualities of the noun. The appearance of final lowering was
also not predictable from the token’s location in the recording list.

High final nouns show a similar duality in patterning. In pattern one, as seen in Figure 9, each statement/question pair shows the question condition to have a higher pitch contour throughout the final rhyme than that found in the statement. Figure 10 shows the second pattern where the normally raised high of the question falls to the same level as the statement, or the end of the rhyme falls below its level in the statement. In experiment two, one of the 8 high target words, [tʰu] ‘tree’ showed no raising in the questions, ending in the same pitch as in the statement condition. This word did undergo raising in experiment one, again suggesting an irregular process.

To determine if speaking rate (i.e. carrier phrase duration) or rhyme duration were correlated with the appearance of the optional final low, the pattern one and two groups for the H and LH nouns were recoded as integer values and correlations of these categories with carrier phrase duration and rhyme duration were calculated. Neither rate nor rhyme duration were correlated with the appearance of a final low ($R^2 = .0001$ and $R^2 = .022$ respectively).

![Figure 9. Pattern one pitch contours for H final rhymes. Questions are shown by filled symbols, statements by open symbols.](image-url)
3.4. Summary of Results

In summary, it has been shown that yes-no questions in Nchufie are marked by several cues. First, question prosody is characterized by a specific duration cue. The final rhyme of the phrase is lengthened substantially, more than doubled in the case of CV syllables. The amount of lengthening is dependent on whether the rhyme is underlyingly long or short, with long rhymes showing a ceiling effect causing them to lengthen by 59% as compared to 109% for short rhymes. Secondly, a higher pitch range is used in questions, causing high, mid, and low tones to be raised in the phrasal domain but not affecting phrase-final lexical low tones. Finally, we have seen that the lengthening of the final rhyme in yes-no questions may optionally be accompanied by a final lowering. If present, this low tone may have the effect of lowering the entire contour of the final rhyme or adding a final fall in F0 at the end of the rhyme. Whether this low tone appears or not is not predictable in this dataset from the melodic, tonal, or morphological nature of the word nor from the rate of speaking or length of the rhyme.
4. Discussion

The facts of Nchufie yes-no question formation appear to set it apart from most other languages, including others, such as Hausa, that form yes-no questions solely by prosodic means. First, there are no non-local durational differences between Nchufie questions and statements. Lindau (1986) found that in Hausa questions were an overall 10% shorter than statements. Lindau notes that consideration of durational differences in questions and statements is not part of the general literature on the topic of question formation; however, Bannert’s (1983) study of German found no significant differences in the duration of statements and questions. Final lengthening in questions may be more common in West African languages. Dagbani combines lengthening with a final lowering (Hyman, to appear), and Gokana has an utterance final glottal stop in the declarative which is lost in the corresponding negative, leaving a somewhat longer vowel (Hyman 1985a). Ngangoum (1970) describes different question particles in Bamileke-Fe’fe’ which, with or without segmental and/or tonal content, may result in lengthening of the final vowel.

Second, local lengthening in questions appears to affect both final short and long vowels in Nchufie. In contrast, Newman and Newman (1981) have claimed that in Hausa questions lengthening takes place on final short syllables only.

Third, a higher register is used in Nchufie questions. While an overall higher register is not the most common type of yes-no question intonation, 34% of Ultan’s (1978) sampled languages used some form of raised pitch other than a final rise. Some of the languages using this type of yes-no question intonation include Swedish (Hadding-Koch 1961, Gårding 1979, Breddvad-Jensen 1980), Mandarin (Shen 1990), and Sango (Samarin 1967). Hausa has been shown to have a locally raised final high tone in yes-no questions (Hoffman & Schachter 1969, Kraft & Kraft 1973, Cowan & Schuh 1976, Miller & Tench 1980, Lindau 1986). Newman and Newman (1981) have used the term ‘key raising’ to refer to the systematic upward shift of final H and L tones which occurs in questions in Hausa (also Hodge & Umaru 1963). Hoffman and Schachter (1969), Newman and Newman (1981), Schuh (1978), Lindau (1986), and Inkelas and Leben (1990) have claimed that downdrift is suspended in Hausa questions. Inkelas and Leben (1990) suggested that the reason for this is that downdrift is incompatible with key raising. They analyze key raising as the attachment of a H tone to the register tone tier, which raises the tone attached to the primary tone tier. Since downdrift is the insertion of a register low tone, the incompatibility is predicted. Lindau’s (1986) showed that Hausa yes-no questions are not marked by a raised register but by the global suspension of the
statement downward slope in favor of zero slope, and a local feature of a considerably raised F0 for the last high tone. The slopes of the F0 grids for the statement and question pivot around the same starting F0. The width (range) of the grid is no different in statements and questions, and the grid is in no sense raised for questions. However, for the Nchufie data presented here, a zero slope F0 contour, i.e. the suspension of downdrift, cannot entirely explain the higher F0 in questions in Nchufie, as the starting fundamental frequency in question and statement phrases is significantly different.

A comparison of raised question highs with the syntactic superhigh which marks the past tense in Nchufie has not been undertaken. Work on Hausa by Inkelas and Leben (1990) and Hyman (1985b, 1986) suggest that the raised highs in Nchufie questions might be represented by a phonological structure linking a high register tone and a high primary tone. As this system of representation offers no obvious way of distinguishing the syntactic superhigh from the raised intonational high, it is important whether or not these tones are empirically different. This representation for Nchufie would additionally predict that superhighs in a yes-no question would not undergo any raising and that downdrift would not occur within the the intonational phrase of the question.

Fourth, an optional final low tone was found to occur in Nchufie questions. Newman and Newman (1981) suggested that the final raised high in Hausa questions may optionally be followed by a low tone question morpheme which includes length. The addition of this final low tone neutralizes the distinction between H and HL lexical tones in final position (Inkelas & Leben 1990). Kraft and Kraft (1973) similarly report that a final high becomes falling in a Hausa yes-no question. This observation is similar to some of the Nchufie data described above. Lindau (1986) found, however, that the final fall observed by Newman and Newman (1981) in Hausa yes-no questions is actually an optional rule of ending low which is not specific to questions but also occurs in statements. In her data, the same speakers who fell finally in questions also fell in statements. She claims therefore that the optional low is not part of the question morpheme. In the data presented here, the optional low tone seen in questions was never seen in statements, suggesting that this is a process which is part of yes-no question formation in Nchufie, not a general characteristic of the language or this speaker. One would like to find some explanation for the irregular appearance of the optional final low tone in these questions. It has been suggested that a difference in meaning could affect which type of question formation is used (Hayes, personal communication). The connotation signaled by this low tone would have to be one that doesn’t occur in statements, as we never saw the final lowering in statements. The optional final low tone
may also be a survival from an interrogative particle such as that occurring in Bamileke-Fe'fe', another Grassfields language. Ngangoum (1970) describes two question particles in this language, [ɪ] which can assimilate to a preceding vowel resulting in lengthening and [ɪ̞]. He also notes that final vowels may simply be lengthened, even in CVC syllables.

Speculation as to how the yes-no question intonation of Nchufie can be represented phonologically is presented below as a means of introducing some of the relevant representational questions raised by this data. The possibilities described are not intended to be exhaustive, but rather, thought-provoking. The representation of key raising and downstep outlined by Inkelas and Leben (1990) and Hyman (1985b, 1986) provides for a Primary Tone Tier and a Register Tone Tier. These are linked to the syllables via an intermediate Tonal Node Tier. This structure is shown below.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
σ \\
| \\
○ \text{Tonal Node Tier} \\
/ \backslash \\
\text{Primary Tone Tier} \quad \text{T} \quad \text{T} \quad \text{Register Tone Tier} \\
\text{(after Inkelas and Leben, 1990)}
\end{array}
\]

A high Register Tone will raise a Primary Tone and a low Register Tone will lower or downstep a Primary tone. I will assume for the sake of this discussion that a Tonal Node may be attached to only one Primary Tone and that falling and rising contours are created by adjacent Tonal Nodes which differ in their Primary Tone specification. This implies by extension that a syllable may be attached to more than one Tonal Node.

In considering the Nchufie yes-no questions, a H register tone could be added to all tonal nodes within the relevant intonational phrase. This will be realized as a globally higher pitch during phonetic implementation. The final lengthening could be represented as the addition of a mora to the final rhyme of the phrase. The phonetic implementation of this additional mora will result in final lengthening. Note that this level of the phonology couldn’t have restrictions on the number of moras in a syllable. The straightforward interpretation of this procedure however makes the prediction that a short vowel which gets another mora should be realized with the same length as a long (two mora) vowel in the declarative condition. However, this was found not to be the case.
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One resolution would be to allow phonetic implementation to have access to the source of the length/weight. Finally, recall that in questions the optional final low sometimes produces an abrupt final fall and sometimes has the effect of lowering the final H Primary Tone, neutralizing the pitch range expansion in that rhyme. The final abrupt fall could be represented as the case in which a low tone attaches as a Primary Tone dependent on the rightmost Tonal Node of the phrase. This leaves open the question of whether it attaches to a tonal node created by lengthening or whether it projects its own tonal node. The lowering of the final Primary high tone could be captured in a representation in which the low tone attaches as a Register Tone dependent on the rightmost Tonal Node of the phrase. In the process, it would displace the high register tone otherwise present in question intonation. Crucially, this approach does not explain why final lexical low tones do not undergo raising. The description outlined above is only one of several ways in which the prosodic aspects of Nchufie yes-no questions could be represented. It is offered not as a definitive approach but rather as a means of suggesting some of the relevant representational questions engendered by this and other similar data.

5. Conclusion

The results described above extend our typology of prosodic marking in questions. This research is an instrumental study of the use of duration and intonation in question formation. Being a tonal language, Nchufie provided the opportunity to explore the interaction of lexical and intonational F0 specification. Both duration and pitch behave unusually in Nchufie questions with respect to patterns familiar from the rest of the world's languages. Substantial lengthening was found to occur in questions, and the intonational patterns employed in questions, i.e. overall raising and optional final lowering, are types rarely attested in other literature.
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0. Introduction

In this paper I analyze a productive process of total segmental reduplication affecting Nchufie adjectives. We will see that an optional process of prenasalization which conditionally applies under reduplication is blocked when the stem begins with a voiceless fricative. However, in other morphological environments, prenasalization is obligatory regardless of the quality of the stem-initial consonant. We will attempt to motivate this patterning in the context of Structure Preservation (Kiparsky 1982, 1985), and Harmonic Phonology (Goldsmith 1991, Prince and Smolensky 1992, McCarthy and Prince 1992).

In Section 1 I present the preliminaries: the consonant inventory, and relevant lexical segmental processes. In Section 2 I present the process of total adjectival reduplication, as well as a morphologically-triggered phenomenon of optional prenasalization which conditionally affects the process. I consider the systematic gap in prenasalization: voiceless fricative-initial stems do not undergo the process. I will additionally discuss an instance of obligatory, across-the-board prenasalization. In Section 3, two approaches to Structure Preservation are discussed in an attempt to account for the patterning of both optional and obligatory prenasalization. I ultimately embrace elements of both. Finally, in Section 4, I consider the data in the context of Harmonic Phonology.

1. Preliminaries

1.1. Consonant Inventory

In (1) is the underlying consonant inventory of Nchufie.

---

* I would like to thank Dorit Ben Shalom, Dani Byrd, Jong Whan Chang, Jong Ho Jun, Karn King, Hilda Koopman, and Murat Kural for their help and advise. I would especially like to thank Sophie Ajeakwa, our Nchufie consultant.
The status of /v/ is questionable, as it has been found in only one form. /c/ is the voiceless palato-alveolar affricate. /N/ is the nasal glide. As /k/ is missing from the inventory, we might interpret [y] as underlying /k/.

1.2. Relevant Segmental Processes

The relevant segmental phonology involves derived prenasalization, in which the concatenation of morphemes may bring together a nasal and another segment. Both voiced and voiceless prenasalized plosives are attested, both in underived and derived environments. However, prenasalized fricatives are not attested in underived environments, though they may be derived under certain circumstances (to be discussed in section 3). In (2) is a sampling of underived prenasalized forms, indicating that voiceless as well as voiced plosives may follow nasals.

(2)  a. ηk^b^u (back (body part))
    b. ηgo^ç^ (go)
    c. ndugo (glass)
    d. njo: (steal)
    e. ngwa^ç^ (book)

Following Herbert (1986) and Jun (to appear), I assume prenasalized plosives are underlying sequences. Nasals which are not underlingly prevocalic acquire the place node of the following segment, and thus we may assume that these underlying nasals are the placeless glide (see Trigo 1988).

(3)  \[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{NP} \\
\text{\_} \rightarrow \text{\_} \\
\text{[place]} \\
\end{array}
\]

(where N = nasal, P = plosive)

Important for the present investigation is the process of post-nasal hardening, in which the second member of a derived nasal-consonant sequence hardens to a plosive. This occurs among the glides, the liquid, and the voiced fricatives. In (4) are examples of
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post-nasal hardening.

(4) γɔHL (cold) - ɲɡɔL (was cold)
zɔŋHL (dry) - ɲɔŋgL (was dry)
lyɛHL (clean) - ndyɛL (was clean)
wuʔHL (short) - ngugL (was short)
yieHL (say) - njieL (said)

Note that when /z/ undergoes the process, it palatalizes as well, presumably so that Structure Preservation is maintained (Kiparsky 1982, 1985): the segment inventory possesses the post-alveolar affricate, while lacking its alveolar counterpart. Indeed, the structure preserving nature of this segmental process will be shown to play a crucial role in our discussion of reduplication vis-a-vis prenasalization.

As already noted, we may assume that nasals acquire place features from the following consonant. Upon the acquisition of place features, the nasals harden to stops. Now, the nasals' stricture features spread to the following consonant. If further modifications are required in order to preserve structure, these now apply. Thus laterality is lost from prenasalized /l/, and the derived alveolar affricate becomes post-alveolar. The patterns in (5) emerge.

(5) underlying assimilation hardening S.P.
y: Ny ɲY ɲg ɲg
z: Nz nz ndz nj
l: Nl nl ndl nd
w: Nw ɲw ɲgw ɲgw
y: Ny ny ndy ndy

See Jun (to appear) for a fully formalized account of these processes.

2. Adjectives and Adjectival Reduplication

In this section I present the process of total adjectival reduplication, as well a syntactically-triggered process of optional prenasalization which conditionally affects the process. We will consider a systematic gap in this optional process, as well as a distinct process of across-the-board prenasalization.

2.1. Tone Classes

The tonal patterning of Nchufie adjectives falls into two classes. On the surface, adjectives possess either a High-Low tonal pattern (Class A), or a Low-High-Low tonal pattern (Class B). Examples follow.
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(6) Class A (HL)
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{\(\text{fye}^{\text{HL}}\)} & \quad (\text{split}) \\
\text{\(\text{wu}^{\text{HL}}\)} & \quad (\text{short}) \\
\text{\(\text{pu}^{\text{HL}} \text{gu}^{\text{HL}} \{[\text{pu}^{\text{H}} \text{gu}^{\text{L}}]\}\)} & \quad (\text{red})
\end{align*}
\]

Class B (LHL)
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{\(\text{fye}^{\text{LHL}}\)} & \quad (\text{tall}) \\
\text{\(\text{wu}^{\text{LHL}}\)} & \quad (\text{amazing}) \\
\text{\(\text{po}^{\text{LHL}} \{[\text{po}^{\text{L}} \text{go}^{\text{HL}}]\}\)} & \quad (\text{good})
\end{align*}
\]

The minimal and near-minimal pairs in (6) confirm the existence of an underlying tonal contrast.

2.2. Adjectival Reduplication

Adjectival reduplication occurs in adjectives which modify predicate nominals:

(7) a. \(\text{\(\text{a}^{\text{L}} \text{ha}^{\text{HL}}\)}\) (it is small)
    \(\text{\(\text{a}^{\text{H}} \text{ye}^{\text{L}} \text{ha}^{\text{HL}} \text{ha}^{\text{HL}}\)}\) (it is a small one)

b. \(\text{\(\text{a}^{\text{L}} \text{fu}^{\text{HL}}\)}\) (it is white)
    \(\text{\(\text{a}^{\text{H}} \text{ye}^{\text{L}} \text{fu}^{\text{HL}} \text{fu}^{\text{HL}}\)}\) (it is a white one)

c. \(\text{\(\text{a}^{\text{L}} \text{ma}^{\text{HL}}\)}\) (it is cold)
    \(\text{\(\text{a}^{\text{H}} \text{ye}^{\text{L}} \text{ma}^{\text{HL}} \text{ma}^{\text{HL}}\)}\) (it is a cold one)
    \(\text{\(\text{a}^{\text{L}} \text{mo}^{\text{HL}}\)}\) (it is dry)
    \(\text{\(\text{a}^{\text{H}} \text{ye}^{\text{L}} \text{mo}^{\text{HL}} \text{mo}^{\text{HL}}\)}\) (it is a clean one)

d. \(\text{\(\text{pi}^{\text{LH}} \text{nu}^{\text{M}} \text{ye}^{\text{HL}}\)}\) (Pinchu is clean)
    \(\text{\(\text{pi}^{\text{LH}} \text{nu}^{\text{M}} \text{me}^{\text{HL}} \text{ye}^{\text{HL}} \text{ye}^{\text{HL}}\)}\) (Pinchu is a clean child)

e. \(\text{\(\text{a}^{\text{L}} \text{wu}^{\text{HL}}\)}\) (it's short)
    \(\text{\(\text{a}^{\text{H}} \text{nu}^{\text{L}} \text{wu}^{\text{HL}} \text{wu}^{\text{HL}}\)}\) (he's a short man)

I have arranged the data so that the initial segment of the adjective increases in sonority as the list progresses, thus providing tokens of each distinct manner type, if attested. In (a) we see voiceless stop-initial adjectives undergoing the process. In (b) we see voiceless fricatives. In (c) we see the voiced velar fricative, as well as the voiced coronal fricative. (d) shows a liquid-initial adjective, and (e) shows a glide-initial adjective. There thus far seems nothing peculiar about the process: any adjective of any segmental shape appears to be able to reduplicate freely, suggesting the input undergoes an ordinary process of full reduplication.

2.3. Optional Prenasalization

The reduplication picture becomes somewhat more complex when considering overtly tensed constructions. The Past and Future morphemes consist of nasality lexically associated with tonal material: High for Future (\(^{\text{H}}\)), SuperHigh for Past (\(^{\text{sH}}\)). These
morphemes prefix to verbal stems. We thus observe the patterns in (8).

(8)  a. \( a^L \text{tun}_H^L \text{ng}_L^L \) (he kicks)
     \( a^L_H \text{ntun}_M^L \) (he will kick)
     \( a^L_H \text{ntun}_L^L \) (he kicked)

   b. \( a^L \text{kha}_H^L \) (he runs)
     \( a^L_H \text{kh}_H^L \text{a}_M^L \) (he will run)
     \( a^L_H \text{kh}_H^L \text{a}_L^L \) (he ran)

Now observe how tense marking affects of reduplication.

(9)  a. \( a^L \text{sh}_M^L \text{- b}_o^L \text{- ye}_L^L \text{- ng}_o^L \text{HL}^L \text{- ng}_o^L \text{HL} \) (it was a cold one)

   \( \text{it - tense - copula - one - N-cold - N-cold} \)
     \( a^L_H \text{mb}_o^L \text{ye}_L^L \text{y}_v^L \text{HL}^L \text{y}_v^L \text{HL} \) (it was a cold one)

   b. \( a^L_H \text{mb}_o^L \text{ye}_L^L \text{nh}_H^L \text{kha}_H^L \text{HL} \text{nh}_H^L \text{kha}_H^L \text{HL} \) (it was a small one)
     \( a^L_H \text{mb}_o^L \text{ye}_L^L \text{k}_H^L \text{a}_L^L \text{HL} \) (it was a small one)

   c. \( a^L_H \text{mb}_o^L \text{ye}_L^L \text{ndye}_H^L \text{ndye}_H^L \) (it was a clean one)
     \( a^L_H \text{mb}_o^L \text{ye}_L^L \text{ty}_v^L \text{HL}^L \text{ly}_v^L \text{HL} \) (it was a clean one)

   d. \( a^L \text{mbo}_M^L \text{ye}_L^L \text{mbo}_L^L \text{go}_H^L \text{mbo}_L^L \text{go}_H^L \) (it will be a good one)
     \( a^L_H \text{mb}_o^L \text{ye}_L^L \text{p}_o^L \text{go}_L^L \text{p}_o^L \text{go}_L^L \) (it will be a good one)

   e. \( a^L_H \text{mb}_o^L \text{ye}_L^L \text{njong}_H^L \text{njong}_H^L \) (it was a dry one)
     \( a^L_H \text{mb}_o^L \text{ye}_L^L \text{zong}_H^L \text{zong}_H^L \) (it was a dry one)

Nasality optionally -- though preferably -- appears on both copies of the adjective.

2.4. The Exception

Despite nasality's optional though preferred appearance on predicate nominal-modifying adjectives in overtly tensed constructions, there is a systematic exception in the data, exemplified in (10).

(10)  a. \( a^L_H \text{mb}_o^L \text{ye}_L^L \text{fu}_o^L \text{fu}_o^L \text{HL} \) (it was a tall one)

  \( *a^L_H \text{mb}_o^L \text{ye}_L^L \text{nfu}_o^L \text{nfu}_o^L \text{HL} \)

  b. \( a^L_H \text{mb}_o^L \text{ye}_L^L \text{fy}_v^L \text{HL} \text{fy}_v^L \text{HL} \) (it was a split one)

  \( *a^L_H \text{mb}_o^L \text{ye}_L^L \text{nfy}_v^L \text{HL} \text{nfy}_v^L \text{HL} \)

  c. \( a^L_H \text{mb}_o^L \text{ye}_L^L \text{fu}_o^L \text{HL} \text{fu}_o^H \) (it was a bright one)

  \( *a^L_H \text{mb}_o^L \text{ye}_L^L \text{mfu}_o^L \text{HL} \text{mfu}_o^H \)


otherwise optional prenasalization is disallowed in all instances of voiceless fricative-initial adjectives.

2.5. Obligatory Prenasalization

Note that in the following forms voiceless fricative-initial adjectives and verbs regularly do take prenasalization when its presence is obligatory.

(11)  a. a:\text{LsH}_n \text{fye}_L \quad (\text{it was split}) \quad (*)_a:\text{LsH}_f\text{fye}_L
    \quad | \quad \text{Past split} \\
    | \\
    b. a:\text{LsH}_n\text{fye}_L \quad (\text{it was tall}) \quad (*)_a:\text{LsH}_f\text{fye}_L$
    c. a:\text{LsH}_m\text{fuo}_L \quad (\text{it was bright}) \quad (*)_a:\text{LsH}_f\text{fuo}_L$
    d. a:\text{LsH}_m\text{fuo}_L \quad (\text{it was white}) \quad (*)_a:\text{LsH}_f\text{fuo}_L$

These data indicate that the prenasalization of voiceless fricatives is not disallowed categorically. It seems that in morphological operations which are required either by the grammar, or by a recoverability requirement, as in tense marking in predicate adjective constructions, prenasalization may indeed result in a non-structure-preserving output.

3. Approaches to Structure Preservation

In this section I attempt to explain the asymmetry between optional prenasalization and obligatory prenasalization by invoking Structure Preservation in the context of Lexical Phonology (Kiparsky 1982, 1985).

Lexical rules are claimed to be structure preserving, in that their application may not produce new segments, or, under certain analyses, new sequences of segments (Borowski 1986). Thus throughout the lexical phonology, the output of rules may only result in segments and sequences present in the underlying inventory. Structure Preservation does not hold in the post-lexical phonology, however. Post-lexical rules may create novel segments, i.e., segments not found in the underlying inventory, and non-underlying sequences of segments.

There are, however, different possible ways to invoke Structure Preservation. The first approach to the process we will discuss might be termed Static Structure Preservation, as the principle holds blindly within the lexical phonology: any lexical process that produces a non-structure-preserving output is blocked from applying,
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presumably through feature co-occurrence constraints, or, as in the case at hand, phonotactic constraints. These are traditionally referred to as constraints or filters (Clements and Keyser 1983, Borowsky 1986, Myers 1991).

The second approach to Structure Preservation we might call Active Structure Preservation, as the principle may itself be the trigger of particular phonological rules. Specifically, Active Structure Preservation may not have the power of preventing rules from applying when their output is non-structure-preserving. However, the principle may re-impose Structure Preservation on such an output by triggering further phonological processes. Myers (1991) refers to such processes as persistent rules.

Having presented these two approaches to Structure Preservation, let us recall the prenasalization facts from Nchufie. First, recall the morpheme-internal segment sequencing constraints of Nchufie presented in Section 1. While nasals may precede any plosive, they may not precede fricatives. Now recall the prenasalization facts from adjectival reduplication: nasality optionally though preferably appears on both copies of object modifying adjectives in the Past and Future. Voiced fricative-initial adjectives harden upon prenasalization, while voiceless fricative-initial adjectives may not be prenasalized.

Let us now consider the two approaches to Structure Preservation, and see if either can account for the facts.

Static Structure Preservation forbids lexical rules from applying if their output violates Structure Preservation. This approach will obviously fail to account for the data, as the process of optional prenasalization -- more often than not -- obviously results in an intermediate violation of Structure Preservation. Consider the attested alternations alongside those predicted to obtain with Static Structure Preservation:

(12)  | Predicted | Attested |
----- | --------- | -------- |
 i. N+p  | *mp      | mb      |
 ii. N+s  | *ns      | s (*ns) |
 iii. N+z | *nz      | nj      |
 i. N+γ  | *ηγ      | ηγ      |
 iv. N+l  | *nl      | nd      |
 iv. N+w  | *ηw      | ηgw     |

Only in the case of voiceless fricative-initial forms does Static Structure Preservation make the right prediction. In all other cases, the process is able to apply, though in every successful application are there additional rules required in order that
Structure Preservation is re-achieved. These facts would strongly indicate that it is Active Structure Preservation that may successfully account for the data.

Unfortunately, Active Structure Preservation would additionally predict that voiceless fricative-initial forms should be able to undergo the process of prenasalization, resulting in an intermediate violation which is subsequently repaired by rules triggered by the principle:

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
(14) & \text{Predicted} & \text{Attested} \\
\text{i.} & \text{mf} & f(*mf) \\
\text{ii.} & \text{ns} & s(*ns)
\end{array}
\]

Active Structure Preservation predicts that voiceless fricative-initial forms should just as readily optionally take prenasalization as other forms do.

It thus seems that neither Static nor Active Structure Preservation will fully account for the data. We might preliminarily investigate a third alternative, something falling in-between the two aforementioned approaches. It might be the case that Structure Preservation possesses reparative powers on an intermediate violation, but only to a limited extent. That is, if an intermediate lexical violation requires the application of X number of rules, or type Y rule, Structure Preservation may trigger their application. However, if an intermediate violation requires X+1 number of rules, or type Z rule, in order for Structure Preservation to be re-achieved, the entire process fails. While the data from Nchufie are seemingly insufficient to confidently zero in on the value of X, or rule type Z, a quick glance at the data would suggest that such a hypothesis is tenable. Specifically, attested prenasalized forms are far less distinct from their underlying forms than those otherwise predicted to surface in unattested forms.

4. Harmonic Phonology

In the theory of Harmonic Phonology (or Optimality Theory) (Goldsmith 1991, Prince and Smolensky 1992, McCarthy and Prince 1992), the phonological component consists of a ranked, violable set of constraints which determine well-formedness. While a given input may be subject to a potentially infinite number of grammatical analyses, the output form is that which best satisfies the well-formedness constraints. At different grammatical levels, constraints may be differently ranked.

For present purposes, the relevant constraints are PARSE (which incorporates each phonological/morphological element into hierarchical prosodic structure), and *NF (which disallows nasal - voiceless fricative sequences).
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In the case of obligatory prenasalization, PARSE is ranked higher than *NF, (indicated in (14) by its columnar precedence).

(14) Obligatory Prenasalization

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{Candidates} & \text{PARSE} & \ast NF \\
\ast \ast & NF & * ! \\
F & * ! \\
\end{array}
\]

While a structure of the form [NF] violates *NF (indicated by '**) [F] violates the higher ranked PARSE. This higher-ranked violation thus rules out [F] (indicated by '!'). [NF] is thus the best-formed candidate, i.e., the output form (indicated by '**)).

In the case of optional prenasalization, *NF is ranked higher than PARSE.

(15) Optional Prenasalization

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{Candidates} & \ast NF & \text{PARSE} \\
\ast & NF & * ! \\
F & * ! \\
\end{array}
\]

In (15), while [F] violates PARSE, [NF] violates higher-ranked *NF.

5. Conclusion

Within the theory of Lexical Phonology, optional prenasalization in Nchufie suggests that two types of Structure Preservation may play a role within a single phonological system. Similarly, within the theory of Harmonic Phonology, the Nchufie data may be analyzed as being subject to two distinct constraint rankings, depending on the grammatical level at which prenasalization takes place.
Appendix: Elicited Adjectives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class A</th>
<th>Class B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>wu: (short)</td>
<td>wu: (amazing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>la: (sticky)</td>
<td>jye (long/tall)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lye (clean)</td>
<td>zo (itchy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lwi (bitter)</td>
<td>pu: (left over)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zong (dry)</td>
<td>pogo (good)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yɔ (cold)</td>
<td>puŋpuŋ (spoiled)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yoyo (foolish)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fufu (white)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fuo (bright)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ji (black)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jye (split)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kɔa: (small)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pɔu: (ugly)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>puŋpuŋ (red)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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THE TONES OF NCHUFIE VERBAL INFLECTION*
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0. Introduction

This paper is concerned with the tonal patterns of inflected monosyllabic verbs in Nchufie. We assume that Nchufie verbs fall into two types: \(\emptyset\)-tone and L-tone verbs. Verbs of the same class behave identically in terms of the tones of their verbal inflection. The inflections of L-tone verbs differ from those of \(\emptyset\)-tone verbs in that they have an extra L (=low) tone. The relevant contrasts are summarized in tables (1) and (2) below, where cigi 'push' and sugu 'pull' are representatives of the \(\emptyset\)-tone and L-tone verb classes respectively. For example, (1a) contrasts the future forms of cigi and sugu: the \(\emptyset\)-tone verb cigi has only H (=high) tones, whereas the L-tone verb sugu has a L-tone followed by a H-tone. We are assuming that none of the tones in (1) and (2) are default tones. In other words, the tones of verbal inflection all originate as lexical tones of the relevant verbs, moods, and tenses. The abbreviations used below are:

I = imperative;
H = hortative;
P = present and past;
F = future;
PERF = present and past perfect;
PROG = present and past progressive.

(1) Tense 'push' 'pull'
    a. F cigi sugu
    b. H cigi sugu
    c. P,PERF cigi sugu
    d. PROG cigi sugu

* I would like to thank our Nchufie consultant Sophie Ajeakwa for her patience, and Bruce Hayes for some crucially helpful comments. All errors are mine.
Dorit Ben-Shalom

(2) Tense 'push me' 'push them' 'pull me' 'pull them'
   a. F,1,PERF cígí wô cígí yô sùgù wô sùgù yô
   b. H cígí wô cígí yô sùgù wô sùgù yô
   c. P cígí wô cígí yô sùgù wô sùgù yô
   d. PROG cígí wô cígí yô sùgù wô sùgù yô

In particular, note the following contrasts:

A. The verb tones depend on verb class and tense/modality. The verbs in (3a) and (3b) are Ø-tone and L-tone verbs respectively, both in the hortative form. The ones in (3b) and (3c), on the other hand, are both L-tone verbs, but in the hortative and present forms respectively.

(3) a. pó cígí
    'let them push'

   b. pó sùgù
    'let them pull'

   c. pó sùgù
    'they pull'

Ø-tone verbs in the hortative surface with a H-tone, while with the L-tone verbs, the L anchors on the final syllable and the initial syllable surfaces with a H-tone. In the present on the other hand, the L-tone surfaces as the second member of a falling (HL) contour on the last syllable.

B. The tones of both L-tone and Ø-tone verbs may change when an object pronoun is added. The following is an example with a L-tone verb.

(4) a. pó sùgù
    'let them pull'

   b. pó sùgù wô
    'let them pull me'

The L-tone on the verb appears on the object pronoun, while its original syllable now carries a H-tone.

C. The object pronoun tones depend on verb class (5a-5b), tense or modality (5b-5c), and the choice of pronoun (5c-5d):

(5) a. pó sùgù wô
    'let them pull me'
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b. pó cígi wê
   'let them push me'

c. pó cígi wê
   'they push me'

d. pó cígi wùù
   'they push us(dual)'

The same pronoun has a L-tone after the hortative form of a L-tone verb and a falling (HL) tone after the hortative form of a Ø-tone verb. And after the present form of the Ø-tone verb, the pronoun appears with a L-tone and not the falling tone HL we observed in the hortative.

In this paper I argue that this surface complexity is the result of the interaction of three simple factors:

(6) a. The lexical tones of verb stems, verb affixes, and object pronouns.
   b. A simple left to right tonal mapping procedure whose domain is the verb stem with its affixes.
   c. A tone shift rule that shifts the last tone of the verb to the object pronoun.

Section 1 introduces the relevant background assumptions about Nchufie phonology and syntax. Section 2 presents and analyzes the tonal contrasts between verbs without objects. Section 3 extends the analysis to account for the tones of verbs with pronominal objects. The appendix contains spectrograms supporting a crucial prediction of the tone shift rule argued for in section 3.

1. Background Assumptions

The surface tones in Nchufie are H (high), L (low), M (mid) and SH (superhigh). Vowels are the only tone bearing units. The M at the surface is derived from a LH sequence that is linked to a single vowel. SH is probably lexical, since it only appears as part of past tense morphology. Downsteps (every non-L tone in a given domain is lowered proportionally) are distinct from downdrifts (gradual pitch lowering during utterance) and are caused by floating L tones.

Tense, aspect, and perhaps mood morphemes are heads selecting for a verb form with a particular tonal pattern. For example, the perfective kaa in (7) is a free preverbal morpheme, comparable to perfective have in English. It selects for a verb stem with a HL suffix, comparable to -en in English.
(7) pó kóù cígì
    they PERF push+HL
    'they have pushed'

The past and future tenses are tonal affixes on the subject, SH and H respectively. The aspectual progressive cu and perfective kaa are free preverbal morphemes. Past, future, and progressive select a complement with a nasal prefix that carries a floating low tone. For example, contrast (5) above with (8) below, in which a past tense was added. (The raised ! stands for a downstep.)

(8) pó' !ŋkóù cígì
    they+PAST n+PERF push
    'they had pushed'

In the rest of this paper we abstract away from both the nasal prefixes and the downsteps they cause, and concentrate only on the tonal morphology of the inflectional forms we have mentioned above.

2. Verbs without Objects

The tonal patterns of stems of verbs without objects are as in (9) (=1):

(9) Tense    'push'    'pull'
    a. F        cígì      sůgū
    b. H        cígì      sůgū
    c. P, I, PERF cígì      sůgū
    d. PROG     cígù      sůgū

These patterns can be analyzed as follows:

a. The two verbs in (9) belong to two different verb classes, which are distinguished by their lexical tones. cígì is a Ø-tone verb, i.e., a verb with no lexical tone. sůgū is a L-tone verb, i.e., a verb with a lexical L tone.

b. The different tenses, aspects and moods select for verb stems with different tonal affixes. These affixes are given in (10).

(10) Tonal affixes
    F        -H
    H        H-
    P, I, PERF -HL
    PROG     -HLH
c. Tones are mapped to the verb stem by the simple tonal mapping procedure in (11).

(11) Tonal mapping procedure
    domain: word
    direction: left to right
    procedure: 1 to 1
    extra tones mapped to the last TBU
    extra TBU mapped to the last tone

We assume that each application of the tone mapping rule is followed by the OCP, but in the cases discussed in this section, its application is always vacuous, as no adjacent syllables carry an identical tone.

The tonal patterns predicted by the analysis in (a)-(c) are summarized in (12). The match between (12) and (9) is complete.

(12)

a. F
   cigi  sugu
   \   |
   H   L

b. H
   cigi  sugu
   \   |
   H   L

   HL   L HL
   \ \ | \ \ |

c. P₁,İ,PERF
   cigi  sugu
   \ \ | \ \ |
   HLH   L HLH

   \ \ | \ \ |

d. PROG
   cigi:  sugu:
   \ \ | \ \ |
   HLH   L HLH
   \ \ | \ \ |

In (12a), the future suffixal tone attaches to the O-tone verb to give cığî and to the L-tone verb to give sığû. In (12b), the hortative prefix H- again attaches to the O-tone verb cîgî to give cığî, while its attachment to the L-tone sugu gives sığû. In (12c), the -HL suffix of the past/present, imperative and perfective yields cîgî with the O-tone cîgî, and sîgû with the L-tone sugu. In (12d), the -HLH suffix of the progressive gives cîgî: and sîgû:. A LH sequence on a single syllable becomes a mid tone M.

3. Verbs with Pronominal Objects

The tonal patterns of stems of verbs with objects are summarized in (13) (=2).
These patterns can be analyzed as follows:

a. The lexical tones of the verbs are the same as above; i.e., cigi is a \( \emptyset \)-tone verb and sugu is a L-tone verb. The lexical tones of the object pronouns are L for the first singular \( w\emptyset \) and H for the third plural \( y\emptyset \).

b. The tonal affixes selected by the tenses, aspects, and moods are the same as in (b) above. The only exception is that in the presence of an object pronoun, the imperative and perfective suffixes are shortened from -HL to -H so they pattern with the future instead of the past.

c. The tonal mapping procedure is the same as above. The OCP still follows each tonal mapping.

d. There is a tone shift rule that shifts the last tone of the verb to its object pronoun. The rule can be formulated as in (14).

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{T} \\
\uparrow \\
V
\end{array}
\]

This rule applies maximally, relative to constraints on well-formedness. In particular, there is a constraint against toneless verbs. So the last tone of the verb, which is always linked to the pronoun, delinks only if this does not leave the verb toneless. The tonal mapping rule reappliess to the verb stem, in order to assure that each tone bearing unit of the verb is mapped to some tone.

The interaction of these rules can be seen in (16) below, which is the derivation for (15).

\[
\begin{array}{c}
sugu \\
pull+IMP\text{ER} \\
\text{them} \\
\text{'pull them!'}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
L \\
H \\
H
\end{array}
\]

a. Tonal Mapping

b. OCP
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c. Tone Shift
\[
\text{L H H} \\
\text{sugu \ } \gamma^o
\]
d. Tonal Mapping
\[
\text{L H H} \\
\text{sugu \ } \gamma^o
\]
e. OCP
\[
\text{L} \\
\text{sugu \ } \gamma^o
\]

The representations in (17) and (18) obtain after the second tonal mapping and before the final OCP, that is, after the stage illustrated in (16d). In (17), the pronoun is the H-tone \( \gamma^o \); in (18), it is the L-tone \( \omega \).

(17)

a. F,I,PERF
\[
\text{H H} \\
\text{cigi \ } \gamma^o \\
\text{sugu \ } \gamma^o
\]
b. H
\[
\text{H H} \\
\text{cigi \ } \gamma^o \\
\text{sugu \ } \gamma^o
\]
c. P
\[
\text{HL H} \\
\text{cigi \ } \gamma^o \\
\text{sugu \ } \gamma^o
\]
d. PROG
\[
\text{HLH H} \\
\text{cigi \ } \gamma^o \\
\text{sugu \ } \gamma^o
\]

(18)

a. I,PERF,F
\[
\text{H L} \\
\text{cigi \ } \omega \\
\text{sugu \ } \omega
\]
b. H
\[
\text{H L} \\
\text{cigi \ } \omega \\
\text{sugu \ } \omega
\]
c. P
\[
\text{HL L} \\
\text{cigi \ } \omega \\
\text{sugu \ } \omega
\]
d. PROG
\[
\text{HLH L} \\
\text{cigi \ } \omega \\
\text{sugu \ } \omega
\]

The only discrepancy between the predictions and the facts is observed with the L-tone verb \text{sugu} in the progressive form, with a \( \gamma^o \) object in (17d) and a \( \omega \) object in (18d). We predict \text{su} \hat{g} \hat{u} \gamma^o in (17d) and \text{su} \hat{g} \hat{u} \omega \hat{\omega} in (18d), but obtain \text{su} \hat{g} \hat{u} \gamma^o and \text{su} \hat{g} \hat{u} \omega \hat{\omega} in (13d). The conversion of the LHL on the verb to ML is perhaps due to a preference
of avoiding contour tones on non-last syllables, but more work is needed before any conclusion can be reached.

4. Summary

In this paper I analyzed the tonal patterns of monosyllabic verbs in Nchufie. The complex tonal surface patterns were argued to be the result of the interaction of three simple factors: The lexical tones of the relevant verb stems, verb affixes, and object pronouns; a simple left to right tonal mapping procedure whose domain is the verb stem with its affixes; and a tone shift rule that shifts the last tone of the verb to the object pronoun.

Appendix

A crucial prediction of this analysis concerns the forms in (i). We worked on the assumption that the tone on the pronoun wə is HL in cīgi wə in (13a) and (13b), and L in sūgū wə in (13c) and cīgi wə in (13d). In actual speech, however, the tones on wə sound as ML in all four cases. To see if this is due to the interference of the initial sonorant [w], we asked the consultant to 'hum' the sentences using a fixed syllable with a voiceless onset. The narrow band spectrograms on the following page confirm our suspicion that the pronouns have the phonological tones we predict, and the apparent ML is a phonetic phenomenon that is conditioned by the initial sonorant [w].

(i)  a. F,J,PERF cīgi wə
  b. H cīgi wə
  c. H sūgū wə
  d. P cīgi wə

In (i.a) and (i.b) the pronoun is HL, and in (i.c) and (i.d) it is L.
Spectogram 1: [cígi wɔ] ‘push me’  F,I,PERF

Spectogram 2: [cígi wɔ] ‘push me’  H
Spectogram 3: [súgú wò] ‘pull me’  H

Spectogram 4: [cígi wò] ‘push me’  P
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0. Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to provide a descriptive account of some morpho-syntactic facts about nominals in Nchufie - a Grassfield Bantu language spoken in North West Cameroon. Nchufie morphology is essentially tonal. We can therefore not talk of its morphology without talking about its tone system as well. After a brief exposition of some facts about its morphology, we will try to account for some of the agreement and tonal perturbations that characterize Nchufie nouns in isolation and in context. The result of our investigation will establish the validity of certain assumptions that we start with basically on comparative-historical grounds.

1. Nchufie Nominals

Nchufie is a noun class language. Therefore nouns in Nchufie pattern according to gender and number. With the exception of a few mass nouns, each gender is made up of two classes - a singular and a plural pair - as in (1).

(1) a. kóŋ / mǔkóŋ 'bed/s'
b. múmbú / mbómbú 'dog/s'
c. fáá / múfáá 'work' (sing./plural)

Observe from (1) that almost all singular nouns have a Ø-prefix whereas all plural nouns have some kind of prefix: either mǔ- or mbó-. Nouns like mútag 'sheep' appear to constitute an exception to the rule that singular nouns have a Ø-prefix but as we will show later this is not the case. Following recent theoretical developments (see for example Carstens (1991)) we are going to assume that the class (gender) to which a noun belongs is a lexical property of the noun, whereas the number features are a syntactic property which is spelled out on the noun prefix.
1.1. Nchufie Noun Classes

Following is a table of the Noun classes of Nchufie. The criteria used in setting up the noun classes is the possessive agreement modifier that a particular noun selects. Noun classes in Nchufie are determined by agreement rather than by noun prefix, because most noun prefixes in most of Grassfield Bantu languages have been lost. Moreover, Grassfield Bantu languages do not show any correlation between noun prefixes and the classes to which nouns belong. Thus taking the agreements selected by the nouns rather than the noun prefixes, we are able to establish four noun classes in Nchufie. This appears to be an unusually small number of noun classes for a Noun class language. In table 1 below, the different noun classes are listed with their identifying concord elements followed by a brief discussion of each class. As the classes are really reduced, we would not attempt to correlate say the noun class numbering with the traditional system used in the literature on Bantu. Instead, we refer to each noun class by the form of the first person genitive pronoun that the nouns of the particular class select. For example, yǎ-class, mìŋà-class... where yǎ and mìŋà are the first person possessive pronouns- 'my'.

Table 1  Nchufie Noun Classes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Examples</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>Possessive Pron. Agreement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s̄-kwincò</td>
<td>lip</td>
<td>Sing. Dual Plural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yǎ</td>
<td>s̄-pùŋ</td>
<td>belly</td>
<td>1 yǎ yǔũ incl. yĩɛ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(sing.)</td>
<td>s̄-kóŋ</td>
<td>bed</td>
<td>excl. zuŋũì</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mǔ-tàŋ</td>
<td>sheep (sg.)</td>
<td>2 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mìŋà</td>
<td>mǔ-kwincò</td>
<td>lips</td>
<td>1 mìŋà mǔũ incl. mǐɛ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(pl.)</td>
<td>mǔ-pùŋ</td>
<td>bellies</td>
<td>excl. mùŋũì</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mǔ-kóŋ</td>
<td>beds</td>
<td>2 mɔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3 mé</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>mò</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.2. Discussion of the Noun Classes.

There are four noun classes in Nchufie. These four classes can be grouped by pairs of singular/plural to constitute two genders as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sing.</th>
<th>plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gender A:</td>
<td>gender B:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y̖à</td>
<td>w̖à</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nígà</td>
<td>págà</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As stated above we refer to the classes by the first person genitive pronoun. The following is a brief discussion of each of the classes.

The y̖à-class: This is a singular noun class. Nouns in this class typically have a Œ-prefix. The plural pairings of this noun class typically have a mú- prefix and are in the nígà-class as (2) shows. (see also Table 1).

(2) a. Œ-kwinc̩ y̖à
    lip     my     'my lip'

    b. mú-kwinc̩ nígà
    lips     my     'my lips'
There are a few exceptions to the above generalization. These include singular nouns in the \( y³ - \) class that apparently have a prefix \( mű - \). Such nouns can have their plural pairings in either the \( págâ - \) class with a \( mbô - \) prefix or in the expected \( mîgô - \) class with a 'double' prefix (\( mű-\,mbô - \)) as we see in (3b).

(3) a. mútaŋ y³    sheep my   'my sheep' (sing.)
    b. múmbótåŋ mîgô sheep (pl.) my 'my sheep' (pl.)
    c. mbótåŋ págô sheep (pl.) my 'my sheep' (pl.)

The alternant plural forms shown in (3b) and (3c) are typical of the semantic class 'animals' that have a \( mű - \) prefix for the singular and a \( mbô - \) prefix for the plural forms. Later we will argue that the phenomenon represents linguistic change in progress and that a reasonable way to account for the data is to reanalyze the prefixes \( mű - \) and \( mbô - \) as part of the stem.

The \( mîgô - \) class: As we have seen above the nouns in this class are plural nouns. They generally bear the prefix \( mű - \). Their singulars are in the \( y³ - \) class. The \( mîgô - \) class forms a fairly unified noun class.

The \( wô - \) class: This is also a singular class. As we will see, the \( wô - \) class is a very irregular noun class. The nouns generally have a Ø-prefix; a few nouns like \( mâggye \) 'woman/wife' have a \( ma - \) prefix. The plural of this noun class is the \( págâ - \) class.

The \( págâ - \) class: Nouns in this class are plural nouns. The \( págâ - \) class does not form a unified class. Some of the plurals can optionally have a Ø-prefix as we see in (4). With certain nouns the singular / plural pair bears no morphological resemblance at all as in (5)

(4) a. ōmba wô ~ ōmba pagô father my fathers my 'my father/s'
    b. ōmba wô ~ múmba mîgô father my fathers my 'my father/s'
    c. sôðô wô ~ sôðô págô friend my friends my 'my friend/s'
    d. sôðô wô ~ múðô mîgô friend my friends my 'my friend/s'

(5) a. ṣôgô wô ~ ṣôkûgô págô person my persons my 'my person/s'
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b. ṣomin wà ~ ọpaí págà
   child my children my 'my child/ren'

What does such alternation in (4) suggest? It is probably just part of the historical change towards reduction in the number of noun classes that some of the nouns are still undergoing. It is not uncommon in Grassfield Bantu languages that one (plural) prefix becomes more generalized and gets extended to new noun classes that originally had no prefix or even replace the prefixes that such classes originally had. In Nweh for example the ɓà- plural prefix is being extended to new classes. Our guess is that a similar process is in operation in Nchufie with the mù- prefix.

1.3. Accounting for the Noun Class Irregularities

We have seen that nouns of the págà- class have a Ø-prefix with their singular forms in the wà- class. We noted that there were some exceptions with nouns like mbótàgpágà 'my sheep(pl.)' as well as with nouns like músigà 'bird', múmbù 'dog', múggà 'chicken' and others that meet the semantic ([+animal]) and morphological (mù- ~ mbó- 'prefix') requirement.

(6) a. músigà yà
   bird my 'my bird'

b. mbósigì págà
   birds my 'my birds'

c. múmbósigì múgà
   birds my 'my birds'

We have so far considered mbó- as a prefix because in certain cases it alternates with a Ø-prefix as in mbómìbù ~ mbù 'dogs'. However, it is possible that plural nouns with mbó- such as mbótàg 'sheep' have just one morpheme. As such nouns like mbótàg would have the Ø-prefix of the págà- class and the mù- prefix of the múgà- class. This would make the plural forms look perfectly regular. But the question remains as to whether nouns like (mù)mbótàg 'sheep' that exhibit the sort of dual behavior we have illustrated above, do belong to two different noun classes. Given what we know about noun classes the answer is clearly negative. To account for the behavior of such nouns we will resort to history. We will claim that the mù- prefix is being extended to nouns that originally had a prefix mbó-. Because of this the original prefix is being reanalyzed as part of the stem. The most likely origin of this is borrowings. Notice that most, if not all, borrowed words in Nchufie have a Ø-prefix in the singular and a mù- prefix in the plural.
(7) a. ø-tabla ~ muw-tabla 'table/s'
b. ø-ngletə ~ muw-ngletə 'grater/s'
c. ø-ciča ~ muw-ciča 'teacher/s'
d. ø-kōp ~ muw-kōp 'cup/s'

We will argue that faced with the task of expressing the plural for borrowed vocabulary items such as these, Nchufic speakers have simply 'abduced' a grammar from the output of other grammars. Thus the muw- prefix gets extended to borrowed forms and consequently gets an edge over the other plural prefixes. This appears to be a case of 'abduction' (Andersen 1973, see also Anttila 1989). As a matter of course, as children acquire Nchufic, they will encounter muw- as the most widely distributed prefix as they in turn 'abduce' a grammar from which their own (verbal) output is inferred. The muw- prefix is eventually extended even to some plural nouns that had prefixes other than muw- especially if such prefixes have low frequency of occurrence. When this happens the original prefix might then be reanalyzed as part of the stem. However, before such 'opinionated' grammar outputs can be incorporated into the language they must undergo inductive testing. With borrowed words inductive confirmation of the output is relatively easy; with 'indigenous' vocabulary the process might take a while, during which we get competing forms of the sort seen in Nchufic, cf. mbotąg ~ muwmbotąg 'sheep' (pl.) mbommbu ~ mbu 'dogs'.

2. Morphological Structure of the Noun

As we observe from table 1, only four prefixes occur regularly in Nchufic: Ø-, mu-, muw-, mbó-. The structure of the noun may be conveniently analyzed as consisting of a prefix and a stem. The morphological structure of the noun prefix may be:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prefix Type</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CV-</td>
<td>e.g., mu- as in muwkgη</td>
<td>'beds'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-</td>
<td>e.g., m- as in mpuŋ</td>
<td>'breasts'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ø-</td>
<td>e.g., [ ] as in kŋ</td>
<td>'bed'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCV-</td>
<td>e.g. mbó- as in mbommbu</td>
<td>'dogs'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As we have seen, some of these prefixes occur in nouns that have singular meaning, others occur in nouns with plural meaning, while there are some that occur in both singular and plural nouns.

The morphological structure of the stem can be any of the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stem Type</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CV</td>
<td>e.g., nó</td>
<td>'snake'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVV</td>
<td>e.g., 1ëë</td>
<td>'village'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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CVN e.g., sła 'friend'
NCV e.g., mbé 'hill'
NCGV e.g., njwí 'cloth'

All nouns begin with a consonant. There are no nouns (or for that matter words of any major lexical category) that begin with a vowel. This is a little bit surprising given the fact that in most Bantu languages that have noun classes, (singular) nouns always have a vowel as one of the possible prefixes.

We will want to maintain that most of Nchufie nouns have simply lost their (vowel-initial) prefixes. Such a claim is supported by the syllable patterns that we observe for nouns.

Most Nchufie nouns are monosyllabic, consisting of a Ø-prefix and a stem. There exist a fairly large amount of bisyllabic nouns. The majority of bisyllabic nouns fall within the plural classes and typically are composed of a monosyllabic prefix and a monosyllabic stem. There are very few trisyllabic nouns. There appear to be no nouns with more than three syllables.

3. Pronouns

Nchufie has one pronoun each corresponding to the first, second and third person singular as well as for the second and third person plural. For the first person plural, there are three pronominal forms: a dual ‘we-two’, one exclusive ‘we, but not including you’, and one inclusive ‘we, all’. The following are Nchufie subject pronouns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1    mà / n</td>
<td>pùúi (dual)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pùúquí (excl.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pùé (incl.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2    á</td>
<td>pâí</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3    á</td>
<td>pò</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Object pronouns and possessive pronouns pattern along the same lines, where there is one pronoun each for first, second and third person singular and for the second and third person plural, but three pronominal forms for the first person plural.
4. Noun Modifiers

In the NP, nouns take different sorts of modifiers as we see in (8) below:

(8) a. mīŋ wà 'my child'
    child my
    kōŋ yō 'my bed'
    bed my

b. tūŋ yīn 'this tree'
    tree this
    mēk wī 'this child'
    child this

c. ñyëno tū 'which tree'
    which tree
    pīnō mūtūf 'which trees'
    which trees

d. tīk lē 'one village'
    one village
    pīa mūlē 'two villages'
    two villages

e. kōŋ fūo 'the chief's bed'
    bed chief
    fūo lē 'the chief of the village'
    chief village

In (8a) a noun takes a possessive pronominal qualifier; in (8b) the noun is modified by a demonstrative; in (8d) by a numeral quantifier; in (8c) it is a Wh-question word, and in (8e) it is another noun. We observe that although in the majority of cases the modified or head noun precedes its modifier, it is not an everywhere phenomenon. In (8c) and (8d) we observe that the modifier precedes the head-noun. This would suggest some freedom with respect to the ordering between the head noun and some of the specifiers.

There is one generalization that comes across from the examples in (8): They all involve some kind of agreement relation holding between the head noun and its modifier. We can therefore say that Nchufie NPs display overt agreement. While the agreement relation is obvious for the examples in (8a) - (8d), it is less obvious in examples like (8e) where one noun is modified by another noun. In these cases we will show that an agreement relation still holds but that it is 'hidden' at the segmental level, and it is marked tonally. Below we will try to derive both the segmental and the tonal agreements. We
will provide a syntactic characterization for the genitive pronoun agreement thus reducing it to the familiar Spec-head agreement phenomenon. The 'tonal agreement' appears to be the tonal 'of'-type preposition. Therefore to study these tonal alternations that characterize Nchufie nominals we will investigate what is generally referred to as the 'noun of noun' associative construction.

4.1. Deriving the Noun Class (Genitive) Agreement

In Nchufie, like in other Bantu languages, the genitive pronouns agree with the nouns that they modify in class and number. Therefore nouns of a particular class select a specific set of genitive pronouns as in (9), where we illustrate with the first person singular. (see also Table 1 of noun classes p. 58-59)

(9) a. kán yá
    bed    my    'my bed'

    b. múkán míşá
        beds  my    'my beds'

    c. zá wé
        friend my    'my friend'

    d. múzá págu
        friends my    'my friends'

Agreement patterns like those in (9), where the genitive pronoun agrees with the head noun in noun class and number, have often posed a serious challenge to attempts to account for the noun - genitive pronoun agreement within formal theoretical frameworks. This is because the agreement appears to be on the specifier instead of being on the head. Elsewhere (Nkemnji 1993), I have argued that such agreements can be reasonably accounted for within current syntactic theory by deriving the morphological operations within syntax. One way of doing this is by reanalyzing complex morphemes like the Bantu possessive pronouns into their component parts and then deriving these morphemes through syntactic (movement) operations. This approach has proven to be helpful in solving a number of problems. For instance, the problem of genitive agreement in the Grassfield Bantu languages, where the genitive agreement appears to be marked on the specifier of the noun, instead of the head. In the case of the genitive pronoun agreement illustrated in (9), the possessor seems to bear the agreement. One could try to argue that possession is expressed differently in these Bantu languages. In the case of Nchufie the possessed would be the subject and the possessor the object as in (10).
If the structure in (10) were to be correct, it would imply that every language projects the possessor and possessed roles in the same way. Otherwise, given what we know about the principles of UG, the Nchufie language learner will have no way of figuring out that Nchufie is different from all other languages in the way possession is expressed.

The solution that we will adopt here is that proposed for Nweh, and which ensures that heads indicate agreement with specifiers and not the reverse. The proposal not only ensures that possession is expressed uniformly across languages, but it also reduces the analysis of genitive pronouns in Bantu at large to independently motivated principles of current morphosyntactic theory. Moreover, the approach provides a formal syntactic account of the very important descriptive notion of Noun Classes.

Based on the 'regularity' of genitive pronouns in Nchufie (see table of Noun Classes pp. 58-59), we propose that such genitive pronouns be analyzed as bimorphemic, consisting of a class morpheme and a (clitic) pronoun. We will further propose that the class morpheme heads a functional projection. Therefore taking just class 1 first person singular genitive pronoun, \(y\ddot{a}\) 'my' (9a), we will analyze it as consisting of \(y + \ddot{a}\) - a class morpheme \(y\) - and a pronoun \(-\ddot{a}\). We have claimed that \(y\) - heads a functional projection; what kind of Functional head is \(y\)? Since \(y\) - represents class information, the logical name will be to call it 'Class' (analogous to neg, tense, Inf...) and by analogy this class morpheme will project a 'Class Phrase' (CLassP) or CLP. By representing the notion of class syntactically, we will show that the genitive agreement is just a case of the familiar Spec-head agreement. We will analyze \(\ddot{a}\) as a clitic pronoun. The morpheme \(y\ddot{a}\) 'my' is derived in the syntax through incorporation of \(-\ddot{a}\) to the functional head \(y\). Noun raising to Spec of ClassP will then trigger agreement on the head as sketched in (11). (see Nkemnji (1993) for details on the derivation.)
In (11), details aside, the NP is going to raise NP to Spec ClassP. The raising will trigger agreement in noun class. Thus the class head will agree with the noun in its Spec in class and number. According to our structure in (11) \( y \) - takes a PossP as complement. The head of the PossP in Nchufie will basically be a tonal morpheme. Since possession expresses a relation between two NPs, we claim that \( -\delta \) is a pronoun in subject position of the PossP and that it bears the possessor relation.

5. Tone on Nouns and NPs

Like most Grassfield Bantu languages, Nchufie offers an array of tonal patterns and tone perturbations. In the following section we will outline some of the general tonal properties of Nchufie. We will try to determine what sort of abstract underlying forms we have to set up in order to derive the various surface tonal alternations that we observe.

In this section we look at some of the phonetic tone patterns that occur in isolation on monosyllabic and bisyllabic nouns. We shall then propose that the phonetic tones must be different from the underlying tones. Evidence for setting up underlying tones that differ from the surface tones comes from the tone perturbation that we observe in the associative constructions.

A bulk of the nouns in Nchufie are monosyllabic, however monosyllabic nouns exhibit considerably less tonal variation than do bisyllabic nouns. The following are the commonly occurring tone patterns on monosyllabic nouns:
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L e.g., ɲṹ 'chief'; ɲẽ 'bag'
H e.g., ɲó 'bed'; só 'friend'
HL e.g., nó 'snake'
LH e.g., nji 'brother'

The following tone patterns can be found to occur on bisyllabic nouns:

LL e.g., núfà 'gossip/tumor'
        fufà 'wind'

HL e.g., µuńò 'sun'
        µunjú 'peanuts'

HH e.g., fũnì 'wound'
        kuńkew 'bone'

LH e.g., µutu 'trees'
        µukó 'beds'

HL HL e.g., múnbi 'goat'

HM e.g., mútã 'sheep'

Most bisyllabic nouns also lack a noun prefix. When there is such a prefix it generally bears low tone. An exception is the µü- ~ mbó- prefixes which bear high tone. We have suggested above that these prefixes are in the process of being reanalyzed as part of the stem. The suggestion would actually help to regularize the morphology, as the noun class to which nouns with the µü- ~ mbó- prefixes belong typically have a Ø-prefix.

6. The Associative Construction

The associative construction is characterized by various sorts of tone perturbation as we will show, both in the noun-noun association and in the noun-possessive pronoun association.

The associative construction expresses primarily a relation of possession as the examples in (12) illustrate:

(12) a. kú  mèè
    pot  child  'the child's pot'

b. kón fũu
    bed  child  'the chief's bed'

c. míì  wà
    child  my  'my child'
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Apart from the possession relation, Nchufie uses the associative construction to express other sorts of relations between the head noun and its modifier. Some of these are given in (13).

(13) a. (place of) origin: mëë 1ëë
    child village 'a child of the village' ("son of the soil")

    b. material make-up: kùù nèàà
        pot clay 'clay pot'

    c. content/purpose: kùù ñìì
        pot water 'water pot' ("a pot of/for water")

Our focus will be on the associative construction that expresses a relation of possession.

6.1. Structure of the Associative Construction

We will assume the 'noun of noun' or [ Np N1 + NP2] has a structure like the one in (14).

(14) [[N1 + AM] + NP2] (AM=associative marker).

N1 is the possessed or head noun and NP2 is the possessor or the specifier in (14). The possessor, NP2, can either be a noun or a possessive pronoun. We assume that (14) derives from a structure like (15).

(15) [PossP [Poss N1 [NP1 ei [NP2 ... ]]]]

The head of NP1 has raised to a higher position, Poss., to support the tonal features of that head, assuming that the associative marker is a tonal affix. We will see that in most cases the tone perturbation will be on N1. This favors an analysis that assumes that N1 has raised to a higher position in order to support the tonal morpheme. What is the motivation for saying that there is an AM that is just a suprasegment or segmentless tone? We will show that such a claim receives support from comparative and language internal perspectives. For instance there are very closely related languages spoken around the same region as Nchufie, that still retain an overt segmental AM which bears a tone as well. See for example, Schaub (1985) for Babungo, Hyman (1979) for Aghem, Leroy (1977) for Mankon, Asongwed and Hyman (1976) for Ngamambo, Hombert (1976) for Ngie. Thus, for Nchufie we will assume that the segmental element of the AM has dropped out leaving its tone and that this floating tone functions as the AM. Apart from this historical support, the fact that nouns which in isolation have identical surface tones behave differently in certain contexts constitutes internal support for the claim that there is actually a tonal associative marker between N1 and NP2.
We have claimed that the associative marker is a floating tone. The next empirical question is how to determine the pitch of such a floating tone? In every single paper (that I am aware of) that discusses the associative construction in Grassfield Bantu (cf. references just cited above), there is the standard assumption that the pitch of the associative tone is determined by the noun class membership of the head noun (N₁). The standard tradition is that if N₁ belongs either to class 1 or class 9, the associative tone will have a Low tone, otherwise the associative tone will be High. Herein we will show that this 'traditional' approach does not hold for Nchufie, and we will assume that the traditional approach is invalid for other Grassfield Bantu languages, particularly those in which noun classes have undergone a significant reduction in number. For instance, as we have shown above, Nchufie has only four noun classes. Observe that in (16) the associative NP in (16a) and (16b) have the same tonal pattern. The head noun in (16a) has the same (lexical) tone as that in (16b). The surface tones are the same even though the head noun in (16a) belongs to a different noun class (the yə̂ class) while that in (16b) belongs to the wà class. This would not be the case if the associative tone were different for the two noun classes.

(16) a. pùŋ + nǐŋ  →  pùŋ nǐŋ  'the stomach of the animal'
     stomach + animal

     b. ncò + nǐŋ  →  ncɔ nǐŋ  'the mouth of the animal'
     mouth + animal

This apart, there appears to be no systematic correlation in noun class as one moves from one language to another especially given the fact that the criteria for establishing noun classes varies from one language to another. For example in languages where noun prefixes have been preserved, noun classes can be determined from the prefixes; in other languages one must establish noun classes only on the basis of genitive agreement. In some languages a combination of these two strategies must be employed. We will therefore not follow the tradition that the pitch of the AM depends on noun class membership of N₁. Rather, we will say that in Nchufie the pitch of the AM is invariably a (floating) High tone; we will then posit tone rules and conventions along the autosegmental framework, that would derive the surface tones. Why do we consider the AM to be invariant for all noun classes? We focus on the associative construction that expresses the possession relation. We know possession expresses a relation between two NPs/DPs. The most logical approach should therefore be one that expresses this relation in the same way. Nchufie does not distinguish between alienable and inalienable possession:
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(17) a. pũŋ mēkē
    stomach child 'the stomach of the child'

    b. nũŋ mēkē
    animal child 'the animal of the child'

6.2. Underlying Tonal Patterns

Before discussing the tone perturbation in the associative NP, a brief outline of the underlying tone patterns of Nchufie nominals is necessary. Nchufie nominals fall basically into four tone patterns: L(L), LH, H(H), HL as shown below:

L(L)  nũŋ 'hair'  LH  mũŋ 'fire'
    ŋş̄ 'stranger'  kũ 'pot'
    fāa 'work'  ŋkĩ 'water'
    nā 'cow'  njĩŋ 'brother'
    nčô 'mouth'

H(H)  kǒŋ 'bed'  HL  lũ 'name'
    tuf 'tree'  må 'mother'
    sūŋ 'friend'  lēk 'village'
    kũkwē 'bone'  nō 'snake'
    njwĩ 'cloth'  kũnā 'pig'
    mũnjũ 'peanut'

Contour tones are found on monosyllabic nouns; however there appear to be no contour tones on disyllabic words.

6.3. Tone Perturbation in the Associative Construction

A number of tonal perturbations operate in the Nchufie associative construction, but certain tonal alternations are very general and pretty consistent. We look at these first.

The observed surface tonal pattern is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N₁</th>
<th>NP₂</th>
<th>surface</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L + L</td>
<td>LH L</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L + L</td>
<td>L HL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L + HL</td>
<td>L HL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L + LH</td>
<td>LH LM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L + H</td>
<td>LH M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L + H</td>
<td>L H</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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It is the case that whenever N₁ ends in a Low tone and the first tone of N₂ is Low, we get a H tone popping up between N₁ and NP₂. The relevant examples follow in (18).

(18) a. ńṳ́ + ńčů → ńǹąńčů 'the animal of the chief'
    animal chief

b. fůć + fůć → fůć fůć 'the chief of the chief'
    chief chief

c. fůć + nńą → fůć nńą 'the chief of the animal'
    chief animal

d. nčő + nńą → nčő nńą 'the mouth of the animal'
    mouth animal

e. pńą + nńą → pńą nńą 'the stomach of the animal'
    stomach animal

However if N₂ begins with any tone other than Low, say High, we do not get the 'upgliding' on N₁. This is shown in (19):

(19) a. fůć + ńđę → fůć ńđę 'the chief of the village'
    chief village

b. fůć + męę → fůć męę 'the chief of the child'
    chief child

c. pńą + nńą → pńą nńą 'the belly of the stranger'
    belly stranger

d. nńą + tů → pńą tů 'the animal of the tree'
    animal tree

The question here is why do we have the upglide, and why is it not seen when the tone on NP₂ is High? Following the pattern observed in (18) we would expect (19a) to have a tonal pattern like that in (20a); however what we get is (20b).

(20) a. fůć ńđę 'the chief of the village'

b. fůć ńđę 'the chief of the village'

One other problem that shows up is that the linking of the High tone does not appear to be fixed: Sometimes it attaches to N₁, at other times it is on NP₂.

To answer the first question, we will propose that there is a H tone associative marker. We will then propose tone rules along the lines of the autosegmental framework that will derive the surface forms as well as explain the pattern of mapping the (associative) tones onto segments. We start with evidence that shows that the correlation of the associative tone with noun class membership does not hold for Nchufie.
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Even though the number of noun classes in Nchufie have been reduced to just four, we know that a loose semantic correlation can be found in noun classes in languages with noun classes. For example in most, if not all, Bantu languages noun class 1 is very often a [+human] class. We can therefore easily identify correlates of noun class 1 in Nchufie. Such nouns would include ꔫ𝐇abd, 'stranger', ḏigung 'brother', ꔫ局局长, 'chief'. In Nchufie, these are mostly low tone nouns. The tonal behavior of these nouns in the associative construction is given in (21).

(21) a. ꔫ𝐇abd + ꔫ局局长 ---> ꔫ局局长 ꔫ局局长 'the visitor of the chief'
stranger     chief

b. ḏigung + ꔫ局局长 ---> ḏigung ꔫ局局长 'the brother of the stranger'
brother     stranger

If we assume as most of the literature would lead us to, that the associative tone for examples in (21) is a Low tone, it will be very difficult to come up with general tone rules that would derive the surface forms particularly for (21a). On the contrary, if we assume as we have done, that the associative tone is a High tone, then the explanation for such data is pretty straightforward (as a High AM derives the correct form for (21a)) as well as generalized. We will therefore maintain that Nchufie has a High tone associative marker that attaches to N₁.

6.4. Tone Rules (TR)

To derive the correct surface forms from the underlying forms we will propose a number of tone rules. Given the fact that some of the tone changes found in the Nchufie genitive (associative) construction are pretty opaque, some of our rules will be restrictive in their structural description. The approach used to describe the tone changes is the autosegmental approach. The first tone rule we will discuss is the mapping of tones onto segments. We will then discuss the rule that attaches the associative tone. This will make reference to the onset of the initial syllable of NP₂ as well as to whether the first syllable of NP₂ is light or heavy.

The first tone rule which applies to underlying lexical forms is a tone mapping rule. Lexical tones are mapped onto segments, Left to Right. Let's call this Tone Rule 1 (TR1). L --> R lexical tone mapping. This rule does not dock the associative tone (T).

(22) TR 1

\[ \begin{array}{cccc}
T & T & T & T \\
\$ & \$ & \$ & \$ \\
\end{array} \]  
($ = \text{syllable}$)
As we observed earlier, the associative marker sometimes links to the left, at other times it links to the right.

To state the conditions governing the attachment of the associative tone, we will show that the associative tone links to the right if the initial syllable of NP2 is a light syllable with a non-branching onset; but if NP2 is either heavy or has a branching onset, then the associative marker must only link to the left. This is TR 2. The two options are represented in (23).

(23) TR 2  a.  \[ T \rightarrow^{T} \]
    \[ \begin{array}{c}
    \text{S} \\
    \text{X X X} \\
    \text{C V (C)}
    \end{array} \quad \begin{array}{c}
    \text{S} \\
    \text{X X} \\
    \text{C V#}
    \end{array} \]

    b'. \[ T \rightarrow^{T} \]
    \[ \begin{array}{c}
    \text{S} \\
    \text{X X X} \\
    \text{C V (C)}
    \end{array} \quad \begin{array}{c}
    \text{S} \\
    \text{X X} \\
    \text{C C V#}
    \end{array} \quad \text{OR} \quad b''. \[ T \rightarrow^{T} \]
    \[ \begin{array}{c}
    \text{S} \\
    \text{X X X} \\
    \text{C V (C)}
    \end{array} \quad \begin{array}{c}
    \text{S} \\
    \text{X X X} \\
    \text{C V C#}
    \end{array} \]

Tone rule 2 is going to account for the difference between forms like (24).

(24) a. pùŋ + nĩŋ --> pùŋ nĩŋ 'the stomach of the animal'
    b. pùŋ + múŋĩŋ --> pùŋ múŋĩŋ 'the stomach of the animals'
    c. pùŋ + nà --> pùŋ nà 'the stomach of the cow'

Observe that the NPs in (24) have the same underlying tones. The difference in their surface tones depends on where the associative tone attaches. In (24a) it attaches to the left giving LH L, but in (24b) and (24c) it attaches (vacuously) to the right, giving L HL. (24c) also involves vowel lengthening. (24b) suggests that prefixes are toneless, and since they are mostly of the form CV-, they very often would bare the associative tone following the formulation of TR 2. However if at the end of the derivation a prefix does not get any tone assigned to it, it gets a low tone by a rule of default tone assignment.

The third rule that we will propose is a Delinking rule. This rule delinks a lexical tone that is attached to same tone bearing unit (TBU) as the associative tone if there is an adjacent TBU to which the lexical tone can be attached.
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(25) TR 3

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
T & T & T \\
\downarrow & \downarrow & \downarrow \\
S & S & S  \\
\downarrow & \downarrow & \downarrow \\
X & X & X \\
\end{array}
\quad \Rightarrow 
\begin{array}{ccc}
T & T & T \\
\downarrow & \downarrow & \downarrow \\
S & S & S  \\
\downarrow & \downarrow & \downarrow \\
X & X & X \\
\end{array}
\]

This rule is especially applicable when there is vowel lengthening, cf. (24c) illustrated in (26).

(26)

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
T & T & T \\
\downarrow & \downarrow & \downarrow \\
S & S & S  \\
\downarrow & \downarrow & \downarrow \\
C & V & C  \\
\downarrow & n & a \\
p & u & g \\
\end{array}
\quad + 
\begin{array}{cccc}
T & T & T \\
\downarrow & \downarrow & \downarrow \\
S & S & S  \\
\downarrow & \downarrow & \downarrow \\
C & V & C  \\
\downarrow & \eta & a \\
p & u & g \\
\end{array}
\]

In the example in (26) we observe that the final vowel of *na* 'cow' is lengthen. We have represented this lengthened vowel as an 'extrasyllabic vowel' that links directly to the tonal tier. We assume that a late 'fix-up' rule comes in later to incorporate the lengthened vowel as part of the preceding syllable.

There are some tone changes that result from fairly standard procedures such as the Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP) that collapses identical adjacent tones when they are linked to the same TBU. Another standard rule is a downstep rule that downsteps a High tone across a morpheme boundary when it is preceded by another High tone. cf. (27). These we will simply refer to them by their names, viz. OCP and Downstep rule

(27) \[ H \rightarrow D / H+ \rightarrow \text{(downstep sometimes is heard phonetically as mid.)} \]

(28) \[ \eta \eta + s\eta \rightarrow \eta \eta \]

A final assumption we make is that peripheral tones that are not associated to a TBU do not surface.

With these rules in mind we will now show systematically how the underlying forms get mapped onto the surface forms. We start with the Low tone nouns that we illustrated above.

Let's see how the tone rules are going to derive the surface forms:
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(29) TR 1
    \[\text{pun } \text{nig} \]
    \[\begin{array}{c}
    L \ H \\
    L
    \end{array} \]
    \[\text{pun } \text{naa} \]
    \[\begin{array}{c}
    L \ H \\
    L
    \end{array} \]

TR 2
    \[\text{pun } \text{nig} \]
    \[\begin{array}{c}
    L \ H \\
    L
    \end{array} \]
    \[\text{pun } \text{naa} \]
    \[\begin{array}{c}
    L \ H \\
    L
    \end{array} \]

TR 3
    \[\text{---} \]
    \[\text{pun } \text{naa} \]
    \[\begin{array}{c}
    L \ H \\
    L
    \end{array} \]

Output: \[\text{pun } \text{nig} \rightarrow \text{pun } \text{nig} \]
\[\begin{array}{c}
L \ H \\
L
\end{array} \]
\[\text{pun } \text{naa} \rightarrow \text{pun } \text{náà} \]
\[\begin{array}{c}
L \ H \\
L
\end{array} \]

(30) TR 1
    \[\text{nig } \text{tuw} \]
    \[\begin{array}{c}
    L \ H \\
    H
    \end{array} \]
    \[\text{ncó } \text{egó} \]
    \[\begin{array}{c}
    L \ H \\
    L
    \end{array} \]

TR 2
    \[\text{nig } \text{tuw} \]
    \[\begin{array}{c}
    L \ H \\
    H
    \end{array} \]
    \[\text{ncó } \text{egó} \]
    \[\begin{array}{c}
    L \ H \\
    L
    \end{array} \]

TR 3
    \[\text{nig } \text{tuw} \]
    \[\begin{array}{c}
    L \ H \\
    H
    \end{array} \]
    \[\text{---} \]

Output: \[\text{nig } \text{tuw} \rightarrow \text{nig } \text{tuw} \]
\[\begin{array}{c}
L \ H \\
H
\end{array} \]
\[\text{ncó } \text{egó} \]

(31) TR 1
    \[\text{sgn } \text{sóñg} \]
    \[\begin{array}{c}
    L \ H \\
    H
    \end{array} \]
    \[\text{sgñ } \text{náà} \]
    \[\begin{array}{c}
    H \ H \\
    L
    \end{array} \]

TR 2
    \[\text{sgn } \text{sóñg} \]
    \[\begin{array}{c}
    L \ H \\
    H
    \end{array} \]
    \[\text{sgñ } \text{náà} \]
    \[\begin{array}{c}
    H \ H \\
    L
    \end{array} \]

TR 3
    \[\text{---} \]
    \[\text{sgñ } \text{náà} \]
    \[\begin{array}{c}
    L \ H \\
    H
    \end{array} \]

Downstep
    \[\text{sgn } \text{sóñg} \]
    \[\begin{array}{c}
    L \ H \\
    D
    \end{array} \]
    \[\text{sgñ } \text{náà} \]
    \[\begin{array}{c}
    H \ DL \\
    \end{array} \]

Output: \[\text{sgn } \text{sóñg} \]
\[\text{sgñ } \text{náà} \]
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7. Conclusion

In the above discussion, we have tried to outline the rules governing the associative construction in Nchufie. We have focussed on tone changes that are of a general nature. We have seen that the tones of the nouns, the syllable structure of NP2 are crucial factors as to the sort of tone changes that take place.

We have also argued that the noun class membership of N1 does not determine the associative tone in Nchufie, contrary to what has often been claimed for other closely related languages of the same family. We see the breakdown of the noun class system in Nchufie as the most likely reason why the nature of the associative marker is not determined by the noun class membership. Instead we have argued that the associative tone in Nchufie is invariably a High tone for all noun classes.
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0. Introduction

This paper describes different types of negation in Nchufie, investigating the interaction between negation and modality (sentence types and moods). Further, examining a variety of negative contexts, it proposes a functional characterization of the second negative marker pə in Nchufie whose occurrence is conditioned by the modality of the sentence.

1. Negation and Sentence Types

First we illustrate three different patterns of negation which occur in different sentence types: declaratives, interrogatives, and imperatives.

1.1. Declaratives - [ka verb... pə]

In declarative sentences, we have a 'basic' type of negation marked by two elements, the preverbal ka and the clause final pə. For ease of reference, I will use Neg-1 and Neg-2 for the preverbal marker and the clause final marker, respectively. Now consider the following:

(1) a ze
    he smart
    'He is smart.'
(2) a ka ze pə
    he NEG smart NEG
    'He is not smart.'
(3) puńcu kwe keŋo
    P. like K.
    'Piinchu likes Keengo.'
(4) n n-ji njuŋ puńcu ka kwe keŋo pə
    I N-know that P. NEG like K. NEG
    'I know that Piinchu does not like Keengo.'

The negated sentences in (2) and (4) contain both Neg-1 and Neg-2. If a clause has more than one verbal element, as in (5) below, Neg-1 shows up before the first verb. Thus in (6), Neg-1 comes before the auxiliary verb leu.
Let us consider sentences with a predicate nominal. As shown in the following, such sentences do not allow a copula verb in the present tense, whereas the copula verb ρα has to occur in the past tense.

7. a (*mbα) son wa
   he Cop friend my
   'He is my friend.'

8. aα *(mbα) son son wa
   he Past-Cop friend my
   'He was my friend.'

The absence of mbα in the present tense seems to trigger the absence of Neg-1 in negative sentences. Thus, we do not have ka in (9) below.

9. a son wa pa
   he friend my not
   'He is not my friend.'

10. aα nka pa son son wa pa
    he Past-N-NEG COP friend my NEG
    'He was not my friend.'

1.2. Interrogatives - /ka verb... *pa/

Interrogative sentences reveal another type of negation where Neg-2 is missing. For example,

11. poo n-dwe-e
    they N-sleep-Q
    'Did they sleep?'

12. poo n-ka lse-e *pa
    they N-NEG sleep-Q NEG
    'Didn't they sleep?'

13. puampu a kwe wa
    P. like who
    'who does Piinchu like?'

14. puampu ka kwe wa *pa
    P. NEG like who NEG
    'who doesn't Piinchu like?'

(12) is a yes/no question, which is marked by lengthening of the last vowel of the sentence. (14) is a wh-question containing a wh-phrase wa 'who'. Neither (12) nor (14) allows
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Neg-2 to occur. This is true of embedded wh-questions, as shown in the following.

(15) ɕ kweg nyeg a kwe wə n-kwe ke pong
     you think that it like who N-like K.
     'who do you think likes Keengo?'

(16) ɕ kweg nyeg a ka kwe wə n-kwe ke pong *pə
     you think that it NEG like who N-like K. NEG
     'who do you think does not like Keengo?'

1.3. Imperatives - [ki N-verb... *pə]

Finally, let us consider imperative sentences including the hortative sentence type.

(17) γəw
     'go!'

(18) (ə) ki nyaw ndiğe *pə
     you NEG N-go home NEG
     'Don't go home.'

(19) pwe γəw
     we go
     'let's go.'

(20) pwe ki ny-fuŋ nyaw *pə
     we NEG N-early N-go NEG
     'Let's not leave early.'

As shown in (18) and (20), negative imperative sentences do not use ka but a different Neg-1 form, ki. Again, as in interrogatives, Neg-2 is not available in imperatives, either. Since there is no person/number agreement on the verbal inflection, the subject pwe 'we' in (20) is obligatory, while the 2nd person sg. ɕ is optional in (18). Imperatives, marked by the subjunctive mood, will be discussed in the following section.

2. Negation and Moods -- Indicative vs. Subjunctive

Nchufie distinguishes two grammatical moods by assigning different tonal patterns on verbs. Notice the different tones on the embedded verbs in (21a) and (21b): γəw in (21a) but γəw in (21b).

(21) a. keeŋo cu nyeg punču γəw ndiğe
     K. say that P. go home
     'Keengo said that Piinchu goes home.'

     b. nkeenə n-cu nyeg punču γəw ndiğe
     K. Past-N-say that P. go home
     'Keengo said that Piinchu should go home.'

We are not quite clear on the tonal patterns of the two grammatical moods, but the tonal difference is consistently identified in embedded clauses. We show one pair of sentences
which reveals the tonal difference in matrix clause: \textit{kwe} 'like' is assigned LH-tones (a rising tone of Low-High) in (22a) but H-tone (a High tone) in (22b).

\begin{enumerate}
\item a. \textit{puncu kwe kēŋo}
\begin{flushright}
\textit{P. like K. 'Piinchu likes Keengo.'}
\end{flushright}
\item b. \textit{faka puncu kwe kēŋo}
\begin{flushright}
\textit{hopefully P. like K. 'Hopefully, Piinchu likes Keengo.'}
\end{flushright}
\end{enumerate}

We take the tonal patterns on the verbs in (21a) and (22a) as markers of the indicative mood and those in (21b) and (22b) as markers of the subjunctive mood. In the following sections, 2.1 and 2.2, we illustrate various contexts where we get different negation types in the indicative and subjunctive moods.

### 2.1. Indicative - /ka verb... pa/

The negation type we get in indicative sentences is the basic type containing both \textit{ka} and \textit{pa}. Neither Neg-1 nor Neg-2 may delete in the indicative mood. The following illustrate this point for complement clauses of 'think', 'know', and 'hear'.

\begin{enumerate}
\item (23) \textit{ŋ kweŋ ńjíg puncu ka kwe-e pa}
\begin{flushleft}
\textit{I think that P. NEG like-her NEG 'I think that Piinchu does not like her.'}
\end{flushleft}
\item (24) \textit{n ńjíg puncu ka kwe kēŋo pa}
\begin{flushleft}
\textit{I know that P. NEG like K. NEG 'I know that Piinchu does not like Keengo.'}
\end{flushleft}
\item (25) \textit{n-joŋ ńjíg moa ń-gaum ndige}
\begin{flushleft}
\textit{he Past-N-hear that I N-go home 'He heard that I went home.'}
\end{flushleft}
\item (26) \textit{moa n-joŋ mulaŋ ńjíg puncu ń-ka ńwēŋ pa}
\begin{flushleft}
\textit{I Past-N-hear rumor that P. N-NEG steal book NEG 'I heard the rumor that Piinchu did not steal the book.'}
\end{flushleft}
\end{enumerate}

### 2.2. Subjunctive

There are three types of negation in subjunctive clauses, which make use of different Neg-1 markers, i.e., \textit{ki}, \textit{mi}, and \textit{na}. Each of them is chosen by the specific modality of the negated proposition. Here we name those modalities 'deontic', 'epistemic', and 'conditional', though we have not yet identified what grammatical devices realize the modalities distinctively.
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2.2.1. Deontic - *[ki N-verb... *pə]*

This type of negation is recognized in complement clauses of 'say', 'think', 'want', and 'make', which take the subjunctive mood. These embedded propositions convey deontic modality that marks the commitment of the speaker to the necessity or obligation of the propositions. *ki* shows up as a Neg-1 marker in these contexts, and Neg-2 is missing as in the imperative sentences.

The verb *cu* 'say' and *kwg* 'think' can take complement clauses either in the indicative mood, (27a), or in the subjunctive mood, (27b). We can see the tonal difference between the indicative and the subjunctive clauses: e.g., *γ̥ω* 'to go' takes a LH-tone in (27a), but a H-tone in (27b).

(27) a. *kɛpɔ cu njig pɔncu γ̥ω ndiŋe*
   K. say that P. go home
   'Keengo said that Piinchu goes home.'

b. *pɔncu n-cu njig pɔ γ̥ω ndiŋe*
   P. Past-N-say that they go home
   'Piinchu said that they should go home.'

c. *pɔncu n-cu mbwo kɛpɔ njig nde/ŋu ki *pə γ̥ω ndiŋe*
   P. Past-N-say to K. that Nde/they NEG N-go home NEG
   'Piinchu said to Keengo that Nde/they should not go home.'

(28) a. *pɔncu kwg njig kɛpɔ γ̥ω ndiŋe*
   P. think that K. go home
   'Piinchu thinks that Keengo should go home.'

b. *pɔncu kwg njig kɛpɔ ki/*mi γ̥ω ndiŋe *pə*
   P. think that K. NEG/NEG N-go home NEG
   'Piinchu thinks that Keengo should not go home.'

The verbs *le* 'want' and *cwe* 'make' in Nchufie take only subjunctive clauses, realized by particular tonal patterns on the verbs in the following.

(29) a. *pɔncu le* (njig) kɛpɔ liɛ
   P. want (that) K. sleep
   'Piinchu wants that Keengo should sleep.'

b. *pɔncu le* (njig) kɛpɔ γ̥ω ndiŋe
   P. want (that) K. go home
   'Piinchu wants Keengo to go home.'

c. *pɔncu le* njig po ki n-ɗiɛ *pə*
   P. want Comp. they NEG N-sleep NEG
   'Piinchu wants that they should not sleep'

d. *n ɗe* njig pɔncu ki *kwe-* *pə*
   I want that P. NEG N-like-her NEG
   'I want that Piinchu should not like her.'
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(30)  a. maa n-cue a: γaw
    I Past-N-make he go
    'I made him go.'

    b. maa n-cue ₪ɪɛ a kɛ η-ɡaw ndiɡɛ *pa
    I Past-N-make that he NEG N-go home NEG
    'I made that he should not go home.'

2.2.2. Epistemic - [mi N-verb... (pa)]

This section notes another type of negation with mi (Neg-1). This type goes with
sentence-initial adverbials which convey epistemic or expressive modality. The term
'epistemic' is meant to include both the speaker's epistemic evaluation and his feelings
towards the proposition. Thus, the modalities traditionally called 'volitive', 'boulomatic',
and 'optative' are covered under the term.

First we consider examples with sentence-initial adverbials miθ 'possibly' in (31),
saw ndɛ 'maybe' (literally 'some time') in (32), and faθa 'hopefully' in (33). These
adverbials can lead only subjunctive clauses. Thus we have:

(31)  a. puŋcu kwe keɛŋa
    P. like K.
    'Piunchu likes Keengo.'

    b. miθ puŋcu kwe keɛŋa
      possibly P. like K.
      'Possibly, Piunchu might like Keengo.'

    c. miθ puŋcu mi/^ki η-kwe keɛŋa (pa)1
      possible P. NEG/NEG N-like K. NEG
      'Possibly, Piunchu might not like Keengo.'

(32)  a. saw ndɛ puŋcu kwe keɛŋa
      maybe P. like K.
      'Maybe, Piunchu likes Keengo.'

    b. saw ndɛ puŋcu mi/^ki η-kwe keɛŋa (pa)
      some time P. NEG/NEG N-like K. NEG
      'Maybe, Piunchu does not like Keengo.'

(33)  a. faθa puŋcu kwe keɛŋa
      hopefully P. like K.
      'I wish Piunchu likes Keengo.'

    b. faθa a γaw
      hopefully he go
      'I wish he should go.'

1 The deletion of pa (Neg-2) does not seem to be free because the consultant says sentences sound
incomplete without it, but very often her first response to such sentences lacked pa.
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c. fafa a mi/*ki ñ-gam (pa)
   hopefully he NEG N-go NEG
   'I wish he should not go.'

Notice that ki is not allowed in these contexts as shown in (31c), (32b), and (33c), and
that the tones on the verbs are the tones associated with the subjunctive mood. Now let us
consider the embedded contexts where a negated clause shows up and mi occurs in the
Neg-1 position. These embedded clauses are lead by matrix verbs like kwe 'help' (as in
(34)) or cuo mbua 'be afraid' (as in (35)).

(34) a. mbəmbi kwe puncu kwe kwe këeŋə
   God help P. like K.
   'Fortunately, Piunchu likes Keengo.'

b. mbəmbi kwe a tuə
   God help he come
   'Fortunately, he comes.'

c. mbəmbi kwe mbə mi/*ki n-duv (pa)
   God help rain NEG N-fall NEG
   'Fortunately, rain has not fallen.'

(35) a. n cuo-mbua ñüs saw-nədə puncu kwe këeŋə
   I be.afraid that maybe P. like K.
   'I am afraid that Piinchu may like Keengo.'

b. n cuo-mbua ñüs saw-nədə puncu mi/*ki ñ-kwe këeŋə pa
   I be.afraid that maybe P. NEG/NEG N-like K. NEG
   'I am afraid that Piinchu may not like Keengo.'

2.2.3. Conditional - [na N-verb... *pa]

Conditional sentences take another negation type which uses na in the Neg-1
position and an empty Neg-2. In conditional sentences, both the subordinate (if-) clause
and the main clause are non-factual. Neither indicates that an event has occurred (or is
occurring or will occur), but the sentence merely indicates the dependence of the truth of
one proposition upon the truth of the other.

Nchufie assigns another tonal pattern for the conditional clauses. Consider the
paradigm given in (36a-d).

(36) a. aa n-jê,  mbə maa ñ-kwe-e\textsuperscript{2}
   he N-smart then I Fut-N-like-him
   'If he is smart, I would like him.'

\textsuperscript{2} The high tone on the pronoun aa 'he' seems higher than the normal high-tone in (36b), but it is not
quite certain that it is super-high.
b. əə n-je
   he N-smart
   'he will be smart.'

c. əə n-je
   he N-smart
   'he was smart.'

d. a ze
   he smart
   'he is smart.'

The conditional clause in (36a) carries a different tonal pattern from the other tensed clauses. Notice that the verb in (36a) carries a high-tone and is prefixed with a nasal which goes with past or future tense. This N-prefix suggests that the conditional (mood) is marked by a complex pattern which involves both a tense (past or future) marker and a subjunctive mood marker. Now let us consider negation in conditionals.

(37) a na/*/ka/*/ki n-je *pə, məə məa ka ŋ-kwe-ə pə
   he NEG N-smart NEG then I NEG N-like-him NEG
   'If he is not smart, I would not like him.'

(38) a. puncu ŋ-kwe keęŋə, məə maə ka ŋ-kwe-ə mbi
   P. N-like K. then I N-like-him also
   'If Piinchu likes Keengo, I would like her(K.) too.'

(39) b. puncu na/*/ka/*/ki ŋ-kwe keęŋə, məə ma ka ŋ-kwe-ə mbi pə
   P. NEG N-like K. then I NEG N-like-him also NEG
   'If Piinchu does not like Keengo, I would not like her(K.) either.'

(40) a. puncu ŋ-gəw ndige, məə keęŋə ŋ-kwe-ə
   P. N-go home then K. N-like-him
   'If Piinchu goes home, Keengo would like him(P.).'

b. puncu na/*/ka/*/ki ŋ-gəw ndige, məə keęŋə ŋ-kwe-ə
   P. NEG N-go home then K. N-like-him
   'If Piinchu does not go home, Keengo would like him(P.).'

Conditionals simply do not allow other Neg-1 markers (e.g., ka, ki, or mi), and Neg-2 does not show up. The consequent clauses seem to take future tense only with an N- prefixed verb.

3. Negation and Irrealis

Now we characterize the environments where Neg-2 shows up. The Neg-2 marker (pə) can only show up overtly in sentences negated with Neg-1. This is why the second negation markers in many Bantu languages are dealt with as pure negation markers. The data we considered so far reveal, however, that this is not true for Nchufie, since pə never occurs in other sentence types than declaratives and indicatives.
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Further, the location of Neg-2 is severely restricted to the clause-final position. Thus the following are ungrammatical.

(41) a. *punču ƞ-ka n-cu mbwɔ keŋɔ ƣɛ ƞ uɛ ƞw ndgie
    P. Past-N-NEG N-say to K. NEG that he go home
    'Pinchu did not say to Keengo that he should go home.'

b. *punču ƞ-ka n-cu ƣɛ mbwɔ keŋɔ ƞ uɛ ƞw ndgie
    P. Past-N-NEG N-say NEG to K. that he go home
    'Pinchu did not say to Keengo that he should go home.'

When both the matrix and the embedded clauses are negated, Neg-2 does not occur twice at the end of the sentence.

(42) punču ƞ-ka cu ñiç ao ƞ-ka ƞw ndgie ƣɛ (*pɔ)
    P. Past-N-NEG say that he N-NEG go home NEG NEG
    'Pinchu did not say that he didn’t go home.'

Neither does it show up before a sentential adverb like zuŋ 'yesterday' as shown in the following.

(43) a. ña ƞ-ka ƞw ndgie zuŋ ƣɛ
    I Past-N-NEG go home yesterday NEG
    'I did not go home yesterday.'

b. *ña ƞ-ka ƞw ndgie ƣɛ zuŋ
    I Past-N-NEG go home NEG yesterday
    'I did not go home yesterday.'

This clearly tells us that the position of pɔ is at a position high enough to take scope over the proposition it goes with. These facts suggest that Neg-2 is linked to the speaker's evaluation of a proposition. Then how does it contribute to the meaning of speaker's modality? We saw in the preceding sections that pɔ does not occur in imperatives, interrogatives, or in subjunctive contexts including conditionals. None of these contexts involve speaker's commitment to the truth of the proposition. Thus we can dub the environment where pɔ does not occur as the irrealis context. Now it is clear how to characterize the function of pɔ: it is the realis marker in negative sentences. In other words, pɔ indicates that the speaker commits himself to the truth of the proposition, even though the sentence is negated.

Finally, let me give one piece of data which supports this characterization of Neg-2 in Nchufie. Nchufie has an auxiliary to express the habitual aspect: see taa in the following.

(44) ña n-taa n-ƞc ndpie ƣɛ
    he N-Habitual N-smoke cigarette NEG
    'He never smokes.'

Notice that this sentence does not have Neg-1 but necessarily pɔ (Neg-2). Clearly
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enough, habitual aspect involves realis modality, which implies that po in (44) may not be omitted. The occurrence of po in such a realis context can be identified in the following where kaa (Perfective auxiliary) appears before the verb. Again, Neg-2 is essential in the negated sentence (45b).

(45)  
   a. a kaa tuŋ wuŋ
        he Perf. kick us
   'He has kicked us.'
   b.  행사 a kaa n-na ndiŋe po
        since him he Perf. N-smoke cigarette NEG
   'He has never smoked.'

4. Concluding Remarks and Remaining Problems

This paper has described different types of negation in Nchufie with respect to sentence types and grammatical moods. These two kinds of factors can be laid out in unified terms: that is, we speculate that k’a only occurs in indicative mood, and the other types (ki, mi, and na) in subjunctive mood. The project we are dealing with in this paper, however, requires many issues to be settled.

First of all, we ignored the Nasal-prefixation on the verbs which follow Neg-1: k’a takes bare verb forms, whereas the other types (ki, mi, and na) take the N-prefixed verb forms. This suggests that the Neg-1 markers in the subjunctive mood (ki, mi, and na) are more like a lexical auxiliary verb than k’a is in the indicative mood. Secondly, we have not identified any formal marking which distinguishes deontic modality from the epistemic one. Thirdly, we did not give an account of the optional occurrence of po discussed in section 2.2.2.

Finally, we have not quite paid attention to the negation in relative clauses. The data we have got so far do not allow any types of negation other than k’a, and Neg-2 hardly appears in relative clauses. Thus:

(46)  
   a. puŋcu n-jaŋ me-mbeg a ya kẹẹgọ n-kwa *(1a)
        P. Past-N-see child-man Comp K. N-like Def.
        'Pinchus saw the child who Keengo liked.'
   b. puŋcu n-jaŋ me-mbeg a ya kẹẹgọ n-ka kwe *(1a)
        P. Past-N-see child-man Comp K. N-NEG like Def.
        'Pinchus saw the child who Keengo did not like.'
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(47) səŋ ya aə n-ta m-ťaŋ (pə) la, biiŋ ə-gəw
friend Comp he N-Habit. N-work NEG def. R.Past N-go
'The friend who does not work went.'

Why does pə not occur in relative clauses? Why are the other Neg-1 markers not available? We do not have clear answers to these questions at the moment.

---

3 Nchufie has two different past tenses: one is remote past and the other is recent past. The former is marked by tones, whereas the latter is marked by a preverbal auxiliary bii which is glossed with 'R.Past' in the paper. This recent past tense is used when the event the sentence is describing has happened in the same day of the speech time.
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0. Introduction

This report focuses on some properties of DPs in Nchufie. I have investigated the structure of Nchufie DPs in order to test the hypotheses made in Kural and Moritz (this volume) with respect to the locality constraints on WH movement in Nchufie. There it had been found that, quite surprisingly given the literature on WH in situ languages, Nchufie WH in situ is very rarely allowed in contexts where its extraction at LF would lead to a typical Subjacency violation. Kural and Moritz hypothesized that LF movement obeys the same constraints as S-Structure movement. They adopted a theory of movement inspired by Sportiche (1990) in which movement is a local process which is sensitive to the availability of Specifiers as escape hatches. It is the unavailability of free Specifiers between the extraction site and the Specifier of CP, they claimed, which causes the ungrammaticality of questions when the WH word is embedded inside a domain known to constitute an Island for movement. If Kural and Moritz are correct, one would expect similar restrictions to occur when one tries to extract out of simple nominal expression. This is the background underlying the study that I have undertaken over the last weeks.

Most of the time with our consultant, Sophie Ajeakwa, has been spent trying to obtain data which pertains to the structure of Nchufie DPs. I have only been able to start looking at extraction very recently. The results are not telling at this point as much more work needs to be done. Therefore, this report will be organized as follows: in section 1, we will look at the distribution of element inside nominal expressions and give a couple of generalizations regarding the word order inside DPs in Nchufie. In section 2, we will first look at facts of agreement inside DPs (section 2.1), and then propose a tentative structure for Nchufie DPs together with a specific mechanic deriving the observable word order (section 2.2). Finally, in section 3, we will look at the preliminary results of WH questions where the WH word is embedded inside a DP. This will lead us to list the types of data that still need to be examined.
1. Word Order and Distribution of Lexical Elements inside DPs

Class and individual elicitations in the Fall and Winter 1991-92 had given us some data on Nchufie DPs. However, many holes remained to be filled. Therefore, I went back to the basics.

1.1. Head Nouns

Head nouns precede most of the lexical elements in the DP. They precede the categories listed in sections 1.1.1 through 1.1.9, and follow those listed in sections 1.1.10 through 1.1.13:

1.1.1. Specific Determiners

Head nouns precede specific determiners, irrespective of the number of the head noun, see (1), (2), (5), (6) as opposed to (3), (4), (7), (8), the type of determiner in question, see (1), (3), (5), (7) as opposed to (2), (4), (6), (8), and the class of the head noun, see (1) through (4) as opposed to (5) through (8): ¹

(1) më å
    child the
    ‘The child (specific)’

(2) më sàwì
    child the
    ‘The child (specific)’

(3) paì’ pà
    child the
    ‘The children (specific)’

(4) paì’ pò
    children the
    ‘The children (specific)’

(5) tuì å
    tree the
    ‘The tree (specific)’

(6) mùtù sàwì
    tree the
    ‘The tree (specific)’

(7) mùtù mò
    trees the
    ‘The trees (specific)’

¹ Actually, class and number do not make any difference with respect to word order except in one particular case with adjectives.
1.1.2. Demonstrative Pronouns
Head nouns precede demonstrative pronouns.

(9) mè lò/ò lò/ò wi/ìi
  child happy this
  ‘This happy child’

(10) mìtuu lè/é/é lè/é/é mìi/ìi
  trees large these
  ‘These large trees’

1.1.3. Possessive DPs and Pronouns
Head nouns precede possessive DPs (11) and (12) as well as pronouns (13) and (14).

(11) mìi pìinclù
  child P.
  ‘Child of Pinchu’

(12) mìtuu pìinclù
  trees P.
  ‘Trees of Pinchu’

(13) tùi è wà
  tree his the
  ‘The his tree’

(14) mìtuu mè mò
  trees his the
  ‘The his trees’

1.1.4. Adjectives
Head nouns precede adjectives.

(15) mè lò/ò lò/ò
  child happy
  ‘Happy child’

---

2 We have had a number of examples in the Fall and Winter in which the demonstrative followed the head noun without any other word present in the DP. I am not giving such examples simply for my convenience, as I do not wish, when possible, to rewrite examples. In the simple cases, the order is N-Demonstrative.

3 In the simple cases, the order is N-Poss pronoun.

4 The question of the reduplication of the adjectival root, a process which seems obligatory for animate head nouns and optional for inanimate head nouns, is studied by Silverman (this volume).
1.1.5. DP Complements

Head nouns precede DP complements.

(17) ǝr̂ ɲəw u fıtɔ keɛŋɔ yì/yì
     you+SH saw picture K. this
     ‘You saw this picture of Kengo (theme or theta-possessor)’

1.1.6. Non-Theta Possessors

Head nouns precede non-theta possessors.6

(18) fıtɔ keɛŋɔ mbùɔ pìncù
     picture K. to P.
     ‘Pinchu's (non theta poss) picture of Kengo (theme/theta-poss)’

1.1.7. PP Adjuncts

Head nouns precede PP adjuncts.

(19) tuì yì/yì ke muʃùs
     tree this without leaves
     ‘This tree without leaves’

(20) mè sàwu ke má
     child the without mother
     ‘The (spec) child without a mother’

1.1.8. Relative Clauses

Head nouns precede relative clauses.

(21) mè à pìncù njəw
     child Op P. saw
     ‘The child who Pinchu saw’

(22) mùtuwu ma pìncù ṭkɔɔ
     trees Op P cut
     ‘The trees that Pinchu cut’

5I use the concept 'theta-possessor' to refer to the possessor in the linguistic sense, as opposed to possessor in a non-technical way. For example, if am the unlawful possessor of a picture belonging to Pinchu, then Pinchu is the 'theta-possessor' and I am the 'non-theta-possessor’. This distinction will become relevant in Section 3.

6These non-theta possessor DPs are a problem; they are probably adjuncts however.
1.1.9. Adjectival Quantifiers

Head nouns precede adjectival quantifiers.\textsuperscript{7}

(23) po\^i` z\^e` z\^e`
    children many
    ‘Many children’

(24) po\^i` po z\^e`
    children the many
    ‘The children are many’

(25) mu\^tu\^i z\^e` z\^e`
    trees many
    ‘Many trees’

(26) mu\^tu\^i z\^e` z\^e`
    trees many
    ‘The trees are many’

1.1.10. Quantifiers

Head nouns follow quantifiers.

(27) z\^e` po\^i
    many children
    ‘Many children’

(28) z\^e` mu\^tu\^i
    many trees
    ‘Many trees’

(29) gk\^o po\^i`
    all children
    ‘All the children’

(30) gk\^o mu\^tu\^i m\^i/\^i
    all these
    ‘All of these trees’

1.1.11. Indefinite Quantifiers

Head nouns follow indefinite quantifiers.

(31) sau\^i m\^e k\^e m\^a
    some child without mother
    ‘Some child without a mother’

(32) pu\^sau\^i po\^i` k\^e . m\^a
    some children without mother
    ‘Some children without a mother’

\textsuperscript{7}Examples (24) and (26) illustrate the fact that this quantifier can also work like a predicative adjective.
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(33) pūsəuí mütuí kē mufū́́
some trees without leaves
‘Some trees without leaves’

1.1.12. Numerals

Head nouns follow numerals.

(34) tūi pāī̯ pińncū
three children P.
‘Three children of Pinchu’

(35) tūi mütuí pińncū
three trees P.
‘Three trees of Pinchu’

1.1.13. Some Adjectives

Head nouns follow some adjectives.

(36) mbūgə ngŝ́
pretty man
‘Beautiful noble man’

Given what we have seen of the distribution of head nouns in Nchufie DPs, we can state the following generalization:

(37) Head nouns precede most of the DP material expect for quantifier-type elements and a restricted class of adjectives.

1.2. Specific Determiners and Demonstratives

Specific determiners and demonstratives have a complementary distribution in DPs: they cannot cooccur. They appear after the head noun (see sections 1.1.1 and 1.1.2 above). They also follow the items in sections 1.2.1 through 1.2.3, and precede those in 1.2.4 through 1.2.6:

1.2.1. Theta-Possessive DPs and Pronouns

Specific determiners and demonstratives follow theta-possessive DPs, (38) through (41), and pronouns, (42) and (13).

(38) mī́́ń pīńncū wí/i
child P. this
‘This child of Pinchu’

(39) tū pīńncū yí/i
tree P. this
‘This tree of Pinchu’
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(40) míño pǐ̀ ncuú á / saů̀
child P. the the
'The (specific) child of Pinchu'

(41) tů̀ pǐ̀ ncuú á / saů̀
tree P. the the
'The (specific) tree of Pinchu'

(42) pań́̄ pé̊ pó
children his the
'The his children'

(13) tů̀ è wâ
tree his the
'The his tree'

1.2.2. Adjectives

Specific determiners and demonstratives follow adjectives, either postnominal, (9), (10), (43), (44), or prenominal (45):

(9) mé̊ lâ̊̄ / lâ̄̄ / wiń̄
child happy this
'This happy child'

(10) mú̄tú̄ lễ / ê̆ / lễ / ê̆ / mî̄/i
trees large these
'These large trees'

(43) mé̊ lâ̊̄ lâ̄̄ á
child happy the
'The (spec) happy child'

(44) mú̄tú̄ lễ / ê̆ (lễ / ê̆ ) mo
trees large the
'The (spec) large trees'

(45) mbūq̄̄ ngî̄̄ á / saů̀
pretty man the / the

1.2.3. DP Complements

Specific determiners and demonstratives follow DP complements.8

(17) ụ̀ s̀ njaũ̄̄ fɔ̀ tɔ̀ kɛ̀ nɔ̀ yî̄/i
you+SH9 saw picture K. this
'You saw this picture of Kengo'

(46) *ụ̀ s̀ njaũ̄̄ fɔ̀ tɔ̀ wɔ́́ yî̄/i / á / saů̀
you+SH saw picture who this / the / the
'You saw this / the (specific) picture of who'

---

8For (45) and (46), the word order reflects the word order in the corresponding grammatical statements.

9SH is the symbol for the Super High tone found with the Past tense. For an explanation of the workings of tense in Nchufie, see Ben-Shalom (this volume).
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(47) *ʒə́ŋŋ̄ ɲəwə́ tú wə́ ʒi/i / ə́ / saə́
you+SH saw tree who this / the / the
‘You saw this / the (specific) tree of who’

One expects specific determiners and demonstratives to follow whatever precedes the head noun, given that they follow the head noun themselves. Here my data has a number of holes; however, the prediction is verified with the quantifier ḡkâ, ‘all’ in (47) and (30), and with prenominal adjectives, as in (53):

(48) ḡkâ paí’ pə́ / pa
all children the / the
‘All of the children’

(30) ḡkâ muːtuú mi/i
all trees these
‘All of these trees’

(49) ḡbûgpə́ puŋ pi/i
pretty men these
‘These noble men’

1.2.5. Non-Theta Possessors

Specific determiners and demonstratives precede non-theta possessors.

(50) fótó ʒi/i mбуʃ pîncü
picture this with P.
‘This picture in possession of Pinchu’

(51) fótó saə́ / ə́ mбуʃ pîncü
picture the / the with P.
‘The (spec) picture in possession of Pinchu’

This distribution of the non-theta possessor with respect to specific determiners and demonstratives suggests strongly, given the facts directly underneath, that the non-theta possessor sits in an adjunct position in the DP. We will return to this possessor in section 3 below.

1.2.5. PP Adjuncts

Specific determiners and demonstratives precede PP adjuncts.

(52) paí’ pi/i kę́ mó
children these without mother
‘These children without a mother’

(19) tú ʒi/i kę́ mufuʃ
_ _
tree this without leaves
‘This tree without leaves’
1.2.6. Relative Clauses

Specific determiners and demonstratives precede relative clauses.¹⁰

(53) mê wì / ã pîncu ñjówì
child this Op P. saw
'This child which Pinchu saw'

(54) mútu mìì ñá pîncu ñkò
trees these Op P saw
'These trees which Pinchu cut'

We have now established that specific determiners and demonstratives precede all adjuncts. Thus, the following generalization obtains with respect to their distribution:

(55) Specific determiners and demonstratives have a complementary distribution in DPs and they occur in the final position of the DP, followed only by adjunct type material.

1.3. Possessive Pronouns and Theta-Possessive DPs

Possessive pronouns and theta-possessive DPs are in complementary distribution. As we have already seen, they follow the head noun and precede the specific determiners and demonstratives. Let us note here too that possessives are in complementary distribution with theme arguments in the restricted set of head nouns that allow for a complement other than a mere possessive. The situation is summarized in (56):¹¹

(56) a. fòto keéŋò mbuò pîncu
    photo K. of P.
    owner non-theta possessor
    'Pinchu's picture that belongs to Kengo'

    b. fòto keéŋò á yà sòfì ñò lá
       Op that S. on it
       owner theme
    'Kengo's picture of Sophie'

    c. * fòto keéŋò pîncu
    * owner theme
    * theme owner

From a distributional point of view, therefore, what we say of the theta possessors is valid for the theme arguments as well.

¹⁰Because of the particular properties of the relative clause construction in Nchufie, one cannot test if it follows a specific determiner. This is so because, what I believe to be the overt relative clause operator looks very similar to the specific determiner.

¹¹The grammatical function of each predicate is underlined directly underneath it. 'Owner' means the person who has legal title to the picture. 'Non-theta possessor' means the person who happens to be holding the picture.
The next distributional property of possessives is that they follow adjectives and quantifiers, but precede adjunct PPs and relative clauses:

1.3.1. Adjectives

Possessives follow adjectives, either prenominal, (57) and (58), or postnominal, (59) through (62).

(57) mbuŋ̃ miŋ piŋcũ
   pretty  child P.  'Noble child of Pinchu'

(58) mbuŋ̃ ndŋ̃ e
   pretty  husband her  'Her noble husband'

(59) me 15/5 15/5 piŋcũ
   child  happy  P.  'Happy child of Pinchu'

(60) tuĩ 16'/e' 16'/e' piŋcũ
   tree  large  P.  'Large tree of Pinchu'

(61)ŋwae` pûg̃ pûg̃ e
   book  red  his  'His red book'

(62) mā 15/5 15/5 e
   child  happy  his  'His happy child'

1.3.2. Quantifiers

Possessives follow quantifiers of all types.12

(34) tuĩ pāi piŋcũ
   three  children  P.  'Three children of Pinchu'

(35) tuĩ mûtu piŋcũ
   three  trees  P.  'Three trees of Pinchu'

1.3.3. Adjunct PPs

Possessives precede Adjunct PPs.13

12Again, although I do not have data for possessive pronouns, I expect that they will behave strictly like the possessive DPs. Note too that I am expecting other quantifying expressions (all, many, some, etc.) to appear in the same relative position as the numerals exemplified in (34) and (35).

13My data does not contain examples with a possessive pronoun followed by a PP adjunct. However, I see
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(63) mĩŋ pǐncū kè mó
child P. without mother
‘Child of Pinchu without a mother’

(64) mūtū pǐncū kè mūtū̀q
trees P. without leaves
‘Trees of Pinchu without leaves’

1.3.4. Relative Clauses
Possessives precede relative clauses. Here there is a hole in the data. However, given that they follow adjunct PPs and that adjunct PPs follow possessives, one is led to expect the relative clauses to follow the possessives.

One generalization which flows from this quick look at possessives is the following:

(65) Possessives immediately precede determiners.

1.4. Adjectives
Adjectives come in 2 types: prenominal and postnominal. The normal case is for an adjective to be postnominal:

(15) mé lɔ/ɔ lɔ/ɔ
child happy
‘Happy child’

(16) mūtū̀q 1ɛ́/ɛ̀ (1ɛ́/ɛ̀)
trees large
‘Large trees’

However, an adjective like mbûgò ‘pretty’ can appear prenominally, in which case it takes on an intensified meaning. Contrast the following:

(66) nḡ5̀ mbûgò mbûgò
man pretty
‘Pretty man’

(36) mbûgò nḡ5̀
pretty man
‘Beautiful, noble man’

The phenomenon is similar to what happens in a language like French where un grand homme 'a great man' has a more intense meaning than un homme grand 'a tall man' where the adjective is merely denotative.14

---

14I do not wish here to provide any explanation of the phenomenon in question. Of course, this
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What is interesting to observe, however, is that adjectives in Nchufie always seem to be adjacent to the head noun they modify. This strongly suggests that they are adjoined to the noun at some level of representation. Given this property, we need not explore further the distribution of adjectives. They will follow whatever their head noun follows, and precede whatever their head noun precedes.

Notice however that there is a curious cooccurrence restriction between adjectives and the argument (theta-possessive or theme) of a picture-type head noun: both cannot be present at the same time, while with other head nouns, adjectives can cooccur with possessive DPs or pronouns:

(59) mē 13/3 13/3 pũ̀ncū{P
child happy

'Happy child of Pinchu'

(61) ɳwá̃̃ pukū̃ pukū̃ ē
book red his

'His red book'

Finally let us not forget that Nchufie can make use of an adjectival quantifier morphologically based on the quantifier zē zē, meaning 'many' and with a meaning close to that of 'many', only slightly intensified; something like 'very many':

(23) pū̀ j̃̃ zē zē
children many

'Many children'

(25) mūtū̃ zē zē
trees many

'Many trees'

These quantified adjectives do not seem to behave any differently from any other adjective in Nchufie. This allows us to draw the following distributional generalization for adjectives:

(67) Adjectives are adjoined to their head noun.

1.5. **Adjunct PPs**

Let us distinguish two types of adjunct PPs, regular and non-theta possessive.

1.5.1. **Regular Adjunct PPs**

Regular adjunct PPs precede relative clauses, as in (68) and (69), but follow everything else in the DP, as shown in (70) and (71), where they follow the demonstratives.

---

phenomenon has been discussed in the literature.
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(68) mé kè má á yâ pî̀ncû kwe 1a
child without mother Op that P. likes det
'Child without a mother who Pinchu likes'

(69) tû kê mûfûó á yâ pî̀ncû ñkê 1a
tree without leaves Op that P. cut det
'Tree without leaves which Pinchu cut'

(70) mó wií kê má
child this without mother
'This child without a mother'

(71) mûtûí pìí kê mûfûó
trees these without leaves
'These trees without leaves'

1.5.2. Non-Theta Possessives

Non-theta possessives seem to have a similar distribution, as they follow the
demonstratives and specific determiners:

(50) fòtò yìí mbûó pî̀ncû
picture this with P.
'This picture in possession of Pinchu'

(51) fòtò sàûñ / á mbûó pî̀ncû
picture the / the with P.
'The (spec) picture in possession of Pinchu'

What is missing here is the relevant data that compares precisely the relative positions of
both types of adjuncts. However, we will see in section 3 that we have reasons to
postulate a different position for the `regular' PP adjuncts and the non-thematic possessors
due to their contrastive behavior with respect to extraction.

We are now ready to draw our last distributional generalization:

(72) Adjuncts are DP final; relative clauses are the rightmost adjuncts.

1.6. Summary

Nchufie DPs have the following relative word order, modulo certain cooccurrence
restrictions and certain gaps in the data collected until now:

(73)  | Quantifier | N+Adj | Them Poss | Dem | PP | Rel Cl |
     | Adj+N     | Theme | Spec Det | Non-Them Poss |

2. Agreement and Structure of Nchufie DPs
2.1 Agreement

As we have seen in section 1, quantifiers, which precede the head noun, agree only in number with it. This fact is shown by the absence of any difference between the forms for the indefinite quantifier for the various noun classes, although this quantifier does vary depending on the number of the head noun. Let us illustrate this with the following paradigm:

(31) saũ̃ lé kė mā
    some child without mother
    'Some child without a mother'

(32) pū̃sāũ poů̃ kė mā
    some children without mother
    'Some children without a mother'

(74) saũ̃ tuů̃ kė mūfūō
    some tree without leaves
    'Some tree without leaves'

(33) pū̃sāũ mútūú kė mūfūō
    some trees without leaves
    'Some trees without leaves'

(31) and (73) use the form saũ which is undifferentiated for the two head nouns, although we know from the classes of Fall 91 that the head noun of (31) belongs to the class [human], while the head noun of (73) belongs to the class [inanimate].15 (32) and (33) use the form pū̃sāũ which is a morphological plural: again the form is similar across noun classes. From this, we conclude the following:

(75) Elements which precede the head noun only agree with it in number.

This conclusion is strengthened by the behavior of demonstrative pronouns, i.e., of demonstratives used in surface subject position in construction of the form 'this is, these are, etc.'. Although the facts are not entirely clear at the present time, it appears that at most, class agreement is optional since the form for the demonstrative in (75) is not that of the class [human]: 16

(76) yā/č mé 1̃s/ŋ 1̃s/ŋ
    this child happy
    'This is a happy child'

Specific determiners and demonstratives agree both in number and in noun class with the head noun they are associated with. Witness the contrast in number agreement between

15 Nchufie also has a third noun class, specifically for non human animates.

16 Here I need to get some systematic contrast, as the data at hand so far is murky. The form for the demonstrative class [human] and singular would be wī/č.
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(1), (2), (5), and (6) on the one hand and (3), (4), (7), and (8) respectively on the other hand, and the contrast in class agreement between (3) and (4) as opposed to (7) and (8) respectively.¹⁷

(1) mē ̀ à
cild the
'the child (specific)'

(2) mē ǹgu
child the
'the child (specific)'

(3) pā̀ ǹ à
child the
'the children (specific)'

(4) pā̀ ǹò
cildren the
'the children (specific)'

(5) tuò ̀ à
tree the
'the tree (specific)'

(6) mútuò ǹgu
tree the
'the tree (specific)'

(7) mútuò ǹò
trees the
'the trees (specific)'

(8) mútuò ǹò
trees the
'the trees (specific)'

The same agreement pattern is found between the head noun and demonstratives. Thus in the singular, (77) and (79) contrast in number with (78) and (54) respectively, while (77) and (78) contrast in noun class with (79) and (54):

(77) mē ǹwi ǹwà ǹpìncù ǹjòwú
cild this which P. 
saw
'This is the child that Pinchu saw'

(78) pā̀ ǹwi ǹò ǹpìncù ǹjòwú
children these Op P. 
saw
'These children which Pinchu saw'

(79) tuò ǹyì̀ à ǹpìncù ǹkɔɔ
tree this Op P. 
cut
'This tree which Pinchu cut'

¹⁷Note that the difference between the two types of specific determiners is one that has to do with prior discourse reference: ǹd/ǹmò/ǹpò serves to introduce a referent not already present in the discourse context, while ǹsìw/ǹmò/ǹpò serves to refer back to a referent mentioned earlier in the discourse context.
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(54) mútu múi má pińčū ɲkč
    trees these Op P. saw
    ‘These trees which Pinchu cut’

This pattern is once again found with possessive pronouns, although the class contrast
appears to be neutralized in the singular. Thus (80) and (81) appear to have the same
form for the possessive pronoun, but crucially, these two forms differ in number with (42)
and (14), two forms which independently have a different class agreement on their
possessive pronouns: 19

(80) múŋ è səwì
    child his the
    ‘The his child’

(42) pòí pé pò
    children his the
    ‘The his children’

(81) túi è səwì
    tree his the
    ‘The his tree’

(14) mútu mú mé mó
    trees his the
    ‘The his trees’

This systematic pattern of agreement when an agreeing element follows the head noun can
be formulated as follows:

(82) Elements which follow the head noun agree with it in number and in class.

2.2. Structure

So far we have made the following observations:

(37) Head nouns precede most of the DP material expect for quantifier-type elements and a
restricted class of adjectives.

(55) Specific determiners and demonstratives have a complementary distribution in DPs
and they occur in the final position of the DP, followed only by adjunct type material.

(65) Possessives immediately precede determiners.

---

18 The neutralization in class contrast which I have found while eliciting this data contradicts data collected
in class in Fall 91. That earlier data is probably of better quality since I have been concentrating mostly on
the word order and not on the sounds themselves.

19 Note that I have not yet asked our consultant if the pronouns which I have called possessive throughout
this paper can also function as theme arguments with picture-type head nouns. One would expect this to be
true, however, given the other parallelisms noted between theta-possessive and theme arguments.
(67) Adjectives are adjoined to their head noun.

(72) Adjuncts are DP final; relative clauses are the rightmost adjuncts.

(82) Elements which follow the head noun agree with it in number and in class.

The facts of agreement sketched above, and the various distributional properties lead me to propose the following structure for Nchufie DPs: 20

(83)
```
     QP
    /   /
Spec Q'  
  /   
Q DP
  /   
Spec D'
 /   
D NumP
  /   
Spec Num'
 /   
Num PossP
  /   
Spec Poss'
 /   
Poss NP
  /   
Spec N'
   /  
N (PP)
```

I would now like to make the following hypotheses, none of which I assume is unheard of:

I. Arguments are always projected in specifiers. This is why I do not show any ‘internal’ argument in the geometrical sense of the word in (83);

II. Nchufie head nouns generally fail to assign any thematic role and therefore they are

---

20In this structure I do not deal with adjectives, as I do not have much to say about them; I also do not talk about non-theta possessors, adjunct PPs, or relative clauses. I will come back to this in a little bit.
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intransitive, in which case only possessors are allowed.

III. Nchufie nouns of the picture-class are unaccusative, i.e., they fail to assign an external theta-role and to assign structural Case to their theme argument in their D-structure position. This accounts for why agent arguments are not found in Nchufie. This also forces the movement of the theme argument.

IV. Nchufie nouns assign structural Case. Witness the fact that their possessor/theme arguments are not preceded by any preposition. However they do not obtain this Case assigning ability before moving up to the NumP projection, the projection in which their agreement features are syntactically activated.

V. Case is assigned under government to the specifier of PossP.

VI. Both possessors and theme arguments compete for the only Case available. This explains why they cannot cooccur. I assume that the possessor is projected in the [Spec, PossP], while the theme argument is projected in [Spec, NP] and must raise to its Case position, i.e., [Spec, PossP] by assumption.

The noun movement from N to Num gives the proper word order between the head noun and its possessor/theme argument. However it does not allow us to account for the fact that head nouns and possessor/themes precede the specific determiners and demonstratives. One would like to say that these later lexical items belong to the D category, probably a universal property of such elements. I am going to say exactly this, and derive the fact that they occur apparently very low in the DP by assuming the following.

VII. When an overt D is present in the structure, it must be licensed at S-structure by Spec-Head Agreement with the extended N projection it immediately governs.

This hypothesis forces the whole NumP projection to move to [Spec, DP] and derives the correct word order for DP internal material. We will see that this hypothesis provides us with a straightforward structural way to derive the Specificity Island effects with respect to the extraction of material from inside the DP. Assumption VII leaves open the specifics of what happens if there is no overt D in the structure. Two options are open: either nothing moves to D, or the head noun fills D on its own. At this point either option will work; therefore I do not wish to choose between them.

---

21 This hypothesis might be wrong given a proper analysis of the associative construction.

22 Note this is a candidate for a universal property at LF.
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We finally need to explain our agreement generalization: observe that all the elements that follow the head noun are now in a Spec-Head relation with it at S-structure, either directly (for the possessive pronouns) or via feature percolation to NumP (for the Determiners). I thus propose the following.

VIII. Class agreement requires Spec-Head Agreement at S-structure.23

3. WH Movement in DPs: Preliminary Results

One thing that I haven't talked about in section 2.2 is the structural representation of adjuncts inside DPs. The first question to be answered is whether they are left- or right-adjointed. Given the fact that they appear in the final position of DPs, and given that I have assumed that everything else moves up at least to NumP, the adjuncts could very well be left-adjointed to lower DP projections. I do not think that this is on the right track however, given (a) an assumption that adjunction is to the same side for all adjuncts, and (b) that relative clauses, which one would assume to be adjoined very high in the DP, occur in DP final position after all other adjuncts. This last fact argues for a representation of DP adjuncts in which they are right-adjointed. More specifically, without any supporting evidence, I would like to propose the following.

IX. 'Regular' adjuncts are right-adjointed to NP; relative clauses are right adjoined to DP.

Note that IX says nothing about non-theta possessors. I will return to these in a little while.

We are now ready to look at the facts of WH questions that I have been able to isolate so far. Notice that I have focussed on extraction from the direct object position. This is so because, in Kural and Moritz, as well as in Sano (this volume), it has been shown that WH-questioning is easier to obtain in this position than in subject or adjunct position. This strategy has the following consequence: the elements that will be shown to be unable to move from inside a DP in object position are predicted to behave in the same fashion if the DP were in subject or adjunct position. However, the elements that can extract from inside an object DP might very well not be able to extract from a subject or adjunct DP. Only further research will allow us to establish this.

23 I do not provide a characterization of the conditions under which number agreement obtains, as I feel that more data pertaining to this issue is needed. At this point, one might want to argue that pure number agreement may obtain by adjoining to the quantifiers or to the subject demonstratives at LF, in a manner analogous to what has been labelled 'expletive replacement' in the literature.
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A. ‘Regular’ adjuncts can never extract from object DPs:

(84) *δά’η ηκγη γε κέ ω’/ ηγης ηγ’
you+SH touched child without who / which person
‘You touched a child without who’

(85) *δά’η ηκγη τυ κέ κό’
you+SH touched tree without what
‘You touched a tree without leaves’

(86) WH in adjunct in like those in sentences like (31) are ungrammatical

This non-extractability of adjuncts is expected since we know independently that adjuncts
in general cannot extract from DPs, be it at S-structure or at LF.

B. Possessors/themes can extract from determinerless DPs, even when they are governed
by a quantifier:

(87) δό’η ηρου υώτο ω’ / ηγης ηγ’
you+SH saw picture who / which person
‘Whose picture (possessive or theme) did you see?’

(88) δό’η ηρου τυ μυότο ω’
you+SH saw three pictures who
‘You saw three pictures of who’

(89) μάη ηρου ζή μυότο ω’ / ηγης ηγ’
I+SH saw many pictures who / which person
‘I saw many pictures of who’

(90) μάη ηρου ηκμυότο ω’ / ηγης ηγ’
I+SH saw all pictures who / which person
‘I saw all pictures of who’

This extractability argues for a view of the quantifiers under which they would be heads of
QP. That way the specifier of QP would be free for WH quantifiers to move through it to
[Spec, CP].

C. Possessors/themes cannot move out of a specific DP:

(46) *δό’η ηρου υώτο ω’ γι / ά’ / ηρου
you+SH saw picture who this / the / the
‘You saw this / the (specific) picture of who’

(47) *δό’η ηρου τυ ω’ γι / ά’ / ηρου
you+SH saw tree who this / the / the

24 Note that the sentences are not necessarily ungrammatical, but their grammatical reading involve main
clause adjunct interpretation.

25 Note however that I am missing the relevant data with quantifiers which agree overtly in number with the
head noun, i.e., with saú ‘some’. If this Q were to block movement one could argue that number
agreement is checked under Spec-Head agreement at LF, in which case the DP must move to the specifier of
Q: this movement would then condemn any WH movement from inside the DP itself.
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“You saw this / the (specific) tree of who’

This ungrammaticality follows straightforwardly from hypothesis VII of section 2.2. Indeed, if PossP must move to [Spec, DP] to license the determiner, then extraction out of DP will be made impossible since, crucially, such extraction must make use of Spec DP. Notice that if this way of looking at specificity is correct, one might want to extend to all cases of specific islands:

(91) *who did you see this picture of?

In (91), then, one would rule out the extraction because at LF the XP ‘picture of t’ must move to [Spec, DP]; but this position is already occupied by a trace of a WH word. Alternatively, if one believes that intermediary traces of arguments must delete at LF (see e.g., Lasnik and Saito 1984 among others), one could argue that the licensing of the specific determiner would be made impossible by the fact that the XP in [Spec, DP] contains an open variable making it non-specific and preventing it from being a specificity licensor.

D. Themes/possessor can move in the presence of a non-theta possessor, (92), and vice versa, (93):

(92) ōsú njawí fótò wó mbúš píncú
you+SH saw picture who to P.
‘You saw the Pinchu's (poss) picture of who (theme)’

(93) ōsú njawí fótò keénó mbúš wó
you+SH saw picture who to who
‘You saw whose (poss) picture of Kengo (theme)’

It is easy to account for (92): since we have independent reason to believe that non-theta possessors are adjuncts of some sort, namely the fact that determiners linearly precede them, we do not expect that adjunct to have an effect on the extractability of arguments from DP. However, (93) is a nightmare, and furthermore, the strength of the judgment is such that one cannot weed it out on the pretence that it is simply ‘bad data’. The problem is the following: if non-theta possessors are adjuncts, they should behave like ‘regular’ adjuncts and be never allowed to extract, irrespectively of whether there is anything but the head noun in the DP. The fact that they can extract suggests therefore that they are structurally different from ‘regular’ adjuncts. The proposed structure for Nchufie DPs in (83) opens the door for another structural position for the non-theta possessors: namely they could be sitting in the PP complement of DP. This would be a position which, although not thematic in the way referential argument positions are, would however belong to the set of positions selected by the head noun. This idea parallels Kratzer’s (1988)
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proposal for spatio-temporal XPs in clauses. However, even in this case, we run into a major problem since we know independently that extraction from inside DP is constrained by a hierarchy which causes higher arguments to block the extraction of lower arguments. This constraint seems to hold quite generally and forces us to expect an asymmetry of some sort, i.e., we expect either (92) or (93) to be ungrammatical. One way out maybe, is to assume that the PP complement of N is an A'-position, and to assume further assume that, inside an extended projection in the sense of Grimshaw (1991), only like specifiers block the movement of like specifiers. If that is true, then nothing prevents the non-theta possessor to raise directly from the bottom A'-position to [Spec, DP], the next A'-specifier up the extended nominal projection. However, this would be quite a stipulative account.

This quick look at extraction from DP in Nchufie reveals how much more work needs to be done in order to address the question that motivates this research, namely that of whether LF movement is local in the same way as S-structure or morphological movement. Here is a list of some of the things that need to be looked at:

1. fill the holes in the data mentioned throughout this report;
2. examine agreement patterns more carefully, in particular when the agreeing element precedes the head noun;
3. try extracting from DP out of non-object position, in particular from subject and indirect object positions;
4. come up with more data on non-theta possessors to ascertain their status in the DP;
5. look at binding theoretic data to establish more precisely the level of adjunction for `regular' PP adjuncts and relative clauses.

Clearly, this is an embryo of a research on Nchufie DPs. It does not mean to be more.
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0. Introduction

In this paper, I present my observations on resumptive pronouns in Nchufie, focusing on those in relative clauses. My goal is to account for the distribution and nature of resumptive pronouns in Nchufie in terms of UG principles, and thus to attain explanatory adequacy. Nchufie resumptive pronouns never appear in the direct object position and obligatorily appear in other argument positions: subject, indirect object, and possessor position in NP. I will argue that the distribution follows from the formal licensing condition of the ECP (which is formulated conjunctively, cf. Stowell 1981, Jaeggli 1982, Rizzi 1990, among others), with a stipulation that the indirect object position is not properly head-governed in this language. Nchufie resumptive pronouns are 'syntactic resumptive pronouns' in the sense of Zaenen, et al. (1981), Sportiche (1983), and Koopman (1984); in other words, they behave like wh-traces. I will suggest that their nature as wh-trace follows from the condition of 'least-effort' (cf. Chomsky 1991).

1. Distribution

In this section, we observe the distribution of resumptive pronouns in relative clauses in Nchufie, with some introduction to the structure of Nchufie relative clauses.

I posit the structure of CP in Nchufie relative clauses as in (1). (Basic examples of relative clauses are found in (3)-(9)).

(1) \[\text{CP a [C'} [C ya] [IP ...]]\]

\[\text{Op} \quad \text{COMP}\]

The complementizer does not show overt agreement in relative clauses. However, the

* I thank Hilda Koopman and Murat Kural for helpful comments and suggestions. Thanks also go to Sophie, our informant, and Michael Nkemji, who worked together with me in eliciting the data.
operator agrees with the head noun with respect to number (cf. (5) vs. (6), also \textit{ma} in (4)) and some noun classes (I will not discuss them in this paper). The overt operator becomes silent in rapid speech, but it seems that it is always there as it shows up in slow speech. When the operator agrees with a plural head noun, the complementizer becomes silent in rapid speech, but again it may show up in slow speech. Hence, as a linguistic representation, it is reasonable to posit the structure (1), abstracting away from the silent character in rapid speech. (It may be of interest that at least either the operator or the complementizer should be phonomically overt, but I do not know what this suggests.)

There is an operator movement from the trace position to Spec\textit{CP}, since there is a Subjacency effect on the chain between the operator-trace relation (cf. (2)).

(2) *ŋɛçi [O₁ ɣa ń ji [sŋj [O₂ ɣa [ǎj njâa f]]]]
    'The book which I know the friend who stole (it)'

(The N-prefix on the verb implies past tense with this particular tonal pattern).

In Nchufie relative clauses, the (overt) resumptive pronouns and the \textit{wh}-traces are in complementary distribution: they are impossible in the direct object position and they are obligatory in other argument positions.

Direct Object: Impossible

(3) sǒŋ (a)ɣa ń ji (*ɛ) (lă)
    'The friend whom I know'

('lă', glossed as SPEC, is a marker for specific nouns).

Subject: Obligatory

(5) sǒŋ (a)ɣa *(ā) tán faa (lă)
    'The friend who works'

(6) m̀sǒŋ pā(ya) *(po) tán faa (lă)
    'The friends who work'
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Indirect Object: Obligatory

(7) mâè (á)yâ mâ mês *ûî mûmbû (lâ)
  child COMP I N-give him dog SPEC
  'The child whom I gave a dog'

Possessive: Obligatory

(8) mâè (á)yâ kôñ *ûî tûà (lâ)
    child COMP bed his dirty SPEC
  'The child whose bed is dirty'

(9) sôñ (á)yâ n jî mîñ *ûî (lâ)
    friend COMP I know child his SPEC
  'The friend whose child I know'

Note: A possessive pronoun agrees with the head noun with respect to noun classes.

There is a similar distribution in Vata: 'if the target of extraction is in the subject position, a resumptive pronoun must appear; if it is in the direct object (or the indirect object or a subcategorized PP), a trace occurs the extraction site (cited from Koopman and Sportiche 1986, 360-1)'. The two languages differ as to the status of indirect object. I will come back to the similarities and differences later.

2. Nature

In this section, we observe the nature of resumptive pronouns in Nchufie. Sportiche (1983), following Zaenen, et. al. (1981), shows that there are two types of resumptive pronouns: 'syntactic resumptive pronouns', which behave like wh-traces or variables, and 'true resumptive pronouns', which behave like pronominals. I will present data which indicate that the ones in Nchufie relative clauses are 'syntactic resumptive pronouns'.

2.1. Subjacency

In Nchufie, an A'-chain obeys Subjacency even with a resumptive pronoun. We have already seen that extraction out of a relative clause is illicit, a standard Subjacency effect.

(2) *+[ƞwë:i [Oj yâ n jî [sôñ [Oj yâ [ażj njàâ tî]]]]]
    book COMP I know friend COMP he N-steal
  'The book which I know the friend who stole (it)'

Moreover, even when a resumptive pronoun occurs in the position of the tail of a chain, the Subjacency effect is observed (cf. the ungrammaticality of (10)).
(10) *[sόŋí [Oí yâ ǹ jí [nwéccoli [Oj yâ ãi njàá tj]]] ]
friend COMP I know book COMP he N-steal
'The friend who I know the book which (he) stole'

Thus, the resumptive pronoun acts like a wh-trace with respect to Subjacency.

In contrast, a chain with a true resumptive pronoun disobeys Subjacency. (11) is such an example in English.

(11) [The maní who they think that if Mary marries himí, then everyone will be happy]]
(from Chomsky 1982, 11)

2.2. Weak Crossover

Nchufie resumptive pronouns trigger the WCO (Weak Crossover) effect. (12) is an instance of the standard WCO. In the case of English, the WCO effect is easily attested in wh-questions, but not in relative clauses. However, in Nchufie, it is found even in relative clauses, as in (12). (13) is crucial for the point. Although the A'-chain has a resumptive pronoun a in the tail position, it triggers the WCO effect, just like (12) which has a gap in the tail position.

(12) [mèći [Oí yâ sòn ë*íj kwè tj]]
child COMP friend his like
'The child whom his friend likes'

(13) [mèći [Oí yâ sòn ë*íj kwàâ njè ãi pùyɔ ð]]
child COMP friend his think that he good
'The child whom his friend thinks (that he) is good'

Therefore, with respect to WCO, Nchufie resumptive pronouns are no different from wh-traces.

In contrast, there are examples in other languages in which an A'-chain with a resumptive pronoun is immune to the WCO effect, for example, Modern Hebrew, Egyptian Arabic, etc.

(14) Hebrew (from Sells 1984, 77):
[ha'lší [šé; im- disjoint ohevet otoj]]
the man who mother-his loves him
'The man who his mother loves'

(15) Egyptian Arabic (from Sportiche 1983, 120):
[miiní ̣ illí marat-uhí bitbuus-uhí]
who that his-wife is kissing him
2.3. Parasitic Gap

Nchufie resumptive pronouns license parasitic gaps. (16) is a Nchufie example of a standard parasitic gap construction. (17) is significant as the tail of the A'-chain in the subject position of the embedded clause licenses a parasitic gap even though the tail is a resumptive pronoun.

(16) zōō aŋ yá ū kwē tē kē kā njū ei
   yam COMP I like without eating
   'The yam which I like without eating'

(17) zōō aŋ yá ū kwāā kē kā njū ei njē ei pūyā
   yam COMP I think without eating that it good
   'The yam which I think without eating (that it) is good'

In this respect again, Nchufie resumptive pronouns pattern with wh-traces.

A different situation holds in languages like Modern Hebrew, Egyptian Arabic, English, etc., where a resumptive pronoun in an A'-chain does not license parasitic gaps.

(18) *Johni, I talked to himi without having ever seen ei (from Sportiche 1983, 118)

To sum up this section, we have seen that in Nchufie an A'-chain with a resumptive pronoun obeys Subjacency, triggers the WCO effect and licenses parasitic gaps. Thus, a Nchufie resumptive pronoun acts like a syntactic resumptive pronoun, according to the standards established in Sportiche (1983). Below I list known examples of the two types of resumptive pronouns.

(19) a. syntactic resumptive pronouns:


   b. true resumptive pronouns:

   Hebrew non-free relative (cf. Sportiche 1983, Sells 1984), Arabic (cf. Sportiche 1983), and in many languages for escaping a Subjacency violation (cf. (11)).

Shlonsky (1992) argues for a different treatment of Hebrew resumptive pronouns. We will come back to his treatment in section 4.

3. Explanation

In this section, I will attempt to explain the distribution and the nature of Nchufie resumptive pronouns. For the explanation, the conjunctively formulated ECP (Stowell
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Vata, which could be extended to Nchufie. That is, insertion of phonetic content is more costly than doing nothing, and this is why a resumptive pronoun cannot occur in the direct object position.

The proposed account derives the distribution and the nature of resumptive pronouns from UG principles. This means that children acquiring a language with resumptive pronouns do not have to learn the type of resumptive pronouns in the target language (i.e., whether they are 'syntactic' or 'true'). The syntactic resumptive pronouns need not be learned at all, since their emergence is forced by UG principles: children insert overt pronominals to avoid the ECP violations or they just do not produce such constructions that violate the ECP. The true resumptive pronouns are (optionally) inserted for unknown reasons (i.e., the economy consideration should not allow the insertion of optional elements, but it may be due to extra-grammatical factors such as processing). The crucial point for learnability is if children face a problem in deciding a resumptive pronoun to be 'syntactic' or 'true'. I argue that such a problem does not arise, because the distinction between 'syntactic' and 'true' is not real in this account. When a pronoun is inserted into a position which would cause the ECP violation if nothing is inserted, it is called 'syntactic', and other inserted pronouns are called 'true'. There is no possibility of putting a 'true resumptive pronoun', which is optional, into a position of the ECP violation, for example, since the insertion is obligatory into such a position and the inserted pronoun is called 'syntactic' just as a result. Thus, the account in this paper has an advantage as to the learnability issue over the one which assumes the 'syntactic'/true' distinction to be real.

4. Consequences and Remaining Issues

As a consequence of the proposed account, it is predicted that even in one language two different types of resumptive pronouns can appear, and this is borne out in Swedish. On the one hand, Swedish has a resumptive pronoun in question, relativization, and topicalization constructions that obligatorily appears in the subject position of an embedded clause with complementizers other than the proper governor som, (cf. Sells 1984, Engdahl 1985). This resumptive pronoun is a syntactic resumptive pronoun; the chain containing it is immune to Subjacency and triggers WCO effects, and licenses a parasitic gap. On the other hand, the resumptive pronoun that appears in Swedish left-dislocation is a true resumptive pronoun; it does not license a parasitic gap, etc. (cf. Engdahl 1985, 11). Significantly, the distribution of the former is restricted exactly to the position which is not properly head-governed, i.e., the subject position with non-proper
1981, Jaeggli 1982) and the principles of 'least-effort' are necessary. In other words, with
the data of Nchuifie resumptive pronouns, I will give supportive arguments for the two
particular principles of UG.

First, I argue that Nchuifie resumptive pronouns appear in order to avoid an ECP
violation, adopting Rizzi's (1990) definition (20) (cf. also Koopman and Sportiche 1986).
(20) ECP: A nonpronominal empty category must be
   (i) properly head-governed (Formal licensing)
   and  (ii) antecedent-governed (Identification)  (Rizzi 1990)

Assuming that in Nchuifie, only the direct object position is properly head-governed among
argument positions, the distribution in (3)-(9) follows. This is not an extraordinary
assumption, since, for instance, wh-movement from the indirect object position is
impossible in English, as in (21).

(21) *Who(m)\textsubscript{i} did you give t\textsubscript{i} a book?

This may follow from the definition of 'proper head-government' as government by a
lexical head within X' (cf. Rizzi 1990) and the assumption that the indirect object is
outside the V' (But in Vata, traces are obligatory in the indirect object position, as well as
in the direct object position. I presume the difference comes from an exceptional status of
indirect object position in Vata -- it is inside V' in Vata --, but I have no argument for
that.)

The proposed account presupposes the conjunctive formulation of the ECP. If the
ECP were disjunctively formulated, it would not explain the distribution of Nchuifie
resumptive pronouns, as they appear even in local movement, such as (5)-(9), where
antecedent government is certainly satisfied. In other words, the Nchuifie data of
resumptive pronouns gives support to the conjunctive formulation of the ECP.

Secondly, I want to argue that the nature of a Nchuifie resumptive pronoun as a wh-
trace follows from the proposed ECP account and the condition of 'least-effort'.
According to my account, Nchuifie resumptive pronouns appear in order to avoid an ECP
violation. All is needed for this is to insert some phonetic content into the position of an
'offending trace' and changing any syntactic feature of the trace, in particular, changing to
a pronominal, is unnecessary. From the condition of 'least-effort', which prohibits
unnecessary operations, it follows that a Nchuifie resumptive pronoun inherits all syntactic
nature of the original trace, and behaves as wh-traces. A syntactic resumptive pronoun is
the spell-out of a wh-trace (Koopman (1984) has another Economy-type of account for
head-governor complementizers in the C position above, whereas the distribution of the latter is not restricted. This difference supports the idea that the former appears for ECP reason, while the latter has no particular reason to appear.

There are questions that remain. Among others, the status of positions other than subjects and direct objects are not clear. First, although the indirect position is not properly head-governed, adjunct positions seem to be.

Adjuncts

(22) lēk fø/yâ n tân cūo (lâ)
    village where I HAB live SPEC
    'The village where I live'

(23) kê n tân fāâ (lâ)
    how I HAB work SPEC
    'The way I work'

Probably, by having recourse to proper head-government by T or Agr (cf. Rizzi 1990), we can eliminate this problem. Since this is necessary for English and many other languages, the problem may not be so serious. (Also, the structure of C-projections in (22) and (23) are not clear.)

Second, more seriously, there seems to be parametric variation as to the status of indirect object position: it is not properly head-governed in Nchufie, English, etc., but is in Vata, at least. It seems that we need to study double object constructions in Nchufie and Vata in detail if we attempt to have satisfactory account of the variation.

Finally, Shlonsky (1992) argues that the distribution of Hebrew resumptive pronouns follow from the principle of last-resort (i.e., least-effort), despite the superficial optional appearance in some positions. The A- or A'- status of SpecCP plays a crucial role in his account. The case of Nchufie does not fit in the account of Hebrew by Shlonsky in some crucial respects. First, in Nchufie, even matrix subjects require obligatory resumptive pronouns (cf. (5) and (6)). Second, SpecCP does not agree with C in Nchufie, hence it is an A'-position in Shlonsky's terms, but resumptive pronouns are obligatory in positions other than the direct object and adjunct. I leave these differences open for further research. What might be relevant is the fact that the overt operator agrees with the head noun in Nchufie as to number and/or noun classes (i.e., a/ma/l/ra/wa, cf. (3)-(6)).
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0. Introduction

This paper deals with wh-constructions in Nchufie. One of the typological characteristics of Nchufie is that it belongs to the group of languages, including Chinese, Japanese, and Korean, that lack overt wh-movement.¹ This means that wh-phrases in Nchufie are not in the Spec of CP at SPELL-OUT. Thus, they are, in fact, all cases of wh-in-situ. There are three kinds of wh-questions in Nchufie: (i) garden-variety wh-in-situ, (ii) the cleft construction in which the wh-phrase is clefted, and (iii) the post-verbal wh-subject construction.

First, the following are some examples of wh-questions in which wh-words remain in situ.

(1) ｐｉｎｃｕ ｚｕ ｋｓｓ
Piunchu eat what
‘What is Piunchu eating?’

(2) ｚ ｚｉ ｎｉｊｉ ｐｉｎｃｕ ｗａ
you know comp Piunchu who
‘Who do you know that Piunchu likes?’²

The second type of wh-question involves the cleft construction in which wh-phrases are clefted. In the cleft construction in Nchufie, the third person singular pronoun ɹ, used as an expletive subject, occupies the usual subject position, which I take to be the Spec of AGRsP. In the present tense, the copula is phonetically null, as in (3). When the

---

¹ I would like to thank our linguistic consultant Sophie Ajieakwa. Thanks are also due to Hilda Koopman, Murat Kural, Anoop Mahajan, and Tim Stowell for comments and suggestions. I am also grateful to the participants in the Field Methods course held in the 1991 Fall and 1992 Winter Quarters at UCLA. The usual disclaimer applies.

² For recent claims that such non-wh-movement languages do have syntactic wh-movement, see Watanabe (1991, 1992).

² Interestingly, the wh-in-situ always takes scope over the matrix clause in Nchufie. Therefore, (2) does not mean ‘Do you know who Piunchu likes?’ This point will be taken up later in section 1.
subject wh-phrase is clefted, the third person singular pronoun *a*, is used as a resumptive pronoun, as shown in (3).

(3) *á wà yà à cuò ṣkà*  
3s who comp 3s prog N-run  
‘Who is it that is running?’

(4) *á m bó kò yà ndé njó zúŋ*  
3s N-cop what comp Nde N-eat yesterday  
‘What was it that Nde ate yesterday?’

The third type of wh-question is used only when the wh-phrase is the subject of a clause. In this construction, the resumptive pronoun occupies the Spec of AGRsP, and the wh-subject follows the tensed verb. When the verb in question is a transitive verb, the tensed verb preceding the wh-subject leaves a copy of its own in what I call ‘N-form.’

(5) *á ywè wò*  
3s laugh who  
‘Who is laughing?’

(6) *á 3w wò njú mákàpù*  
3s eat who N-eat cocoyam  
‘Who is eating a cocoyam?’

(7) *áá njwò wò njwó p ℝ e m ℝ ŋ ká máwó këéŋó*  
3s N-sing who N-sing two pl-sing for Keengo  
‘Who sang two songs for Keengo?’

In fact, this construction is not restricted to wh-questions. The necessary condition for this construction seems to be that the subject DP receives focus.

(8) *áá njí mà njí ọ́kí*  
3s N-cook I N-cook water  
‘It is I who cooked water.’

(9) *áá ntùŋ mà ntùŋ piíncù*  
3s N-kick I N-kick Piinchu  
‘It is I who kicked Piinchu.’

(10) *ndé ṣkwaŋ niŋk áá ṣkú këéŋó pò piíncù jkú mákàpù*  
Nde N-think comp expl N-chew Keengo and Piinchu N-chew cocoyam  
‘It is Keengo and Piinchu that Nde thought ate cocoyam.’

The phenomenon seen in (6)-(10) is an example of what I call verb doubling in this paper. I will look mainly at the cleft construction and the post-verbal wh-subject construction, and only lightly touch on the wh-in-situ construction, which is dealt with by Kural and Moritz (this volume). I will also point out that verb doubling provides evidence for the Copy Theory of Movement and against the Theory of Feature Checking proposed in Chomsky (1992).
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1. Wh-in-situ

It has been shown by Kural and Moritz (this volume) that LF movement of wh-in-situ obeys subjacency, except for argument extraction from a Noun Complement type.³

There is a crucial language-specific property of Nchufie, namely, wh-phrases cannot be in the subject position of a clause. Such sentences receive only an echo question interpretation and are ill-formed as normal questions (see (11)-(12)).⁴ I assume that the reason for this restriction is that the Spec of AGRsP is strongly nonfocal⁵ in this language. Wh-phrases must receive focus, and therefore cannot be in the Spec of AGRsP in Nchufie.

(11) *wõ cuó ndičɛ
   who proQ N-sleep
   ‘Who is sleeping?’

(12) *wõ cuó nîŋ nyɔŋ高科技
   who proQ (N-)cook thing-eat
   ‘Who is cooking food?’

It seems that the Spec of AGRsP in embedded clauses is still nonfocal, but to a lesser degree, and that wh-phrases seem to be able to occur there.

(13) ndɛ kwɔd njɛ pińɔu kwɔd njɛ wɔ kwɛ keɛŋo
    Nde think comp Piinchu think comp who like Keengo
    ‘Who does Nde think that Piinchu thinks likes Keengo?’

(14) ndɛ nkwoɔd njɛ ìá nkwi keɛŋo pɔ pińɔu nkwi mãkɔpù
    Nde N-think comp 3s N-chew Keengo and Piinchu N-chew cocoynam
    ‘It is Keengo and Piinchu that Nde thought chewed cocoynam.’

(14) shows that a focused NP subject occurs post-verbally (in this case interverbally) rather than in the Spec of AGRsP position.

Another characteristic with the wh-in-situ construction is that the wh-phrase always has a scope over the matrix clause. Thus, if a wh-phrase appears in an embedded clause, it always has to move to the Spec of the highest CP at LF. The relevant examples are as follows:

---

³For concrete examples, see Kural and Moritz (this volume).
⁴Kural and Moritz (this volume) tie this fact to the ECP.
⁵Notice that there seems to be a language-independent restriction that wh-phrases cannot be topicalized. For example, wh-words in Japanese cannot take the topic marker -wə. Wh-phrases with -wə receive only a contrastive interpretation. For this reason, it may be that the clausal subject in Nchufie is obligatorily topicalized, and that this causes the anomaly. It should be noted that I am not assuming the existence of independent Focus Phrase in Nchufie. Rather, focus position is negatively defined in the sense that focused elements cannot occupy the Spec of AGRsP. As for the similarity between focus and topic, Zubizarreta (1993) posits a functional projection in Spanish which could be realized either as Topic Phrase or as Focus Phrase.
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(15) ATIO ne¥a pi¥ncu wa
      you know comp Piinchu who
   ‘Who do you know that Piinchu likes?’

(16) ATIO te¥ o y¥a pi¥ncu kw¥
      you know person det/op comp Piinchu like
   ‘Do you know (the person) who Piinchu likes?’

(17) ATIO y¥ka y¥a pi¥ncu ne¥a
      you wonder what comp Piinchu N-break
   ‘What do you wonder whether Piinchu broke?’

(18) ATIO y¥k ne¥a y¥a pi¥ncu ne¥a
      I wonder thing det/op comp Piinchu N-break
   ‘I wonder what Piinchu broke.’

(19) ATIO y¥k o y¥a o nj¥u z¥k sa¥
      I wonder person Op/det comp 3s N-eat yam det
   ‘I wonder who ate the yam.’

(20) pi¥ncu mb¥ w¥n¥ o y¥a o nk¥u z¥k sa¥
      Piinchu N-ask me person Op/det comp 3s N-chew yam det
   ‘Piinchu asked me who chewed the yam.’

(21) pi¥ncu mb¥ w¥n¥ o y¥a ke¥g¥ nj¥u
      Piinchu N-ask me thing Op/det comp Keengo N-eat
   ‘Piinchu asked me what Keengo ate.’

(22) pi¥ncu mb¥ w¥nj¥ ke¥g¥ nk¥u ka z¥k
      Piinchu N-ask me comp Keengo N-chew what yesterday
   ‘What did Piinchu ask you that Keengo chewed yesterday?’

Thus, whereas English verbs like wonder and ask subcategorize +wh CPs with either a wh-phrase in the Spec position or a +wh complementizer whether or if in the head position, corresponding verbs in Nchufie do not allow CP complements with overt wh-phrases in the Spec position. Instead they take a complex NP, as shown in (16), (18), (19), (20), and (21). Now take (17). ke ‘what’ immediately following the verb y¥ka ‘wonder’ may appear to be in the Spec of CP subcategorized by the verb. In fact, as (18) shows, y¥ka takes an NP object, unlike its English counterpart, and ke simply occupies the

---

6A more literal translation would be: ‘What did you wonder about that Piinchu broke.’ Compare (17) with the following ungrammatical sentence.

(i) ATIO y¥ka ke¥ pi¥ncu ne¥a k¥
      you wonder whether Piinchu N-break what
   ‘What do you wonder whether Piinchu broke?’

7This is admittedly only a descriptive generalization. It remains to be seen what type of principle(s) and/or parameter it can be derived from. As pointed out by Koopman (personal communication), some of the Nchufie verbs do take concealed questions as their complements, so there has to be a syntactic (rather than semantic) reason for the distribution of wh-phrases at S-structure in Nchufie (cf. Grimshaw 1979).

It seems that Nchufie has a +WH complementizer ke.

(i) ATIO k¥ z¥ k¥ pi¥ncu ng¥a¥u n¥g¥e p¥
      I neg know whether N-go home neg
   ‘I don’t know whether Piinchu went home.’
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direct object position. Thus, the claim that wh--phrases are not in the Spec of CP at the time when SPELL-OUT applies holds in the case of (17) as well. Now look at the following sentence.

(23) ḋ ká zì kè piíncù ngóu ñdqè pà
    I neg know how Piinchu N-go home neg
    ‘I don’t know how Piinchu went home.’

If wh-phrases do not occupy the Spec of CP position at SPELL-OUT, as I have argued, then kè, which I glossed as ‘how,’ cannot be a wh-word. I suggest that it is indeed a noun which means something like ‘manner.’ The problem with this suggestion is the fact that it is not followed by a complementizer yə or an overt operator in (23). However, since we do not know enough about complementation and relativization in Nchufie in general, the suggestion that kè is nominal rather than adverbial should remain as a viable possibility.

In sum, two rather unique syntactic properties of the garden-variety wh-in-situ construction in Nchufie have been pointed out: (i) The subject position of a clause cannot be occupied by a wh-phrase, and (ii) the wh-in-situ in an embedded clause necessarily takes the scope over the matrix clause. In the next section, I will discuss the clefting strategy.

2. Cleft Construction

A second way of asking wh-questions in Nchufie is to make use of the cleft construction. In the Nchufie cleft sentence, the copula is phonetically null in the present tense, but surfaces as mbə in the past tense.

(24) á wà yə á cuó ngòó
    3s who comp 3s prog N-run
    ‘Who is it that is running?’

(25) á mbə kà yə ñdqè njɔ zùŋ
    3s N-cop what comp Nde N-eat yesterday
    ‘What was it that Nde ate yesterday?’

Informally, the structure of the cleft sentence is like the following:

(26) [AGRsP a copula XP\textsubscript{i} [CP Op\textsubscript{i} [C:\ yə] [AGRsP ....t\textsubscript{i} ....]]] (XP = DP, PP)

It should be emphasized here that wh-phrases occupy a base-generated position in the cleft construction. Therefore, this type of construction is also a case of wh-in-situ. The relation between the wh-phrase and the gap in the lower clause is mediated by an operator in the Spec of the CP immediately dominated by the clause containing the wh-phrase. In other words, a wh-phrase in the cleft construction does not move from the CP that follows the wh-phrase. Examples follow:
The above examples show that arguments of a verb and of a preposition can be clefted. When an object of a preposition is clefted, as in (30), a resumptive pronoun appears in place of a trace. On the other hand, certain adverbial wh-phrases resist clefting.

Judging from the data above, one could argue that referentiality may play a role in the grammaticality of clefting the adverbial wh-phrase, since only those that contain nominal elements such as yùḏ ‘place’, as in (33) and ndó ‘time’, as in (36) are

---

8The resumptive pronoun strategy raises an interesting question with respect to the Copy Theory of Movement in Chomsky (1992). Typically, the operator and the resumptive pronoun are not subjacent, and therefore, it is standardly assumed that movement is not involved for the resumptive pronoun strategy. This will (partially) explain why resumptive pronouns surface instead of the whole DP in a copy theory of movement.
grammatical. I tentatively suggest that pure adverbials like ḟo ‘where’, ḣuqù ‘how’ and ɲi APIs ‘why’ fail to receive a referential index in Nchufi, and thus cannot be linked to an operator via coindexation.

As for long-distance cleft wh-questions, it turns out that exactly the same subjacency effects as in ‘wh-in-situ’ questions are seen. This shows that LF-movement of wh-phrases and syntactic movement of operators are subject to the same bounding constraints. This is as is expected, since it is generally believed in the principles-and-parameters theory that relative clause operator movement is the same as wh-movement. The examples in (37)-(40) show that successive cyclic syntactic operator movement is available in Nchufi, just like English and other languages.

(37) á wá yá ḋ kwáŋ ɲík ɲínč kwé
3s who comp you think comp Pínchú like
‘Who is it that you think that Pínchú likes?’

(38) á wá yá ḋ kwáŋ ɲík ɲík kwé kéeŋð
3s who comp you think comp 3s like Keengo
‘Who is it that you think like Keengo?’

(39) á wá yá ndé ɲík Ngwétā kqá ɲík ɲínč kwé
3s who comp Nde N-say Ngwetai think comp Pínchú like
‘Who did Nde say that Ngwetai thinks that Pínchú likes?’

(40) á wá yá ndé ɲík Ngwétā Ngká ɲík ɲík á ñkwé kéeŋð
3s who comp Nde N-say Ngwetai N-think comp 3s N-like Keengo
‘Who did Nde say that Ngwetai thought liked Keengo?’

As is the case with ‘wh-in-situ’ questions, extraction out of islands generally yield ungrammatical results, except for argument extraction out of N Complement type. That N-Complement case of the complex NP condition (CNPC) does not show an island effect can be accounted for by the Barriers framework if we assume that the noun L-marks CP. The fact that adjunction extraction is impossible—as shown in (44) and (45)—does not count against the claim that such nouns L-mark CP, since cleft sentences with nonreferential adverbial wh-phrases are ungrammatical even when they occur in simplex constructions, as was shown earlier by (32), (34), and (35).

---

9See Cinque (1990) and Rizzi (1990) for this point.
12This, however, does not preclude one from (vacuously) adopting whatever account that explains the ungrammaticality of adjunct wh in situ in the N Complement type complex NP.
Complex NP

N Complement Type

(41) á kà yà ɔɔ̀ njoo múlàà njìjì pìncù njùú  
 3s what comp you N-hear rumor comp Piinchu N-eat  
  "What is it that you heard the rumor that Piinchu ate?"

(42) á m̀bùù wà yà ɔɔ̀ njoo múlàà njìjì pìncù mfè mútùŋ  
 3s to who comp you N-hear rumor comp Piinchu N-give sheep  
  "To whom is it that you heard the rumor that Piinchu gave a sheep?"

(43) á wà yà ɔɔ̀ njoo múlàà njìjì àà njà mú̀gà  
 3s who comp you N-hear rumor comp 3s N-steal chicken  
  "Who is it that you heard the rumor that s/he stole a chicken?"

(44) *á huŋù yà ɔɔ̀ njoo múlàà njìjì pìncù njùú qwaè  
 3s how comp you N-hear rumor comp Piinchu N-steal book  
  "How is it that you heard the rumor that [Piinchu stole a book t i]’

(45) *á njìjì yà ɔɔ̀ njoo múlàà njìjì pìncù njùú qwaè  
 3s why comp you N-hear rumor comp Piinchu N-steal book  
  "Why is it that you heard the rumor that [Piinchu stole a book t i]’

Extraction out of a relative clause yields mixed results. There is at least one acceptable example, namely (46), that disobeys the CNPC. However, all the other examples are ungrammatical. There is a categorial difference between (46) and the others: the former has prepositional wh-phrase focused, while the latter have NP wh-phrases focused. I do not have a ready explanation for the apparent grammaticality of (46), but simply note that PP extraction out of relative clause type complex NP does not always lead to ungrammaticality.

Relative Clause

(46) ád’mbùù wà yà ɔɔ̀ njàw mútùŋ yà múá mfò là  
 3s to who comp you N-see sheep comp I N-give det  
  "To whom is it that you saw the sheep that I gave?"

(47) *á nyëndò ñò á yà ɔɔ̀ njàw mè á yà à nttùŋ  
 3s AGR-which person det/op comp you N-see child det comp 3s N-kick  
  "Which person did you see the child who kicked?"

(48) *á nyëndò zòò á yà ɔɔ̀ njàw mè á yà à nmù  
 3s AGR-which yam det/op comp you N-see child det comp 3s N-chew  
  "Which yam did you see the child who ate?"

Now look at the following sentence.

(49) ád’mbùù wà yà ɔɔ̀ njàw ké múá mfò mútùŋ (là)  
 3s to who comp you N-hear how I N-give sheep det  
  "To whom is it that you saw how I gave the sheep?"

If the above translation correctly reflects the Nchufie sentence, this sentence would show that extraction out of wh-islands does not (necessarily) result in weaker acceptability,
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which would be a somewhat surprising result, since Nchufie seems to generally obey subjacency. However, I suggested in the first section the possibility that 'kè' is actually a noun meaning 'manner.' It is not at all obvious how this account might help explain the grammaticality of (49), since it is unlikely that 'kè' L-marks the following clause. I leave the problem open here.

Extraction out of adjunct clause yields ungrammatical sentences, as is expected. This is a typical Condition on Extraction Domains (CED) effect, proposed by Huang (1982).

*Adjunct Clause

(50) *á wè yá keŋŋø ncuo nga wi ngɛ ndə á yá á njɔw è
3s who comp Keengo N-prog N-go home time det comp 3s N-see her
‘Who is it that Keengo was going home when s/he saw her?’

We have seen in this section that the clefting strategy of wh-question in Nchufie obeys Subjacency and that only referential expressions can license operator-variable relations via coindexation.

3. Post-Verbal Wh-Subject

3.1. Analysis

I will now present an analysis of Nchufie verb doubling in this section. I will assume that the clause structure of Nchufie is as in (52), which I will justify later:
Maximal projections in parentheses, namely, Asp(ect) P(hrase) and Part(iciple) P(hrase), can be absent, depending upon the structure of the sentence. Because it is nonfocal in Nchufie, the subject position cannot be occupied by wh-elements (or a focused element) at the time SPELL-OUT applies. The Extended Projection Principle forces the Spec of AGRsP to be filled by an expletive a. The wh-phrase remains in its VP-internal base-generated position, namely the Spec of the VP. The expletive and the wh-phrase form a chain, or CHAIN in the sense used in Chomsky (1986), where the expletive, which is the head of the CHAIN, is in a position where Case can be checked and the wh-phrase, which is the tail, is θ-marked. The wh-phrase replaces the resumptive pronoun and then undergoes Quantifier Raising at LF. I assume that, in Nchufie, verbs do not stay in their
base-generated position but move up to a higher functional head. In the Minimalist Theory, the obligatory nature of the verb movement is forced by the strong V-features in AGRs and/or T.\textsuperscript{16} This explains the fact that the wh-subject follows the verb in this construction. When there is an auxiliary verb, both the auxiliary verb and the main verb precede the wh-subject. This indicates that, even when there is an auxiliary verb, a main verb moves out of the VP and goes adjoins at least to AGRo.

(52) à cúo ndiè wɔ̀
3g prog N-sleep who
‘Who is sleeping?’

In simple cases such as (5) (=repeated here as (53)) that involve intransitive verbs (including both unergative and unaccusative verbs), verb doubling does not takes place. Verb doubling is obligatory when the verb is a transitive verb taking a DP object.

(53) à ywè wɔ̀
3s laugh who
‘Who is laughing?’

(54) à òò nʔow nyɛnɔ̃ ᵇɔ nɔw è ndɛ à yá à̀̀ɛ̂ɛ nduù 걲yánu 걲ndɛ 걲lù
3s N-see AGR-which person N-see her time det/op cmp 3s N-prog N-see home det
‘Which person saw her when she was going home?’

(55) à sù wɔ̀ ᵃjù mʊkɔpu
3s eat who N-eat cocoyam
‘Who is eating a cocoyam?’

(56) à dywà wɔ̀ njwà phie mʊŋkí mbo 걳wɔ̀ kɛnɔ̃
3s N-sing who N-sing two pl-song for Keengo
‘Who sang two songs for Keengo?’

The fact that verb doubling is obligatory with transitive verbs with DP objects strongly suggests that a Case-theoretic account should be given to verb doubling. I assume that Accusative Case is checked by the combination of both AGRo and transitive verb when the object DP occupies the Spec of AGRoP. When Case checking takes place, the transitive verb must have adjoined to the AGRo, thus activating the Case checking potential that AGRo possesses. In addition, I crucially assume the following condition.

(57) Locality Condition on the Accusative DPs

Unless the Accusatively Case-marked DP is in the Spec of AGRoP at SPELL-OUT, a transitive verb in its base-generated position and the Accusatively Case-

\textsuperscript{16}If the V-features of AGRs are weak, the verb moves up to the T position in syntax, on the assumption that the V-features of T are strong. What is crucial to the analysis in this paper is that tensed verbs move higher than AGRo in syntax.
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marked DP must be in a strictly local relation\footnote{This condition is trivially satisfied in simple cases in which transitive verbs take DP direct objects. In (i), on the other hand, DP John is neither in a position where Case-checking takes place nor in its base-generated position. If the DP John stayed in its base-generated position, as in (ii), it would not be able to undergo a further movement to the Spec of AGRoP at LF, because it violates the locality requirement. (i) Mary believes John to be \text{[AP t\_stupid]}. (ii) *Mary believes to be John stupid.}{17,18}—either the Spec-head relation or head-complement relation—at SPELL-OUT.

Simply put, being in the Spec of AGRoP is a sufficient condition for the Accusative DP to be licensed Case-theoretically in overt syntax, and if the DP is not already there at SPELL-OUT, it must be sufficiently close to the transitive verb at SPELL-OUT so that it can reach the Spec of AGRoP.\footnote{As it is, this requirement is no more than a descriptive statement. It should follow from some independently motivated principles of UG. I leave this problem open.}{19} I argue that verb doubling is caused by the inability of the verbal trace to enter into the relevant local relation in Nchufie.\footnote{This is essentially the same type of argument given in Koopman (1992), where Bambara is argued to be a - Case Chain language. According to Koopman (ibid.), in Bambara, a verb that does not assign Case raises to I, but a verb that assigns Case remains in its base-generated position, with a dummy element inserted to bear the inflectional affix. Koopman (ibid.) accounts for the contrast by assuming that Bambara does not have Case chains ([-CC]). To put it simply, the verbal trace in [-CC] languages fails to assign Case to its object DP. Therefore, even if intransitive verbs can raise to a higher functional head, transitive verbs taking DP objects cannot raise. It is clear that, although I have adopted a slightly different assumption about Case-assignment/checking, her account could in principle be directly carried over to verb doubling in Nchufie.}{20}

When a verb takes a CP complement, verb doubling may or may not take place.

\begin{align*}
(58) \ & \text{ə zi wə njịt kẹẹŋọ njọ mọnụ mụtaị} \\
& 3s \text{know who comp Keengo N-buy sheep market} \\
& \text{‘Who knows that Keengo bought a sheep from the market?’}
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
(59) \ & \text{ə zi wọ njịt kẹẹŋọ njọ mọnụ mụtaị} \\
& 3s \text{know who N-know comp Keengo N-buy sheep market} \\
& \text{‘Who knows that Keengo bought a sheep from the market?’}
\end{align*}

I propose that the apparent optionality of verb doubling with transitive verbs taking a CP complement is due to the fact that a CP complement can optionally be linked to a phonetically null expletive pronoun.\footnote{For a similar silent expletive \textit{pro} in Hindi, see Srivastav (1991).}{21, 22} In (58), in which verb doubling does not take place, the CP complement is in its base-generated position. Since CPs in general do not require Case, the verb ‘know’ in (58) can move up to functional heads without violating the locality requirement on the Accusative DPs (15). As for (59), a phonetically null expletive
is base-generated in the complement position of the matrix verb and the expletive is linked to the CP adjunct via coindexation. Since the expletive is nominal, it has to satisfy (57), thus inducing verb doubling.

In (60), the element that appears after the copy of the verb is arguably not an argument of the verb ‘walk,’ but verb doubling is possible, while (61), which looks similar in relevant respects, does not induce verb doubling.

(60) à nị ọ wà nị tʰuụ́
3s walk who (N-)walk night
‘Who is walking in the night?’

(61) à nị ọ wà ḉcọ́
3s walk who house
‘Who is walking in the house?’

I speculate that tʰuụ́ ‘night’ in (60) is a DP object that is subject to the locality requirement (57), whereas ḅcọ́ ‘house’ is a PP headed by a P made up of tones only. Compare the following two English sentences.

(62) They are walking along the beach.
(63) They are walking the beach.

The same verb walk can take both PP and DP. That the beach in (63) is not a PP headed by an empty P can be shown by (64), where a DP and a PP occur simultaneously.

(64) They are walking the streets on Santa Monica.

Therefore, I tentatively assume that optional verb doubling in (60)-(61) can be given a Case-theoretic account as well. The fact that verb doubling is impossible when there is only a PP whose head has segmental content seems to suggest that our account is on the right track.

3.2. The Position of the Tensed Verb in Nchufie.

I have assumed that finite verbs must raise overtly in syntax in Nchufie. That explains the existence of the finite verb preceding the wh-subject. I have also argued that verb doubling takes place because the verbal trace in Nchufie fails to enter into the locality condition (57) with a DP object. Then a question immediately arises as to where the finite verb and the object are in simple transitive sentences such as the following:
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(65) ƙɛ’ɛŋə ntʊŋ piincù
    Keengo N-kick Piinchu
    ‘Keengo kicked Piinchu.’

If the finite verbs have adjoined to AGRs and the object DPs remain in situ in (65), then the object DP is governed only by a verbal trace, as in (66), thus violating (15).

(66) 
    CP
    Spec  C'  
        C  AGRsP
        DPk  AGRs'  
            Keengo  AGRs  TP
            Ti  AGRs  T  AGRoP
                i  Spec  AGRo'
                    AGRoj  VP
                        Vi  AGRoj  DP  V'
                            tki  V  DP
                                li  Piinchu

Therefore, we must assume that the DP object is in the Spec of AGRoP at SPELL-OUT in (65). Otherwise, we would expect verb doubling in simple transitive cases, since the verbal trace in Nchufie cannot license the DP object. The prediction that verb doubling takes place in simple transitive cases, however, is not borne out.

(67)  *ƙɛ’ɛŋə ntʊŋ ntʊŋ piincù
    Keengo N-kick N-kick Piinchu
    ‘Keengo kicked Piinchu.’

In (67), the first ntʊŋ ‘kicked’ is adjoined to the AGRs position, while the second ntʊŋ ‘N-kick’ is in its base-generated position.

---

23 Needless to say, V does not simply adjoin to AGRs. First, it adjoins to AGRo, and then the complex AGRo made up of V and AGRo adjoins to T, and then the complex T made up of T and the complex AGRo adjoins to AGRs.

24 Notice that being in the Spec of AGRoP is a sufficient condition for the DP object to be licensed. Therefore, whether Nchufie is [- Case Chain] language or not is irrelevant so long as the object occupies the Spec of AGRoP.
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Now we will see examples with aspectual auxiliary verbs.

(68) à cuò njuu mákàpù
3s prog N-eat cocoyam
'S/he is eating a cocoyam.'

(69) pó káa nìŋ ngh3u
they perf cook food
'They have cooked food.'

In (68)-(69), it is the aspectual auxiliary verbs that bear tense specifications. This means that they are the ones that occupy the Spec of AGRsP. Then where are the main verbs in (68)-(69) at SPELL-OUT? The progressive auxiliary cuo subcategorizes for an N-form verb, and the perfective auxiliary kaa subcategorizes for what looks like a verbal stem. In both cases, the following verbs are associated with specific tonal patterns. Therefore, even in the perfective sentences, the aspectual verb ka does not simply select a verb stem, but instead subcategorizes for a verb in a certain ‘morphological’ form. It seems that much inflectional morphology has been given a syntactically derivational account in the principles-and-parameters theory. If this approach is on the right track, it is natural to assume that head movement is involved in all verbal inflection. Therefore, I propose that the progressive auxiliary cuo and the perfective auxiliary ka select for a Participle Phrase, which in turn selects for AGRoP, and that the main verbs adjoin to the head of PartP at SPELL-OUT. This accounts for the fact that main verbs precede the object DPs in the Spec of AGRoP. If the auxiliary verbs simply select for AGRoP, we would expect the DP object to precede the main verb, because the DP is in the Spec of AGRoP at SPELL-OUT.

The above account straightforwardly explains why verb doubling is absent in simple transitive sentences. It might appear as if we could also explain why (70) is ungrammatical.

(70) *à cuò mákàpù ńjuu wà (ńjuu)
3s prog cocoyam N-eat who N-eat
'Who is eating a cocoyam?'

That is, one might say that (70) is bad because mákàpù 'cocoyam,' which should be in the Spec of AGRoP precedes the pre-wh-subject ńjuu ‘eating,’ which is adjoined to the head of PartP. However, we still have the question to answer as to why (71) is ungrammatical. After all, if the object DP is in the Spec of AGRoP and the main verb is adjoined to the head of PartP, we should expect sentences like (71) to be grammatical. The structure of (71) would be as in (72).

---

25I do not place too much emphasis on the particular choice of the terminology. I have chosen the term ‘Participle Phrase’ simply because corresponding English auxiliaries select for participial forms.
It seems as if the existence of the VP-internal subject in the Spec of VP somehow blocks the (A-bar) movement of the object DP: The DP object cannot move out of VP until the DP subject has moved out of the VP.\textsuperscript{26,28}

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{26}It appears as if the 'N-prefix' is (at least part of) the head of PartP, but I assume that [V-AGRo]-Part merger in this case is spelled out as the N-form of the verb. Therefore, I adjoined the verb to the left of the head of PartP.

\textsuperscript{27}I leave the question of how to formalize this open for further research. The restriction in Nchufie that an object cannot move out of the VP via A-movement might be related to the fact that Nchufie is a non-scrambling language.

\textsuperscript{28}This condition seems to be absent for the indirect passive of the English double object construction if Larson’s (1988) analysis is correct. For him, the dative alternation is similar to Passivization applied within the VP, and the direct object (which bears the θ-role of Theme) behaves like a 'subject.' According to Larson (1988, pp. 362-364), the indirect DP bearing the θ-role of recipient moves to the subject position of a clause over the direct DP.
\end{footnotesize}
3.3. **Verb Doubling and the Copy Theory of Movement.**

One of the fundamental questions about verb doubling is the nature of the copying process. A straightforward answer can be given to this question if one adopts the Copy Theory of Movement proposed in the Minimalist Theory. There, Move $\alpha$ is conceived as a process of copy (followed by deletion). This reanalysis of movement was necessitated in part to account for reconstruction effects in a theory that eliminates the independent syntactic levels of D-structure and S-structure. In other words, the Copy Theory of Movement is motivated by a theory-internal reason, namely, to explain certain A'-movement phenomena within the Minimalist Theory. One might wonder whether A-movement and head movement should be treated the same way. The null hypothesis is that movement as copy and deletion applies to A-movement and head movement as well. Verb doubling in Nchufie provides direct evidence for the Copy Theory of Movement. Normally, copies of movement have been deleted at PF. However, it is not necessary for deletion of copies to take place in order for the PF to converge. In this regard, Chomsky (1992, p.37) writes:

Consider a representation $\pi$ at PF. PF is a representation in universal phonetics, with no indication of syntactic elements or relations among them . . . . To be interpreted by the performance system A-I, $\pi$ must be constituted entirely of **legitimate PF objects**, that is, elements that have a uniform, language-independent interpretation at the interface.

It is clear that copies of the moved elements are legitimate PF objects. Therefore, deletion of copies is a process independent of PF convergence and potentially, a representation $\pi$ with undeleted copies can converge at PF. Thus, verb doubling in Nchufie provides strong empirical evidence for the Copy Theory of Movement.29

---

29Hilda Koopman (personal communication) notes that V reduplication is a widely attested morphological process best described derivationally in some African languages and suggests the possibility that the source of verb doubling is a reduplicated V, with $V_1$ exocporating to pick up V-features.

(i) \[
\begin{array}{c}
V \\
V_1 \quad nV_2
\end{array}
\] or \[
\begin{array}{c}
V \\
nV_2 \quad V_1
\end{array}
\]

I believe that there are several problems with this analysis. First, ‘N-form’ is a form independently attested outside of verb doubling, and if all inflectional morphological distinctions must be licensed by some functional head, there must be a functional projection—call it N-Phrase—that dominates a VP. Reduplication as a derivational process does not involve maximal categories. Secondly, there is a fairly productive verb reduplication in Nchufie, but such reduplicated forms are results of total reduplication and do not contain the N-form.
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Now notice the following sentence (73). Verb doubling does not take place when a verb is followed by a PP. (The preposition is in boldface.)

(73) ḍu’ njwā  wā njwā ū nǐ̂ ē múŋki mbwā  kēŋgā 3s N-sing who N-sing two pl-sing for Keengo ‘Who sang two songs for Keengo?’

Chomsky (1992) assumes the VP-shell analysis, first proposed by Larson (1988). In Larsonian terms, the VP for (73) would roughly take the following form.

(74) 

In the above tree structure, the verb ‘sing’ is inserted in the lower VP and moves to a V⁰ position in the higher VP* via head movement. If the structure in (74) is correct, one might expect it to have two verbal copies rather than one inside the VP*. But this is not the case, as the sentence (73) shows. Moreover, if a finite verb in Nchufie ends up adjoining to the AGRs in overt syntax in Nchufie, passing through at least T and AGRo, as I have assumed, one might argue that the analysis given in this paper predicts the existence of at least three verbal copies. However, this does not automatically count as counterevidence to the claim that movement involves copy and deletion. On the contrary, copies of movement can generally remain undeleted in overt syntax, and their deletion takes place both at PF and LF independently. Otherwise, one cannot explain the fact that the reflexive in (75) may refer to Bill in the Minimalist theory.

(75) John wondered which picture of himself Bill saw.

(ii) ḍu’ ntsā nʒā zā 3s N-try to cry cry ‘S/he tried to cry.’

(iii) pō yē nʒî le ji̋ ē they have to sleep sleep ‘They have to sleep.’
On Wh-Questions in Nchufie

At PF, the copy of the movement has been deleted, but for the interpretation of (75) to converge at LF, part of the DP which picture of herself must be present at its base-generated position at LF, since, according to Chomsky (ibid., p. 54), the two possible LF representations of (75) will be something like the following (Chomsky's (38)):

(76) (i) John wondered [[which picture of himself][wh- t]] [Bill saw [[which picture of himself][wh- t]]]

(ii) John wondered [which [wh- t picture of himself]][Bill saw [which [wh- t picture of himself]]]

Suppose, then, that there is a universal principle or convention that requires that copies of movement be deleted at PF irrespective of LF interpretation unless required by some other principle. In the case of Nchufie verb doubling, the locality requirement on accusative DPs (57) and the assumption that an object cannot move out of VP over the insitu subject serve as the relevant factors that force the crucial copy to remain undeleted at PF. Then, (61) merely shows that PPs whose heads have segmental content (instead of simply tones) do not require licensing by the verbal copy. SPELL-OUT can apply freely throughout the derivation as long as PF representations converge. Thus, (61) is compatible with the claim that movement should be reanalyzed as involving copy and deletion.

3.4. Verb Doubling and the Checking Theory.

I have shown above that verb doubling in Nchufie provides direct support for the Copy Theory of Movement proposed in the Minimalist Theory. However, another aspect of verb doubling provides evidence against the Checking Theory, also proposed in the Minimalist Theory. There, in order to disallow lowering of functional heads (i.e., traditional affix-hopping) in languages like English, Chomsky (ibid. p.39) assumes that a lexical element $\alpha$ has 'inflectional features in the lexicon as an intrinsic property (in the spirit of lexicalist phonology); these features are then checked against the inflectional element I in the complex $[\alpha I]$.' One of the consequences of the Checking Theory is that words are inserted as fully inflected forms. In this theory, a verb in the bare uninflected form does not pick up various agreement and tense features as it adjoins to the various functional heads via V-movement during the derivation. Therefore, the Checking Theory predicts that, if any copies remain undeleted at PF, they should bear inflectional morphemes that are the same as those borne by the moved elements that head chains. However, this prediction is not borne out in verb doubling in Nchufie. The head of the chain takes the tense specification (unless there is a pre-verbal aspectual auxiliary verb such as cuo which bears tense) whereas the copy always takes what is called 'N-form' in this paper. In (55), the first occurrence of the verb 3w ‘eat’ is a present tense form with a
present tense tone, and the second occurrence is an N-form. In (56), both pre-subject and post-subject verbal forms take the N-forms, but this is because the first verbal form is in the past tense, which requires that the verb be in the N-form.

\[(55) \quad \text{á zú wà ŋju múkàpú} \]
\[3s \text{ eat who N-eat cocoyam} \]
\[\text{‘Who is eating a cocoyam?’} \]

\[(56) \quad \text{á ŋjwà wà ŋjwà phùè muŋkî mbwà këêŋò} \]
\[3s \text{ N-sing who N-sing two pl-song for Keengo} \]
\[\text{‘Who sang two songs for Keengo?’} \]

At this point, it is useful to examine distribution of N-forms. N-forms are required at least in the following contexts among others:

(77) a. Past tense  
b. Future Tense  
c. Progressive with cuo

On the other hand, N-forms are not employed in the following constructions.

(78) a. Present Tense  
b. Perfective with ka

I assume that the past tense and the future tense markers are each made up of a specific tonal template which selects N-forms. The present tense, on the other hand, is associated with a tonal template that does not select N-forms. The progressive auxiliary verb cuo selects N-forms while the perfective auxiliary verb ka does not. I assume, without empirical argument, that verbs in the bare form cannot surface unless they are associated with a particular tone, by being associated with a tonal template either for tense (e.g. present tense) or an auxiliary verb. Otherwise, N-forms must be employed to satisfy the Minimal Word requirement. This account is clearly incompatible with the Theory of Feature Checking.

Another potential problem with the Checking Theory has to do with the strength of the V-features in Nchufie. Judging from the post-verbal wh-subject construction, it is clear that verbs raise overtly before SPELL-OUT in Nchufie. Therefore, the theory requires that the V-features of AGR are strong in Nchufie.\(^{30}\) (Cf. Chomsky (ibid., pp. 42-43)) However, there does not seem to be any person agreement in Nchufie, which makes the agreement system of Nchufie even more meager than that of English, which does have the third person singular agreement different from the others in the present indicative. Thus,

\(^{30}\)Notice that Nchufie and languages of the Kru family discussed in Koopman (1984) are counterexamples to the claim Pollock (1989, for example) that there is a significant correlation between the richness of the agreement system and the position that verbs occupy at SPELL-OUT. See also the following footnote.
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lacking a clear criterion for what counts as the necessary morphological distinction, the
claim that the V-features of Nchufie are strong is circular. There is a related problem:
Suppose that the N-features of AGRo are strong, as I have been assuming in this paper.
This forces the movement of object DP to the Spec of AGRoP at SPELL-OUT. But when
the verb doubling takes place, the object must stay in situ, unable to move over the in-situ
subject. This means the ‘strong’ N-features, which are illegitimate objects at PF, are
visible at LF, which causes the derivation to crash.

In conclusion, I have analyzed verb doubling in Nchufie in the spirit of the
Minimalist Theory in this section. The proper analysis of the construction necessitates
posing several functional projections, thus giving support to the Split Infl Hypothesis.
Theories such as Generalized Phrase Structure Grammar and Head-driven Phrase Structure
Grammar, in which morphological information is usually encoded in the form of features,
therefore, must come up with a different analysis of verb doubling, but it seems to be no
easy task to do so in these frameworks.

I have also noted that verb doubling provides direct empirical evidence for the Copy
Theory of Movement and against the Checking Theory, both proposed in the Minimalist
Theory.
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0. Introduction

This paper studies the WH in-situ construction of Nchufie and argues that WH movement in this language obeys subjacency at LF. Specifically, we will show that WH phrases cannot move at LF from relative clauses, WH Islands, or Adjunct Islands and that the only possible case of long distance WH movement from any kind of an island involves the movement of argument WH phrases from inside object position CNPs.

It has been argued in the literature (beginning we believe, with Aoun, Hornstein, and Sportiche 1981 who elaborate on an idea by Chomsky 1973) that, in languages that display WH in situ phenomena, Move α is operative at the level of Logical Form. Huang (1982) further argued the same point, and in order to account for asymmetries between LF WH movement and its syntactic counterpart, determined that subjacency did not constrain movement operations at the level of Logical Form. The issue was taken up by Choe (1984), Nishiguchi (1984, 1986) and Pesetsky (1987): these authors claim that subjacency does hold at LF and that a process of Pied-Piping is responsible for the lesser locality of LF movement. The Nchufie data that we gathered suggests that the latter view is the correct one, at least in so far as the syntax of Nchufie WH in situ is concerned. The particular instantiation of LF Pied-Piping that we will use is the one proposed in Moritz and Valois (to appear) for French sentential negation, in which pied-piping is constrained by Spec-Head Agreement. Given that LF processes are invisible to the language learner, they should belong to Universal Grammar. Therefore, if subjacency holds at LF in Nchufie, it should also hold in a language like Chinese, contra Huang (1982). In this paper however, we will limit ourselves to the facts of Nchufie and leave the issues raised by the Chinese data to another work.

* We wish to thank our consultant, Sophie Ajeakwa for her patience and countless efforts to explain to us the meaning of the sentences that we tried to elicit from her over the weeks. Thanks also to the participants of the Field Methods 1991-1992 class at UCLA, which organized under the guidance of Hilda Koopman. Our knowledge of Nchufie would have been much less without their contributions.
1. Main Clause WH-Questions

Main clause WH questions can be formed in various ways in Nchufie, most notably by clefting the WH phrase, or leaving it in situ (see Nakamura, this volume). The strategy that we are interested in here is the latter, WH in situ. It can be seen in the examples below that objects and adjuncts can be questioned by leaving the relevant WH phrase in its D-structure position.

(1) piincu kwे wə
    P. likes who
    'Who does Pinchu like?'

(2) piincu yəw fə / kə yuu
    P. goes where what place
    'Where does Pinchu go?'

(3) piincu ngəw nə kə
    P. went time what
    'When did Pinchu go?'

(4) piincu ngəw (səə)laŋə
    P. went how
    'How did Pinchu go?'

(5) piincu ngəw njiə
    P. went why
    'Why did Pinchu go?'

However, this strategy is not available for subject WH phrases, which must either be clefted, as in (6a), or else the verb must be doubled, as in (6c) (Nakamura, this volume).

(6) a. a wə ya a kwе piincu
    expl who compl res.pr. like P.
    'Who likes Pinchu?'

    b. *wə kwе piincu
        who likes P.

    c. a kwе wə ñkwе piincu
        expl likes who like P.

2. WH-Phrases in Complement Clauses

WH phrases can be extracted from complement clauses at LF in Nchufie.

---

1 Nchufie does not have sentential subjects, hence their absence in this work. The only way clauses can appear in the subject position in this language is if they are embedded under NPs, i.e., if they appear as subject Complex Noun Phrases.
3. CNPC in Nchufie: The Noun-Complement Type

It is well-known that a Complex Noun Phrase (CNP) acts as an opaque domain for extraction in a language like English that displays WH movement in the syntax. Thus, (12), an instance of the Noun-Complement case of the CNPC, is ungrammatical because the movement has occurred from a position buried inside the sentential complement of the head Noun:

(12) *Who did you hear [NP the claim [CP that Mary likes t ]]?

In Nchufie, the facts are the following.

3.1. CNPs in Object Position

When the CNP is itself the object of a transitive verb, the subject and object of the complement clause can be extracted as in (13) and (14) respectively. However, adjuncts cannot escape the CNP, as (15) and (16) show respectively for a manner adverbial and a reason adverbial WH.2

(13) ọ̀dị ọjọ nọvu riri ọjọ ọjọ pịnçu nọvu kọ ³
you+SH heard rumor that P. stole what
'What did you hear the rumor that Pinchu stole t?'⁴

---

2 Throughout this paper, we will be concerned only with the lower clause construal of adjunct WH phrases.
3 Our transcriptions use the conventions of the International Phonetic Association (IPA), except for two sounds: the 'j' glide is transcribed as 'y' and the affricate 'ụ' is transcribed as 'j'.
4 Nchufie is an SVO tone language. We realize that the tones are not complete in the examples. However, we found that tonal alternations do not have any bearing on WH movement. Therefore, given the time
Examples (13) to (16) show an interesting contrast between arguments and adjuncts which we will come back to in the analytical part of the paper.

3.2. CNPs in Subject Position

Extraction out of a subject CNP in Nchufie yields ungrammaticality both with arguments, (17), and (18), and with adjuncts, (19), (20), and (21).

(17) *múlọ̀ ńjíe ńjíe ńjíe píncú ńjíe ká ø nkbiê kẹẹọ  
rumor that P. N+break what N+bother K.  
'What did [the rumor [that Pinchu broke t]] bother Kengo?'

(18) *múlọ̀ ńjíe ńjíe wọ ńjíe nduọ ( interacts nkbiê kẹẹọ  
gossip that who broke glass det bothered K.  
'Who did [the rumor [that t broke the glass]] bother Kengo?'

(19) *múlọ̀ ńjíe ńjíe píncú ńjíe nkbiê  
nduọ lá fọ nkbiê kẹẹọ 
gossip that P. N+break+Past glass det where N+bother+Past K.  
'Where did [the rumor [that Pinchu broke the glass t]] bother Kengo?'

(20) *múlọ̀ ńjíe ńjíe píncú ńjíe  
nduọ lá ńjíe nkbiê kẹẹọ 
gossip that P. N+break+Past glass det how N+bother+Past K.  
'How did [the rumor [that Pinchu broke the glass t]] bother Kengo?'

(21) *múlọ̀ ńjíe ńjíe píncú ńjíe nkbiê  
nduọ lá ńjíe nkbiê kẹẹọ 
gossip that P. N+break+Past glass det why N+bother+Past K.  
'Why did [the rumor [that Pinchu broke the glass t]] bother Kengo?'

constraints under which the elicitations took place, we did not feel it necessary to painstakingly transcribe all the tones. SH stands for the super high tone associated with the past tense (Ben-Shalom, this volume).  
5 Here, as everywhere else in the paper, we dispense with giving the form without a WH constituent. However, we have checked those and in all ungrammatical WH questions discussed from here on, the corresponding declarative sentences are well-formed. We will signal the 'offending' WH element to the reader by italicizing it in the morph-by-morph gloss. An italicized WH word in an example is therefore to be understood as a WH item whose corresponding non-WH item makes the sentence grammatical.  
6 Another word exists for 'where' in Nchufie, namely kọ yuyu literally 'what place'. Although more specific, this WH word does not possess the properties of a D-linked WH phrase as discussed in Pesetsky (1987). In fact, in Nchufie, there is almost no evidence for any WH phrase, even the most specific ones, behaving in a way similar to the D-linked WH phrases of the cited article.
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Examples (17) to (21), especially (17), show that unlike Chinese, the Subject Condition holds in Nchufie, contrary to the view that subjacency is not an active principle of LF movement. There is a case where extraction is possible however. This occurs when the clause containing the subject CNP is itself embedded inside a higher clause:

(22) ɔ zi ɲiɛ mʉlɔa ɲiɛ pɨncu ɲiɛ 经开 ɔ kʰiɡ keeŋo
     you know that rumor that P.  N+break what N+bother K.
     'What do you know [that [the rumor [that pinchu broke t]] bothered Kengo]?'

We will return to this example when we present our analysis of Nchufie WH in situ.

4. CNPC in Nchufie: The Relative Clause Type

Relative clauses are barriers to movement in a language like English.

(23) *Who do you like the person who knows t well?

In Nchufie also, relative clauses are absolute barriers to movement. This is true whether the relative clause is in the subject or object position, and whether one tries to extract a subject, an object, or an adjunct WH from within the relative clause.

4.1. Relative Clauses in Object Position

Here are the cases of relative clauses in the object position of a clause, inside which, first the subject and then the object is relativized:

4.1.1. Subject Relativized

(24) *55' ɲɔw mɛ ɔ yu ɔ njɛ wɔ
     you+SH saw child Op comp he knew who
     'Who did you see the child who knew t?'

---

7 Although our consultant consistently tells us that this sentence is good as a question, we have a hard time really understanding what its precise meaning is. She sometimes tells us that the sentence is a Yes/No question. This is probably due to the fact that, quite generally, WH in-situ questions embedded inside what should constitute islands to movement have interpretations that are quite different from those of "normal" WH questions. For example, Huang's account of (i) below predicts that the sentence should have a normal WH question interpretation.

(i) shei you mai de shu zui gui ?
   who want buy DE book most expensive
   'books that who wants to buy are most expensive?'

Yet, as he himself mentions (Huang 1982, p.381), 'in [(i)] the speaker is, in effect, asking which book, in terms of the identity of the person who is buying it, is the most expensive.' We can interpret this type of reading as indication that LF WH movement is not a process completely free of subjacency, and that WH phrases cannot move in an unbounded fashion.
*ô’ nyâw mê à yâ à nî̀ nyénò ə̀ 
you+SH saw child Op comp he knew which man
'Which man did you see the child who knew t?'

(26) *piîncu ntu ə̀ a ya a ə̀ ñîë kə
P. kicked person Op that res.pr. broke what
'What did Pinchu kick the person who broke t?'

(27) *piîncu ntu ə̀ a ya a ə̀ ñîë nduŋo ñaa ñâːga
P. kicked person Op that res.pr. broke glass how
'How did Pinchu kick [the person [who broke the glass t]]?'

(28) *piîncu ntu ə̀ a ya a ə̀ ñîë nduŋo ñija
P. kicked person Op that res.pr. broke glass why
'Why did Pinchu kick [the person [who broke the glass t]]?'

(29) *piîncu ntu ə̀ a ya aa ə̀ ñîë nduŋo ə̀
P. kicked person Op that res.pr. broke glass where
'Where did Pinchu kick [the person [who broke the glass t]]?'

Notice here that there is a minimal contrast between object extraction out of a relative clause in (24) through (26), and object extraction out of an object Noun-Complement CNP in the grammatical (13).

4.1.2. Object Relativized

(30) *ô’ nyâw ñwâː à yâ wə ə̀ nyaa
you+SH saw book Op comp who stole
'Who did you see [the book [that t stole]]?'

(31) *ô’ nyâw ñwâː à yâ piîncu ə̀ nyaa ə̀ ñija
you+SH saw book Op comp P. stole why
'Why did you see [the book [that Pinchu stole t]]?'

(32) *ô’ nyâw ñwâː à yâ piîncu ə̀ nyaa ñaa ñâːga
you+SH saw book Op comp P. stole how
'How did you see [the book [that Pinchu stole t]]?'

(33) *ô’ nyâw ñwâː à yâ piîncu ə̀ nyaa ə̀
you+SH saw book Op comp P. stole where
'Where did you see [the book [that Pinchu stole t]]?'

Notice here that there is a minimal contrast between subject extraction out of an object relative clause in (30) and subject extraction out of an object Noun-Complement CNP in the grammatical (14).
4.2. Relative Clauses in Subject Position

Here are the cases of a relative clauses in the object position of a clause, inside which, first the subject and then the object is relativized:

4.2.1. Subject Relativized

(34) *ŋa a ya a ŋjIE kE nTO piincu
    person Op that res.pr. broke what kicked P.
    'What did [the person [who broke t]] kick Pinchu?'

(35) *ŋa a ya a ŋjIE nduGø saaLoGa nTO piincu
    person Op that res.pr. broke glass how kicked P.
    'How did [the person [who broke the glass t]] kick Pinchu?'

(36) *ŋa a ya a ŋjIE nduGø njIE nTO piincu
    person Op that res.pr. broke glass why kicked P.
    'Why did [the person [who broke the glass t]] kick Pinchu?'

(37) *ŋa a ya a ŋjIE nduGø fe nTO piincu
    person Op that res.pr. broke glass where kicked P.
    'Where did [the person [who broke the glass t]] kick Pinchu?'

Since we have already seen that the Subject Condition holds in Nchufie for subject CNPs, it is not surprising that all of these examples are ungrammatical. There is thus no contrast here with the Noun-Complement cases that we talked about in examples (17) through (21).

4.2.2. Object Relativized

(38) *nduGø a ya wa ŋjIE (la) nkW table
    glass Op that who broke det on table
    'Who did [the glass [that t broke] is on the table?'

(39) *nduGø a ya piincu ŋjIE saaLoGa nkW table
    glass Op that P. broke how on table
    'How did [the glass [that Pinchu broke t]] is on the table?'

(40) *nduGø a ya piincu ŋjIE njIE nkW table
    glass Op that P. broke why on table
    'Why did [the glass [that Pinchu broke t]] is on the table?'

(41) *nduGø a ya piincu ŋjIE fe nkW table
    glass Op that P. broke where on table
    'Where did [the glass [that Pinchu broke t]] is on the table?'

Again these examples are all ungrammatical as instances of the Subject Condition violations. As expected, there is no contrast between these and the preceding examples (17) through (21).
5. WH Islands

In a language like English, one cannot extract anything from inside a clause headed by a WH phrase. (42) is an ungrammatical sentence resulting from the violation of the WH Island Constraint:

(42) *What do you wonder who saw t?

The WH Island Constraint holds in Nchufie as well, although relevant cases have proved to be very difficult to elicit. We were able to find some examples:

(43) *d yë kə yâ wə nfi(e) 8
   you wonder what that who broke
   'Who do you wonder [what t broke]?'

In reality, it is not entirely clear whether we are dealing here with a 'true' WH Island. It could be that the verb yë 'to wonder or to ponder about' in Nchufie takes a direct object which must then be followed by a relative clause.9 In this case, the structure of (43) would look (43'):

(43') d yë kəi [CP Opi [c yâ [IP wə nfi(e) ti]]]

The following sentence suggests that this might be the case:

(44) d yë pə [CP o [c yâ [IP ââ nfi(e) Ia]]] 10
   you wonder person Op that res.pr.+Past N+break it
   'You wonder who broke it'

---

8 This sentence is ungrammatical only in the wide scope constual of 'who'.
9 As Hilda Koopman (p.c.) points out, this is partially similar to the French indirect question constructions: when an inanimate argument is being indirectly questioned, French resorts to the strategy of having the complementizer 'que' or 'qui' (depending on whether the question is about an object or a subject respectively) preceded by a demonstrative pronoun. Thus (i), where the object is questioned, contrasts with the ungrammatical (ii), where the structure follows the pattern of main clause question formation; and (iii), where the subject is questioned, contrasts with the ungrammatical (iv):

   (i) Je me demande ce que Jean a lu récemment
       I myself ask what(dem.) that(Co) j. has read recently
       'I wonder what Jean has recently read'
   (ii) *Je me demande quoi Jean a lu récemment
       I myself ask what J. has read recently
   (iii) Je me demande que qui est arrivé à Marie
       I myself ask that(dem) that(Co+SuAgr) is arrived to M.
       'I wonder what happened to Marie'
   (iv) *Je me demande qui/que quoi est arrivé à Marie
       I myself ask what is arrived to M.

Note though that the parallel between Nchufie and French is only partial: Nchufie, not French, uses this type of construction across-the-board, with inanimate as well as with animates, and with adjuncts as well as with arguments.

10 For an analysis of the resumptive pronouns in Nchufie, see Sano (this volume). Nakamura (this volume) argues along the lines mentioned here that (44) is in fact not a WH Island configuration.
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In (44), the indirect question clearly takes the form of a relative clause and therefore (43) may very well be another case of the Relative Clause Island effect that we looked at in Section 4.

Fortunately though, there are more convincing cases of WH Islands in Nchufie. One involves a 'whether' clause:

(45) * Revenge ke piincu nje kə
you wonder if P. N+break what
'What do you wonder if Pinchu broke t ?'

In (45), material cannot escape the embedded clause headed by 'whether' even when it is an argumental WH phrase. Another case of WH Island is found after the verb zì 'know', when it is negated. The basic construction is as follows:

(46) η ka zi kεe piincu nje ndugo pa
I neg know how P. broke glass neg
'I don't know how Pinchu broke the glass'

In (46), kεe 'how' creates a WH Island configuration. This structure prohibits movement from inside the embedded clause, as demonstrated in (47) through (50), where an object, a subject, a locative adverbial and a reason adverbial have been extracted, respectively:

(47) * Revenge ka zi kεe piincu nje ka pa
you neg know how P. broke what neg
'What don't you know [how Pinchu broke t]?'\(^{11}\)

(48) * Revenge ka zi kεe we nje ndugo pa
you neg know how who broke glass neg
'Who don't you know [how t broke the glass]?'

(49) * Revenge ka zi kεe piincu nje ndugo fa pa
you neg know how P. broke glass where neg
'Where don't you know [how Pinchu broke the glass t]?'

(50) * Revenge ka zi kεe piincu nje ndugo nje pa
you neg know how P. broke glass why neg
'Why don't you know [how Pinchu broke the glass t]?'

The ungrammaticality of (47) and (48) contrasts with the claim that subjacency does not hold at LF for arguments, e.g., Huang (1982).

\(^{11}\) The lower clause construal of the italicized WH phrases in (47) through (50) is grammatical.
6. Adjunct Islands

We have so far been unable to elicit data for adjunct clauses other than the time adjunct clauses headed by 'before'.

(51) ʔi:ncu njəu wə (nkə) kəŋə pəga mə ɲfie nduŋə səaw
    P.+Past N+see me first K. before broke glass
    'Pinchu saw me before Kengo broke the glass'

The mystery with these clauses is the exact nature of the word for 'before', əpəa mə. It certainly does not look like a complementizer or a preposition, and it might be some sort of aspecual marker.12 However, it is beyond the scope of our inquiry to give an analysis of this construction. It is sufficient for our purposes that these clauses function like time adjuncts. The extraction properties of before-clauses are the following:

(52) *ʔi:ncu njəu wə (nkə) kəŋə məbəa mə ɲfie kə
      P.+SH N+see me first K. before broke what
      'What did Pinchu see me [before Kengo broke t]?'

(53) *ʔi:ncu njəu wə (nkə) kəŋə məbəa mə ɲfie nyənc nduŋə
      P.+SH N+see me first K. before broke which glass
      'Which glass did Pinchu see me [before Kengo broke t]?'

(54) *ʔi:ncu njəu wə (nkə) wə əpəa mə ɲfie nduŋə səaw
      P.+SH N+see me first who before broke glass
      'Who did Pinchu see me [before t broke the glass]?

(55) *ʔi:ncu njəu wə (nkə) kəŋə pəga mə ɲfie nduŋə səaw fə
      P.+SH N+see me first K before N+break glass the where
      'Where did Pinchu see me [before Kengo broke the glass t]?'

(56) *ʔi:ncu njəu wə (nkə) kəŋə pəga mə ɲfie nduŋə səaw njie
      P.+SH N+see me first K before N+break glass the why
      'Why did Pinchu see me [before Kengo broke the glass t]?'

(57) *ʔi:ncu njəu wə (nkə) kəŋə pəga mə ɲfie nduŋə səaw ləga
      P.+SH N+see me first K before N+break glass the how
      'How did Pinchu see me [before Kengo broke the glass t]?'

The examples above suggest that the Adjunct Condition, sometimes considered a subset of subjacency, Chomsky (1986), holds in Nchufie since one cannot extract anything out of a time adjunct clause. Notice that here again, the specificity of the WH phrase does not make a difference; (53) is ungrammatical on a par with the non-specific WH phrase in (52). Pesetsky's (1987) notion of D-linking does not seem to have any comparable effects in Nchufie.

12 Nam (this volume) investigates some aspecual markers of Nchufie in his study on negation.
This data on the Adjunct Condition concludes the descriptive part of the paper. Our survey of the locality of Nchufie WH in situ has yielded the following observations:

1° LF movement of WH phrases out of a Noun-Complement CNP is possible iff:
   i. the CNPs in object position and
   ii. the WH phrase in situ is an argument

2° LF movement of WH phrases is impossible out of:
   i. Relative clauses,
   ii. WH Island configurations
   iii. Adjunct Islands.

In other words, the only case of long distance WH movement at LF is the one where an argument is extracted out of a properly governed domain. This suggests that subjacency holds at LF in Nchufie. In the following section, we will give our analysis of the facts discussed so far.

7. Analysis

7.1. Subject Condition

As we have seen throughout, no LF movement can initiate from inside a subject in Nchufie, contrary to other well-known WH in situ languages like Chinese or Japanese. Taking Chinese as a representative of such languages, Huang (1982) and Lasnik and Saito (1984) argued that the subject position is properly governed by INFL in Chinese, in order to explain why movement from the subject position is at all possible in this language. We want to argue here that the subject position is not properly governed in main clauses in Nchufie. The evidence for this is twofold. First, recall that WH in situ is not acceptable for subjects, see in (6b):

(6b) *wə kwə piinču
    who like P.
    'Who likes Pinchu?'

This is unlike the WH in situ with objects and adjuncts, cf. (1) through (5) in section 1. The fact that subjects cannot be questioned in situ suggests that they are not properly governed by INFL or COMP, and that their traces violate the ECP by failing to be properly head-governed at LF.

The second piece of evidence that suggests Nchufie subjects are not properly governed comes from the behavior and distribution of resumptive pronouns in this language. Sano (this volume) argues that the resumptive pronouns of Nchufie are the spelled-out traces of movement and are used as a strategy to overcome ECP violations.
This also suggests that the resumptive pronoun in example (5a) helps avoid an ECP violation that would have resulted from the lack of proper government of the subject trace by the Operator in the Spec CP of the embedded clause.

(6a) a wə ya a kwe pińcu
    expl who compl res.pr. like P.
    'Who likes Pinchu?'

We refer the reader to Sano (this volume) and to Nakamura (this volume) for the details of this construction and the analysis of resumptive pronouns of Nchufie.

Having established that subjects are not properly governed in Nchufie, we now make the prediction that subjects of embedded clauses should be able to be questioned in situ if the Complementizer is a proper head governor in this language. This follows from Kayne's (1984) claim that if a head governs an XP, it also governs the Specifier of that XP. Now let us look at (14), which contrasts minimally with (6b):

(14) ọ̀̀ ọ̀̀ mǔlą̀ ńjìę́ wə̀ ńjàà ẹ̀nwẹ̀
    you+SH heard rumor that who stole book
    'Who did you hear [the rumor [that t stole a book]]?'

(6b) *wə́ kwé pińcu
    who likes P.
    'Who likes Pinchu?'

If we assume that ńjìę́ 'that' is a proper head governor, then the contrast between (14) and (6b) follows straightforwardly: it is only in (14) that there is a proper governor to license the WH trace at LF.

The ability of ńjìę́ to properly govern its complement allows a subject CNP of the Noun-complement type to behave like an object CNP. This explains the lack of contrast between (22) and (13):

(22) ọ́ ńjìę́ mǔlą̀ ńjìę́ pińcu ńfié kọ̀̀ ńkhię́ ńjẹ̀
    you know that rumor that P. N+break what N+bother K.
    'What do you know [that [the rumor [that Pinchu broke t]] bothered Kengo]?'

(13) ọ̀̀ ọ̀̀ mǔlą̀ ńjìę́ pińcu ńjòò ńjòò kọ̀̀
    you+SH heard rumor that P. stole what
    'What did you hear [the rumor [that Pinchu stole t]]?'

In (22), the subject CNP is properly governed by ńjìę́ and is therefore like an object for the purpose of WH movement from inside it.

---

13 This assumption is supported by the fact that this complementizer is homophonous with the verb that means 'to say' in Nchufie. We simply assume here that, these two are historically the same, and that ńjìę́ has retained its property of proper governor when it became specialized as a CO. 
7.2. LF movement and S-structure Movement

So far, our survey of Nchufie WH in situ leads us to conclude simply that subjacency holds at LF in the language with the exception of those cases that involve L-marked Noun-Complement CNPs, which are transparent domains for movement. This would be all we would need to say if there were no asymmetry between S-structure and LF movement in Nchufie. The following example suggests however, that this is not the case

(58) *ŋwæ ə ya mdp ŋjɔə ʍiŋ ŋjɔə piŋk ŋjɔə
    book Opl Compl I+SH heard rumor that P. stole
    'The book [which I heard [the rumor [that Pinchu stole t]]]

(58) contrasts with (13) above in that, WH movement at LF is possible out of an L-marked CNP in the former, while in the latter, S-structure empty Operator movement is disallowed, although the extraction domain is exactly the same in both cases. This forces the conclusion that the properties of movement at LF and S-structure are not parallel in Nchufie. In particular, material can escape an L-marked context only at LF, but not at S-structure.

7.3. LF Pied-Piping

One avenue to explore in accounting for this asymmetry is to have the whole CNP move at LF when it is properly governed. These would be cases where the CNP is in the object position and/or wherever it is properly governed, e.g., in the subject position of a clause introduced by njig. That is, we wish to utilize the possibility that LF movement can proceed through Pied-Piping of the whole structural domain that defines an island in the syntax. This is not a new idea; it was first proposed in the work of Choe (1984) and Nishigauchi (1984, 1986) and made popular by Pesetsky (1987). The explanation of the grammatical cases of island violations will be unitary: in each case, the island will move as a whole. In Nchufie, this movement seems to be further constrained by the condition that the island itself be L-marked, which entails that it is a properly governed constituent. This explains why an island in subject position of a main clause can never be extracted out of. As we have seen in section 7.1, the subject is not properly governed, so its LF pied-piped movement must leave behind a trace that is not properly governed, leading to an ECP violation.

However, merely to say that LF movement can pied-pipe the whole island will not suffice. For one thing, it fails to explain the ungrammaticality of the extraction of a WH
phrase embedded inside a relative clause in object position, (24), and of the extraction of a
WH phrase from inside a WH Island, (47).

(24) *ɔ̀ŋá njaw mè å yá å nji wà
you+SH saw child Op comp he knew who
‘Who did you see [the child [who knew t]]?’

(47) *ɔ̀ŋ kɔ zi kɛɛ piincu njiɛ kɔ pə
you neg know how P. broke what neg
‘What don’t you know [how Pinchu broke t]’

In both cases, the island is a complement of the main verb. As such, it is L-marked by it.
According to the logic of the analysis so far, they should then be able to pied-pipe at LF.
Yet, the sentences are ungrammatical. Why should this be the case? To resolve this
problem, we propose to restrict the theory of pied-piping along the lines proposed in Moritz
and Valois (to appear). These authors discuss the distribution of the negative quantifier
*personne* ‘nobody’ in French and conclude that it moves to the Specifier of Neg(ation)P at
LF the latest. They adopt a version of LF Pied-Piping which has the characteristic of being
sensitive to filled Specifiers. A category whose Specifier is filled cannot be marked
through Spec-Head agreement, with the negative feature that would have licensed it in the
Spec of NegP in the first place. As a consequence, a category whose Spec is filled cannot
be pied-piped at LF. Going back to (24) and (47), we notice that the highest Specifier of
the island is filled in both cases by the relative operator in (24), and by the WH phrase in
(47). According to Moritz and Valois’s theory extended to WH movement, those CPs
should not be able to pied-pipe at LF and a subjacency violation should result when one
attempts to extract a WH phrase from within them. As it stands, this theory makes the right
prediction with respect to the cases of WH Islands and relative clauses in Nchufie.

Moritz and Valois also make the right predictions for the grammatical cases of pied-
piping, i.e., for the extraction from inside an L-marked Noun-Complement CNP. We
repeat here (13), (14), and (22):

(13) ɔ̀ŋá njòŋ múlò njiɛ pîngɛ njiɛ kɔ
you+SH heard rumor that P. stole what
‘What did you hear [the rumor [that Pinchu stole t]]?’

(14) ɔ̀ŋá njòŋ múlò njiɛ wà njiɛ nwaɛ
you+SH heard rumor that who stole book
‘Who did you hear [the rumor [that t stole a book]]?’

(22) ɔ zí njiɛ múlò njiɛ pîngɛ njiɛ kɔ nkiɛ keepo
you know that rumor that P. N+break what N+bother K.
‘What do you know [that [the rumor [that Pinchu broke t]] bothered Kengo]?’
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In such cases, there is no filledSpecifier blocking the pied-piping of the island, and the derivation proceeds in a grammatical fashion.

7.4. Arguments and Adjuncts in Object Position CNPs

Another contrast that begs for an explanation is the contrast between the grammatical (13) and (14) above on the one hand, and the ill-formed (15) and (16) on the other:

(15) *ọ̀ọ́ọ́ nọ́ọ́ mọ̀ tò̀ọ́ njię pí ncù njaọ̀ ọ̀wọ́ saalẹgọ 
you+SH heard rumor that P. stole book how
'How did you hear [the rumor [that Pinchú stole a book]]?'

(16) *ọ̀ọ́ọ́ nọ́ọ́ mọ̀ tò̀ọ́ njię pí ncù njaọ̀ ọ̀wọ́ njię 
you+SH heard rumor that P. stole book why
'Why did you hear [the rumor [that Pinchú stole a book]]?'

We know from sentences (2) through (5) in section 1 that main clause adjuncts can move at LF to the SpecCP of their clauses and satisfy the WH-criterion of Rizzi (1990) there. Therefore nothing should prevent them from moving to the Specifier of the embedded CP in (15) and (16). What must be blocked however, is the pied-piping of the whole embedded clause when it inherits the WH feature from an adjunct. The following observation may provide the clues as to how this can be achieved. We have already noted that the only cases of legitimate LF extraction of WH phrases are the ones that come from L-marked domains, i.e., the complements of verbs or of complementizers with verbal properties like njię. Assuming as we have, that all these cases involve pied-piping at LF, this would mean that all instances of pied-piping we have observed in Nchufie are those of argumental (L-marked) XPs. Suppose now that in (15) and (16), once the adjunct moves to the Spec of the embedded CP, it transmits not only the WH feature needed for pied-piping, but also its non-argumental properties. This would make the CP simultaneously an argument and a non-argument: it will be a non-argument by virtue of its position inside the larger clause, and an argument by inheritance from the head C. When C agrees with the argumental properties of the WH-phrase that has moved to its Specifier position and transmits its features. This clash leads to the ungrammaticality observed in (15) and (16). Note that this solution does not make reference to the proper government of adjuncts.

7.5. Lack of Pied-Piping of Adjunct Clauses

The last thing that remains unexplained in the body of data we have elicited in Nchufie has to do with the general impossibility of extracting a WH phrase from inside an adjunct clause. (52) illustrates this point:
(52) *píncu njóu wâ (nkô) kẹẹpọ mbagâ me njie kâ
P.+SH N+see me first K. before broke what

What did Pinchu see me [before Kengo broke it]?

The problem here is the following. We know that adjuncts, and in particular the WH time
adjuncts such as nda ko 'what time' can be questioned in situ in Nchufie. This means that
the entire adjunct clause should be able to move up at LF when a WH-phrase moves to the
Specifier of its CP. We also know that object Wh-phrases can move to the Specifier of
their CPs at LF. It can be seen in (52) however, that a WH-phrase embedded in side an
adjunct clause cannot take main clause scope, indicating that the pied-piping option is not
available in these instances. A way to block pied-piping from applying here is to assume
that the adjunct clause does not receive the WH features of the WH phrase at LF, even
though the WH-phrase moves to the Specifier of its CP. Suppose now that the transmittal
of these features cannot proceed because the Specifier of the time adverbial CP is already
occupied by another empty operator. This has already been suggested by Larson (1983),
who argues that a temporal operator should be present in the structure of time adjuncts.
The time operator is adverbial in nature and therefore cannot absorb the lower WH
phrase.14 This means that the Specifier position of a time adjunct clause is not available for
movement of anything within its domain. This gives us the right result in (52).

8. Conclusion and Further Issues

In this paper we have studied the syntax of WH in situ in Nchufie. However incomplete
our study has been, the observations we have made thus far have lead us to conclude that
subjacency as a principle of grammar is operational at LF as well as at S-structure. In other
words, it is a principle that constrains all forms of movement. We believe that our inquiry
is grounded on sufficiently solid generalizations that would make future work fruitful.

At this point, there are two main issues that need further investigation:

1° Akira Nakamura (p.c.) points out a sentence in which S-structure movement seems to
have occurred across a relative clause:

14 This account does not explain the difference between Nchufie and English with respect to the absorption
ability of an adverbial operator. As is well-known, a sentence like (i) below is ambiguous between a reading
in which the lower WH argument is interpreted as absorbed by the operator in the main clause CP, and
another reading in which it is interpreted as absorbed by the operator in the embedded CP:

(i) Who wonders where John bought what?
The latter reading is the problematic one. This might lead us to conclude that generally, operators in
Nchufie fail to be able to absorb anything, for reasons that are not yet understood. Of course, it might be
that we simply failed in eliciting the relevant readings from our consultant.
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(59)  ámb m̄bu ju  s̄ ȳ t̄ nga w̄ t̄ ȳ t̄ m̄ m̄  mg̃ la
expl. for who that you saw sheep that I gave det.
'To whom is it that you saw the sheep that I gave?'

If this example turns out to be a grammatical sentence of Nchufie, we lose the asymmetry between S-structure and LF movement in Nchufie and with it, much of the motivation behind the pied-piping story. This does not mean that we should abandon the whole idea though, because it would still remain as an open question why the other cases of LF movement of WH phrases observe subjacency-type locality. Also the ungrammaticality of (58) would become a complete mystery.

(58) *nĭḡe a ya m̄d̄ n̄ḡo m̄l̄a n̄j̄e pĭnc̄u n̄ḡa
book Op Compl I+SH heard rumor that P. stole
'The book which I heard the rumor that Pinchu stole t.'

2° There were some elicitations that seem to contradict the pied-piping explanation of the locality restriction of LF movement. These sentences involve a CNP of the Noun Complement type, but introduced by a relative clause operator directly followed by a sentence beginning by 'they say':

(60)  t̄ t̄ n̄j̄e m̄l̄a m̄ p̄o nḡe we nḡe nḡu nḡo
you+Past N+hear rumor which they said who N+break glass
'Who did you hear [the rumor [they said [that t broke the glass]]]?'

The problem here is that it is not clear how the deeply embedded WH phrase can escape what seems to be a higher relative clause. A more careful study of this particular structure is needed in order to understand the significance of (60).
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